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MESSAGES MESSAGES

We are once again privileged to be hosting the 27th edition of the Singapore Cricket Club  We are once again privileged to be hosting the 27th edition of the Singapore Cricket Club  
International Hockey Sixes 2024.International Hockey Sixes 2024.

I extend a very warm welcome to all participating teams, players, officials and supporters – I extend a very warm welcome to all participating teams, players, officials and supporters – 
in particular the many international teams who made the extra effort to plan their travel to in particular the many international teams who made the extra effort to plan their travel to 
 Singapore during this obviously very busy period in Singapore.  Singapore during this obviously very busy period in Singapore. 

We look forward to delivering another exciting weekend of hockey and socialising and the  We look forward to delivering another exciting weekend of hockey and socialising and the  
not to be missed Gala Event Party served with SCC’s famed warm hospitality.not to be missed Gala Event Party served with SCC’s famed warm hospitality.

My thanks and appreciation to the Hockey 6s Chairman Subhas Nathan and his Tournament My thanks and appreciation to the Hockey 6s Chairman Subhas Nathan and his Tournament 
Organising Committee for their strong dedication, our kind sponsors for their generous  Organising Committee for their strong dedication, our kind sponsors for their generous  
support, the SCC Sports Department and volunteers for their tireless effort and to all  support, the SCC Sports Department and volunteers for their tireless effort and to all  

spectators for your enthusiasm and support for the teams and the tournament. They continue to deliver a unique theme spectators for your enthusiasm and support for the teams and the tournament. They continue to deliver a unique theme 
every year which never fails to impress.every year which never fails to impress.

I wish all of you a fun filled weekend of exciting non-stop hockey action; all the best to the teams in your fight for medal I wish all of you a fun filled weekend of exciting non-stop hockey action; all the best to the teams in your fight for medal 
glory!glory!

Mathavan Devadas
President, Singapore Cricket ClubPresident, Singapore Cricket Club

Welcome to the 27th SCC International Hockey Sixes. As a founder affiliate of the Singapore Welcome to the 27th SCC International Hockey Sixes. As a founder affiliate of the Singapore 
Hockey Association, we have a deep and long-standing connection to the local hockey and look Hockey Association, we have a deep and long-standing connection to the local hockey and look 
forward to another weekend of fast, action-packed hockey. forward to another weekend of fast, action-packed hockey. 

This year, we are delighted to host 54 teams – and their supporters – in Singapore and we hope This year, we are delighted to host 54 teams – and their supporters – in Singapore and we hope 
our visiting teams enjoy the unique atmosphere of our Padang Field which is one of Singapore’s our visiting teams enjoy the unique atmosphere of our Padang Field which is one of Singapore’s 
most historic landmarks, and much-loved pieces of turf. most historic landmarks, and much-loved pieces of turf. 

And while we know the matches will be hard fought and competitive, we hope you will also enjoy And while we know the matches will be hard fought and competitive, we hope you will also enjoy 
the hospitality and social activities organised as you renew old friendships and make new ones. the hospitality and social activities organised as you renew old friendships and make new ones. 

Events of this scale and repute do not happen overnight, and without the hard work of a great Events of this scale and repute do not happen overnight, and without the hard work of a great 
organising team and on behalf of the General Committee SCC members, I want to express my organising team and on behalf of the General Committee SCC members, I want to express my 

sincere thanks to the tournament sponsors, the Hockey Sixes Organising Committee Chairman Subhas Nathan and his sincere thanks to the tournament sponsors, the Hockey Sixes Organising Committee Chairman Subhas Nathan and his 
team of volunteers, and our Sports Department and Grounds staff.team of volunteers, and our Sports Department and Grounds staff.

I wish the best of luck to all teams, and whatever your results, I hope you enjoy the matches and the tournament  I wish the best of luck to all teams, and whatever your results, I hope you enjoy the matches and the tournament  
experience. I hope that you will also enjoy your time in Singapore and make many new friends throughout the weekend. experience. I hope that you will also enjoy your time in Singapore and make many new friends throughout the weekend. 

Samuel Sharpe
Chairman, SCC Games Control BoardChairman, SCC Games Control Board

It is with great pleasure that I welcome all participating teams and their officials, players,  It is with great pleasure that I welcome all participating teams and their officials, players,  
supporters, umpires, sponsors, advertisers, spectators and the Club members to SCC’s 27th supporters, umpires, sponsors, advertisers, spectators and the Club members to SCC’s 27th 
International Hockey Sixes 2024 appropriately held at the Padang, a field steeped in history, International Hockey Sixes 2024 appropriately held at the Padang, a field steeped in history, 
which continues to be one of the focal points of Singapore’s identity.which continues to be one of the focal points of Singapore’s identity.

As you may know, the Singapore Cricket Club International Hockey 6s Tournament has been an As you may know, the Singapore Cricket Club International Hockey 6s Tournament has been an 
annual event hosted by the Club for the past 26 editions and remains one of the highlights of annual event hosted by the Club for the past 26 editions and remains one of the highlights of 
the year, eagerly anticipated by our own athletes and our overseas counterparts alike. the year, eagerly anticipated by our own athletes and our overseas counterparts alike. 

After all these years, the tournament continues to live up to its reputation of being a world-class  After all these years, the tournament continues to live up to its reputation of being a world-class  
showcase of skill and talent, as well as a wonderful platform for our athletes to continue to showcase of skill and talent, as well as a wonderful platform for our athletes to continue to 
learn and to grow from athletes from all over the world, building time-tested friendships and learn and to grow from athletes from all over the world, building time-tested friendships and 
creating unforgettable memories in the process.creating unforgettable memories in the process.

This year, we are not only happy to welcome new participants from various parts of Asia, Oceania and Europe, but also old This year, we are not only happy to welcome new participants from various parts of Asia, Oceania and Europe, but also old 
friends who have continued to return to take part in the Hockey 6s for over a decade, once again a testament to the mark friends who have continued to return to take part in the Hockey 6s for over a decade, once again a testament to the mark 
which has been made by Singapore and the Hockey 6s to the global community of hockey athletes, over the past 30 years.which has been made by Singapore and the Hockey 6s to the global community of hockey athletes, over the past 30 years.

I would like to thank our sponsors and advertisers who have generously contributed and supported this celebration of the I would like to thank our sponsors and advertisers who have generously contributed and supported this celebration of the 
sport and our momentous milestones. Without their commitment, it would not be possible to hold this tournament on sport and our momentous milestones. Without their commitment, it would not be possible to hold this tournament on 
such a magnificent scale.such a magnificent scale.

My sincere thanks also goes out to the Organizing Committee, made up of volunteers who have selflessly dedicated My sincere thanks also goes out to the Organizing Committee, made up of volunteers who have selflessly dedicated 
countless hours towards the organization of the entire event. Their love and passion for the game which motivates them countless hours towards the organization of the entire event. Their love and passion for the game which motivates them 
to return each year and organize the Hockey 6s voluntarily is an inspiration to all of us athletes and non-athletes alike.to return each year and organize the Hockey 6s voluntarily is an inspiration to all of us athletes and non-athletes alike.

Last but certainly not least, a very special thanks goes out to the SCC Sports Department and ground staff who have worked Last but certainly not least, a very special thanks goes out to the SCC Sports Department and ground staff who have worked 
very hard to ensure that the Padang is in pristine condition and that the tournament weekend ahead is a smooth-sailing very hard to ensure that the Padang is in pristine condition and that the tournament weekend ahead is a smooth-sailing 
one.one.

I look forward to a fun-filled weekend of hockey and wish all participants and supporters a terrific time, as well as a safe I look forward to a fun-filled weekend of hockey and wish all participants and supporters a terrific time, as well as a safe 
journey home.journey home.

Intekhab KhanIntekhab Khan
Deputy Chairman, SCC Hockey 6s Organising CommitteeDeputy Chairman, SCC Hockey 6s Organising Committee
Convenor, Singapore Cricket Club Hockey SectionConvenor, Singapore Cricket Club Hockey Section

A very warm welcome to everyone to the 27th Edition of Singapore Cricket Club’s International A very warm welcome to everyone to the 27th Edition of Singapore Cricket Club’s International 
Hockey 6s!! We are very excited for this year’s tournament; it’s a Premier Hockey event which is Hockey 6s!! We are very excited for this year’s tournament; it’s a Premier Hockey event which is 
eagerly anticipated by everyone who participates on the famous Padang grounds.eagerly anticipated by everyone who participates on the famous Padang grounds.

It has been a year-long affair in planning by a wonderful and dedicated committee and the It has been a year-long affair in planning by a wonderful and dedicated committee and the 
theme this year is ‘Sixes Grand Prix- Fast and Furious’. A very apt and exciting theme as  theme this year is ‘Sixes Grand Prix- Fast and Furious’. A very apt and exciting theme as  
Singapore hosts the only F1 night race and I have no doubt our Hockey will be Fast and  Singapore hosts the only F1 night race and I have no doubt our Hockey will be Fast and  
Furious on the pitch once the whistle blows for the first match to start - we are going to have a  Furious on the pitch once the whistle blows for the first match to start - we are going to have a  
wonderful tournament and event.wonderful tournament and event.

It’s also a delight to welcome all participating teams and their officials, players, supporters,  It’s also a delight to welcome all participating teams and their officials, players, supporters,  
umpires, sponsors, advertisers, spectators and the Club members for two days of fun,  umpires, sponsors, advertisers, spectators and the Club members for two days of fun,  
competition and a lively Dinner on Saturday which promises, as has been in every 6s, to be the highlight!competition and a lively Dinner on Saturday which promises, as has been in every 6s, to be the highlight!

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all our sponsors and advertisers for their generous contribution and for I would like to take this opportunity to thank all our sponsors and advertisers for their generous contribution and for 
supporting the 6s in 2024. I also would like to thank the members of the organizing committee who are all volunteers, for supporting the 6s in 2024. I also would like to thank the members of the organizing committee who are all volunteers, for 
spending their personal time in the last few months in planning the event and for being so passionate and committed in spending their personal time in the last few months in planning the event and for being so passionate and committed in 
creating an outstanding 6s for everyone. Finally, my thanks goes out to SCC Sports Department and ground staff for their creating an outstanding 6s for everyone. Finally, my thanks goes out to SCC Sports Department and ground staff for their 
dedication and hard work in making sure the 6s is run smoothly and efficiently.dedication and hard work in making sure the 6s is run smoothly and efficiently.

Looking forward to welcoming new participants and old friends again to the Singapore Cricket Club. At this moment of Looking forward to welcoming new participants and old friends again to the Singapore Cricket Club. At this moment of 
time, I am eternally grateful we have an opportunity to celebrate Hockey at its best with people we love and care about, time, I am eternally grateful we have an opportunity to celebrate Hockey at its best with people we love and care about, 
and to make new friends and memories. Wishing everyone a wonderful 2024 Hockey 6s; let’s go have a great tournament and to make new friends and memories. Wishing everyone a wonderful 2024 Hockey 6s; let’s go have a great tournament 
and event!and event!

Subhas Nathan
Chairman, SCC Hockey 6s Organising CommitteeChairman, SCC Hockey 6s Organising Committee
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TEAMS

Ladies’ Teams:

ACSOBASG OldhamACSOBASG Oldham

Austthai HockeyAustthai Hockey

CougarsCougars

Crescent Hockey ClubCrescent Hockey Club

Duck’s Chicks Duck’s Chicks 

Dutch Hockey LadiesDutch Hockey Ladies

GlebeDHC HornetsGlebeDHC Hornets

GlebeDHC Redbacks GlebeDHC Redbacks 

High Tea HockeyHigh Tea Hockey

Ice Cream Factory Flamingos (Westside Wolves)Ice Cream Factory Flamingos (Westside Wolves)

Matador Hockey Club Matador Hockey Club 

Melville MaidensMelville Maidens

Modernians Hockey ClubModernians Hockey Club

Monsooners WomenMonsooners Women

Old GeorgiansOld Georgians

Pink Ladies RacingPink Ladies Racing

SCC 1 - SCC ChicaneSCC 1 - SCC Chicane

SCC 2 - SCC WolffSCC 2 - SCC Wolff

Singa Pour AnotherSinga Pour Another

Tokyo VerxTokyo Verx

Tornados Hockey ClubTornados Hockey Club

Unfit AllstarsUnfit Allstars

Will Holiday For Hockey (Fremantle Cockburn Hockey Will Holiday For Hockey (Fremantle Cockburn Hockey 
Club)Club)

YadokariYadokari

Men’s Teams:

Applecross AllstarsApplecross Allstars

Batu Pahat District Batu Pahat District 

BullionsBullions

Clubhouse CasualsClubhouse Casuals

Fremantle Cockburn Hockey ClubFremantle Cockburn Hockey Club

Glebe District Hockey Club Glebe District Hockey Club 

Green Machine Green Machine 

Gymkhana ClubGymkhana Club

Hale Hockey ClubHale Hockey Club

HawksHawks

Hollandse Club Hollandse Club 

JansenitesJansenites

Matador Hockey Club Matador Hockey Club 

Melville MaraudersMelville Marauders

Monsooners MenMonsooners Men

OwlsOwls

Rocky Ridge Rhino’sRocky Ridge Rhino’s

Rocky Ridge Tigers Rocky Ridge Tigers 

Sashimi ClubSashimi Club

SCC 1 - SCC SennaSCC 1 - SCC Senna

SCC 2 - SCC Secret Formula 1SCC 2 - SCC Secret Formula 1

Tornados Hockey ClubTornados Hockey Club

Ueda CompanyUeda Company

Unfit AllstarsUnfit Allstars

UQHC Recalcitrant RedmenUQHC Recalcitrant Redmen

UWA Hockey ClubUWA Hockey Club

Westside Wolves Hockey ClubWestside Wolves Hockey Club

YM CrabsYM Crabs

YMCC Youth Development SquadYMCC Youth Development Squad

Yokoe JapanYokoe Japan

SGX Centre 2, #17-01  •  4 Shenton Way  •  Singapore 068807 
www.harryelias.com  •  enquiries@harryelias.com
Tel:  +65 6535 0550  •   Fax:  +65 6438 0550       

A Practice of Firsts

Our services include:

• Arbitration

• Aviation and Shipping

• Civil and Commercial Litigation

• Construction, Engineering and 
Infrastructure Projects

• Corporate and Financial Services

• Employment

• Family and Matrimonial Law

• Insolvency and Asset Recovery

• Intellectual Property and Technology

• Private Client and Wealth Management

• Real Estate and Banking

• Regulatory Compliance
and Commercial Fraud

• Sports and Media

• Mediation

SINGAPORE • BRUNEI
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TOURNAMENT SCHEDULE
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        TIME   VENUE

Friday, 1 March 2024
Team Briefing for Managers & Captains   6:00pm  Gilmour RoomTeam Briefing for Managers & Captains   6:00pm  Gilmour Room

Reception for Teams      7:30pm  Padang RestaurantReception for Teams      7:30pm  Padang Restaurant

Saturday, 2 March 2024  
League Competition: Men’s & Ladies’    8:00am to 5.30pm Pitches 1, 2, 3, 4  League Competition: Men’s & Ladies’    8:00am to 5.30pm Pitches 1, 2, 3, 4  
          
Official Tournament Dinner & Dance    7:30pm  Sixes MarqueeOfficial Tournament Dinner & Dance    7:30pm  Sixes Marquee
            (in front of SCC Clubhouse)            (in front of SCC Clubhouse)

Sunday, 3 March 2024
Bowl Competition  Men’s First Round  10.00am  Pitches 1 & 2Bowl Competition  Men’s First Round  10.00am  Pitches 1 & 2
Plate Competition  Men’s First Round  10.20am  Pitches 1, 2, 3 &4Plate Competition  Men’s First Round  10.20am  Pitches 1, 2, 3 &4
Cup Competition  Men’s First Round  10:40am  Pitches 1, 2, 3 & 4 Cup Competition  Men’s First Round  10:40am  Pitches 1, 2, 3 & 4 
  
Bowl Competition  Ladies Quarter-Finals  11:00am  Pitches 1, 2, 3 & 4 Bowl Competition  Ladies Quarter-Finals  11:00am  Pitches 1, 2, 3 & 4 
Plate Competition  Ladies Quarter-Finals  11:20am  Pitches 1, 2, 3 & 4Plate Competition  Ladies Quarter-Finals  11:20am  Pitches 1, 2, 3 & 4
Cup Competition  Ladies Quarter-Finals  11:40am  Pitches 1, 2, 3 & 4Cup Competition  Ladies Quarter-Finals  11:40am  Pitches 1, 2, 3 & 4

Bowl Competition  Men’s Quarter-Finals  12:00pm  Pitches 1, 2, 3 & 4Bowl Competition  Men’s Quarter-Finals  12:00pm  Pitches 1, 2, 3 & 4
Plate Competition  Men’s Quarter-Finals  12:20pm  Pitches 1,2, 3 & 4Plate Competition  Men’s Quarter-Finals  12:20pm  Pitches 1,2, 3 & 4
Cup Competition  Men’s Quarter-Finals  12:40pm  Pitches 1, 2, 3 & 4Cup Competition  Men’s Quarter-Finals  12:40pm  Pitches 1, 2, 3 & 4

Bowl Competition  Ladies Semi-Finals  1:00pm  Pitches 3 & 4 Bowl Competition  Ladies Semi-Finals  1:00pm  Pitches 3 & 4 
Bowl Competition  Men’s Semi-Finals  1:20pm   Pitches 1 & 2 Bowl Competition  Men’s Semi-Finals  1:20pm   Pitches 1 & 2 

Plate Competition  Ladies Semi-Finals  1:00pm  Pitches 3 & 4Plate Competition  Ladies Semi-Finals  1:00pm  Pitches 3 & 4
Cup Competition  Ladies Semi-Finals  1:20pm   Pitches 1 & 2Cup Competition  Ladies Semi-Finals  1:20pm   Pitches 1 & 2

Plate Competition  Men’s Semi-Finals  1:40pm   Pitches 3 & 4Plate Competition  Men’s Semi-Finals  1:40pm   Pitches 3 & 4
Cup Competition  Men’s Semi-Finals  1:40pm   Pitches 1 & 2Cup Competition  Men’s Semi-Finals  1:40pm   Pitches 1 & 2

    Rolling of Pitch  2:00pm  Pitch 1    Rolling of Pitch  2:00pm  Pitch 1

Bowl Competition  Ladies’ Final   3:00pm  Pitch 1Bowl Competition  Ladies’ Final   3:00pm  Pitch 1
    Men’s Final   3:30pm  Pitch 1    Men’s Final   3:30pm  Pitch 1

Plate Competition  Ladies’ Final   4:00pm  Pitch 1Plate Competition  Ladies’ Final   4:00pm  Pitch 1
    Men’s Final   4:30pm  Pitch 1    Men’s Final   4:30pm  Pitch 1

Cup Competition  Ladies’ Final   5:00pm  Pitch 1Cup Competition  Ladies’ Final   5:00pm  Pitch 1
    Men’s Final   5:30pm  Pitch 1    Men’s Final   5:30pm  Pitch 1

Presentation of Trophy     6:15pm    Sixes MarqueePresentation of Trophy     6:15pm    Sixes Marquee

*Schedule accurate at time of print.
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2023 LADIES’ TOURNAMENT WINNERS

Ladies Player of the Tournament: Ladies Player of the Tournament: 

Abigail Rhodes  (SCC Sakura - Singapore)Abigail Rhodes  (SCC Sakura - Singapore)

Ladies Cup Winner: Ladies Cup Winner: 

Tornados Hockey Club  (Singapore)Tornados Hockey Club  (Singapore)

Ladies Cup Runner Up: Ladies Cup Runner Up: 

Ducks Chicks  (Australia)Ducks Chicks  (Australia)

Ladies Plate Winner: Ladies Plate Winner: 

Glebe District Hockey Club  (Australia)Glebe District Hockey Club  (Australia)

Ladies Plate Runner Up: Ladies Plate Runner Up: 

High Tea Hockey  (Australia)High Tea Hockey  (Australia)

Ladies Bowl Winner: Ladies Bowl Winner: 

Matador Hockey Club  (Australia)Matador Hockey Club  (Australia)

Ladies Bowl Runner Up: Ladies Bowl Runner Up: 

Chicks with Sticks  (Australia)Chicks with Sticks  (Australia)

Men’s Player of the Tournament: Men’s Player of the Tournament: 

Enrico Elifh Marican (Jansenites - Singapore)Enrico Elifh Marican (Jansenites - Singapore)

Men’s Cup Winner: Men’s Cup Winner: 

Fremantle Cockburn Hockey Club   (Australia)Fremantle Cockburn Hockey Club   (Australia)

Men’s Cup Runners Up: Men’s Cup Runners Up: 

Sashimi Club  (Japan)Sashimi Club  (Japan)

Men’s Plate Winner: Men’s Plate Winner: 

Jansenites  (Singapore)Jansenites  (Singapore)

Men’s Plate Runner Up: Men’s Plate Runner Up: 

Gymkhana Club  (Sri Lanka)Gymkhana Club  (Sri Lanka)

Men’s Bowl Winner: Men’s Bowl Winner: 

Unfit All Stars  (Australia)Unfit All Stars  (Australia)

Men’s Bowl Runner Up: Men’s Bowl Runner Up: 

Hawks  (Australia)Hawks  (Australia)

2023 Men’s Tournament Winners
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gallery: action on padang gallery: action off padang
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gallery: tournament dinner
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TEAM Profiles TEAM Profiles

1. He won the Monaco Grand Prix and owned the streets of the principality six times. No active driver is  1. He won the Monaco Grand Prix and owned the streets of the principality six times. No active driver is  
anywhere near that. For his amazing dribbling skills, please meet anywhere near that. For his amazing dribbling skills, please meet Gerald GohGerald Goh. . 

5. He was possibly the deepest thinker in the history of the sport. You could write an entire book on 5. He was possibly the deepest thinker in the history of the sport. You could write an entire book on 
Senna’s philosophical outlook. He described driving as a pursuit, and the surpassing of metaphysical Senna’s philosophical outlook. He described driving as a pursuit, and the surpassing of metaphysical 
limits, please meetlimits, please meet Anandraj Rengaraj Anandraj Rengaraj. . 

SCC SENNA   (Singapore Cricket Club, Men’s 1st Team)
Based on the theme we have gone to celebrate probably the best race car driver of all time, Ayrton Senna. Hailing from Brazil and yellow Based on the theme we have gone to celebrate probably the best race car driver of all time, Ayrton Senna. Hailing from Brazil and yellow 
synonymous with that country and our Club, we have gone with SCC Senna this year for the 6’s. There are many interesting facts about synonymous with that country and our Club, we have gone with SCC Senna this year for the 6’s. There are many interesting facts about 
Senna, and we have picked 9 that suits each member of our team.Senna, and we have picked 9 that suits each member of our team.

2. Senna could beat you at chess. He used to play chess with legendary team owner and master strat-2. Senna could beat you at chess. He used to play chess with legendary team owner and master strat-
egist Sir Frank Williams, and he would think five moves ahead, please meet egist Sir Frank Williams, and he would think five moves ahead, please meet Ken ForbesKen Forbes. . 

3. Senna could shift gears with either hand under immense pressure. Senna raced before paddle shift-3. Senna could shift gears with either hand under immense pressure. Senna raced before paddle shift-
ers were a thing, and in Monaco, on the sharpest right-hand corner, he would turn the steering wheel, ers were a thing, and in Monaco, on the sharpest right-hand corner, he would turn the steering wheel, 
shift from third gear down into second using his left hand then straighten out the car and carry on. Try shift from third gear down into second using his left hand then straighten out the car and carry on. Try 
that in your street car in the driveway, then imagine it mid corner, next to a wall at 80 mph while racing that in your street car in the driveway, then imagine it mid corner, next to a wall at 80 mph while racing 
against the best drivers in the world, please meet our goalkeeper against the best drivers in the world, please meet our goalkeeper Joven TeohJoven Teoh. . 

4. Senna would rather crash than get passed. Sometimes he would put his car in a position where his  4. Senna would rather crash than get passed. Sometimes he would put his car in a position where his  
opponent had two choices: let him pass, or crash. Most often they let him pass. Not Alain Prost though, opponent had two choices: let him pass, or crash. Most often they let him pass. Not Alain Prost though, 
please meet our latest addition, please meet our latest addition, Jonny VerityJonny Verity (best you let him pass too)  (best you let him pass too) 

9. Senna had a sense of humour. Once, in an amusing incident, Gerard Berger replaced Senna’s pass-9. Senna had a sense of humour. Once, in an amusing incident, Gerard Berger replaced Senna’s pass-
port photo with what Ron Dennis described as a picture of “an equivalent-sized piece of male genita-port photo with what Ron Dennis described as a picture of “an equivalent-sized piece of male genita-
lia.” Senna’s fame meant he rarely had his passport checked but on a later trip to Argentina, Berger’s lia.” Senna’s fame meant he rarely had his passport checked but on a later trip to Argentina, Berger’s 
prank resulted in officials holding the Brazilian for 24 hours. As a response to this gag, Senna super-prank resulted in officials holding the Brazilian for 24 hours. As a response to this gag, Senna super-
glued all of Berger’s credit cards together, please meet glued all of Berger’s credit cards together, please meet Paddy HarmanPaddy Harman. . 

8. Senna would only race once he knew every single detail of his machine beyond an expert level.  8. Senna would only race once he knew every single detail of his machine beyond an expert level.  
Preparation is key in most sports, and Senna’s prep work was as comprehensive as anyone’s, please Preparation is key in most sports, and Senna’s prep work was as comprehensive as anyone’s, please 
meet meet Emil QueitschEmil Queitsch (he’s German).  (he’s German). 

7. Audi builds cars in Brazil because of Senna. Shortly before his death, Ayrton went to Ingolstadt and  7. Audi builds cars in Brazil because of Senna. Shortly before his death, Ayrton went to Ingolstadt and  
contracted with Audi to begin importing the A3. In the years that followed, Audi Senna Ltda. built a contracted with Audi to begin importing the A3. In the years that followed, Audi Senna Ltda. built a 
factory to make the A3, as well as the VW Golf. The factory ’s still going strong, but is now 100% owned factory to make the A3, as well as the VW Golf. The factory ’s still going strong, but is now 100% owned 
by Audi, please meet our not-so-German, German,by Audi, please meet our not-so-German, German, Maximillian Rolf Maximillian Rolf. . 

6. Senna drove the single greatest lap in history in 1993. The European Grand Prix at Donnington Park in 6. Senna drove the single greatest lap in history in 1993. The European Grand Prix at Donnington Park in 
England got started under damp conditions. Senna drove like it was dry out, and passed fellow past and  England got started under damp conditions. Senna drove like it was dry out, and passed fellow past and  
future World Champions like Alain Prost, Michael Schumacher, and Damon Hill like they were rank  future World Champions like Alain Prost, Michael Schumacher, and Damon Hill like they were rank  
amateurs, please meet amateurs, please meet Dylan Marc NaiduDylan Marc Naidu. . 
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SCC SECRET FORMULA 1 (Singapore Cricket Club, Men’s 2nd Team)
The formation of our Club’s second Men’s team took a little longer than expected and we could not reveal names too early, so we felt The formation of our Club’s second Men’s team took a little longer than expected and we could not reveal names too early, so we felt 
the term Secret Formula would be apt with the addition of “1” at the end to fit theme. We are going to match fun and almost secretive the term Secret Formula would be apt with the addition of “1” at the end to fit theme. We are going to match fun and almost secretive 
facts about the F1 with our team members.facts about the F1 with our team members.

2. An F1 car costs about 12 to 15 million dollars. Please meet 2. An F1 car costs about 12 to 15 million dollars. Please meet Joshua ChanJoshua Chan, he knows a thing or two , he knows a thing or two 
about sensible spending in the most unsensible way possible. about sensible spending in the most unsensible way possible. 

3. F1 drivers lose 2 to 3 kg per race. Please meet 3. F1 drivers lose 2 to 3 kg per race. Please meet Matt RobertsMatt Roberts, he enjoys eating clean and is pretty , he enjoys eating clean and is pretty 
handy with sharp objects; let’s hope he brings good clean sharpness to the hallowed blades of grass of handy with sharp objects; let’s hope he brings good clean sharpness to the hallowed blades of grass of 
the Padang. the Padang. 

4. During the race the tyres lose weight too. Please meet 4. During the race the tyres lose weight too. Please meet Darren LeeDarren Lee, who burns motorcycle tyres for , who burns motorcycle tyres for 
fun and dragging the motorcycle engine is not the only type of drag he knows. fun and dragging the motorcycle engine is not the only type of drag he knows. 

9. The lifespan of an F1 engine is less than 7 races. Thank god we have 9. The lifespan of an F1 engine is less than 7 races. Thank god we have Irvine LimIrvine Lim, who can last much , who can last much 
longerlonger

8. An F1 driver will also lose about 3 litres of fluids during a race. Please meet 8. An F1 driver will also lose about 3 litres of fluids during a race. Please meet Kishon SagayarajaKishon Sagayaraja, who , who 
once tried to live only on water. once tried to live only on water. 

7. F1 is striving to become a more sustainable sport. Please meet our captain, 7. F1 is striving to become a more sustainable sport. Please meet our captain, Harshvir SinghHarshvir Singh, who has , who has 
sustained his interest in the sport throughout his life. sustained his interest in the sport throughout his life. 

6. An FI car has about 80,000 components, only a shade more than hockey goalkeepers. Please meet 6. An FI car has about 80,000 components, only a shade more than hockey goalkeepers. Please meet 
Darren FooDarren Foo, a new addition to the Club and he promises to use all his equipment to keep the goals out. , a new addition to the Club and he promises to use all his equipment to keep the goals out. 

1. Each F1 car’s steering wheel has up to 25 buttons. Please meet 1. Each F1 car’s steering wheel has up to 25 buttons. Please meet Leonard ChuaLeonard Chua, he always needs , he always needs 
someone to push his buttons. someone to push his buttons. 

5. An F1 Pit Lane crew can change tyres in about 3 seconds. Please meet 5. An F1 Pit Lane crew can change tyres in about 3 seconds. Please meet Hizrul ImanHizrul Iman who will bring  who will bring 
speed to the team. speed to the team. 
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SCC CHICANE (Singapore Cricket Club, Ladies’ 1st Team)
The SCC Ladies 1’s went with SCC Chicane as it had a nice ring to it; besides there are amazing facts about the Chicane that relates to The SCC Ladies 1’s went with SCC Chicane as it had a nice ring to it; besides there are amazing facts about the Chicane that relates to 
our team. Here we go:our team. Here we go:

1. Chicanes are an essential part of Formula 1 racing, as they serve to create challenging turns. Please 1. Chicanes are an essential part of Formula 1 racing, as they serve to create challenging turns. Please 
meet meet Rosalind BlazejcyzkRosalind Blazejcyzk, our captain who hits so hard even some chicanes would suffer a dent or , our captain who hits so hard even some chicanes would suffer a dent or 
two.two.

5. A chicane is a series of tight turns, often in an alternating pattern, that require drivers to slow down 5. A chicane is a series of tight turns, often in an alternating pattern, that require drivers to slow down 
and navigate carefully to maintain control of their vehicle. These track sections play a vital role in the and navigate carefully to maintain control of their vehicle. These track sections play a vital role in the 
overall design and layout of a Formula 1 circuit, as they ensure that drivers must continuously adapt to overall design and layout of a Formula 1 circuit, as they ensure that drivers must continuously adapt to 
the changing demands of the course. Please meet the changing demands of the course. Please meet Geer LangezaalGeer Langezaal, who often grapples, rather well we , who often grapples, rather well we 
must say, between defending and attacking! must say, between defending and attacking! 

2. Over the years, chicanes became an integral part of the sport, contributing to the overall racing  2. Over the years, chicanes became an integral part of the sport, contributing to the overall racing  
experience, challenging the drivers’ abilities, and maintaining a balance between speed and safety. Please experience, challenging the drivers’ abilities, and maintaining a balance between speed and safety. Please 
meet meet Catherine WheelerCatherine Wheeler, our Ladies’ MVP of last year and also known for her daring use of her speed;  , our Ladies’ MVP of last year and also known for her daring use of her speed;  
chicanes could come in handy. chicanes could come in handy. 

3. Another iconic chicane in Formula 1 racing is the Swimming Pool Chicane at the Circuit de Monaco, 3. Another iconic chicane in Formula 1 racing is the Swimming Pool Chicane at the Circuit de Monaco, 
where drivers must skillfully navigate through tight corners and barriers while maintaining competi-where drivers must skillfully navigate through tight corners and barriers while maintaining competi-
tive speeds. Please meet tive speeds. Please meet Abigail RhodesAbigail Rhodes, the Ladies’ Player of the Tournament last year who would , the Ladies’ Player of the Tournament last year who would 
love to see a pool at our Club, permanently. love to see a pool at our Club, permanently. 

4. In FI today, chicanes continue to challenge the world’s top drivers in Formula One, requiring extreme 4. In FI today, chicanes continue to challenge the world’s top drivers in Formula One, requiring extreme 
precision and skill to navigate. Please meet precision and skill to navigate. Please meet Valerie KohValerie Koh, one of our two current Singaporean Interna-, one of our two current Singaporean Interna-
tionals and also a FIH International Umpire. tionals and also a FIH International Umpire. 

9. Monza, located in Italy, is another iconic track in the F1 world. The Ascari Chicane, named after the  9. Monza, located in Italy, is another iconic track in the F1 world. The Ascari Chicane, named after the  
legendary Italian driver Alberto Ascari, is a complex of three turns where drivers must balance speed legendary Italian driver Alberto Ascari, is a complex of three turns where drivers must balance speed 
and precision to avoid losing valuable time. Please meet and precision to avoid losing valuable time. Please meet Tiffany OngTiffany Ong, who has been a Singapore inter-, who has been a Singapore inter-
national in Field and Ice hockey and Floorball. She knows a thing or two about complex turns. national in Field and Ice hockey and Floorball. She knows a thing or two about complex turns. 

8. Chicanes help break up the monotony of a track’s layout, adding complexity and diversity to the racing  8. Chicanes help break up the monotony of a track’s layout, adding complexity and diversity to the racing  
experience. Please meet experience. Please meet Shubhaa ManimaranShubhaa Manimaran, the other current Singapore International and weaver , the other current Singapore International and weaver 
of magic in the scoring circle. of magic in the scoring circle. 

7. By forcing drivers to decelerate and execute precise steering movements, chicanes reduce the like-7. By forcing drivers to decelerate and execute precise steering movements, chicanes reduce the like-
lihood of high-speed collisions, which can be particularly dangerous on fast straights and high-speed lihood of high-speed collisions, which can be particularly dangerous on fast straights and high-speed 
corners. Please meet corners. Please meet Jodie BishopJodie Bishop, who would be hoping to stay out of some collisions but has been , who would be hoping to stay out of some collisions but has been 
known to get stuck right in. known to get stuck right in. 

6. Safety is a primary concern in Formula 1, and chicanes contribute significantly to maintaining a  6. Safety is a primary concern in Formula 1, and chicanes contribute significantly to maintaining a  
secure racing environment. Please meet secure racing environment. Please meet Anna JanssensAnna Janssens, our Goalkeeper, who, like Geer, is also from the  , our Goalkeeper, who, like Geer, is also from the  
Netherlands, and will hopefully chicane everything away. Netherlands, and will hopefully chicane everything away. 
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SCC WOLFF (Singapore Cricket Club, Ladies’ 2nd Team)
Being the SCC Hockey Section’s Ladies Committee team, we wanted to show some importance to the female elements of F1 in the Being the SCC Hockey Section’s Ladies Committee team, we wanted to show some importance to the female elements of F1 in the 
higher echelons and chose Susie Wolff’s famed name for our team. Here are some facts about Susie and women in F1 that relates to higher echelons and chose Susie Wolff’s famed name for our team. Here are some facts about Susie and women in F1 that relates to 
our team members.our team members.

1. Wolff began competing at karting at the early age of eight, and in 1996 she was named the British 1. Wolff began competing at karting at the early age of eight, and in 1996 she was named the British 
Woman Kart Racing Driver of the year. Please meet Woman Kart Racing Driver of the year. Please meet Lucy BoaLucy Boa, our Club’s Junior Girls’ Most Valuable , our Club’s Junior Girls’ Most Valuable 
Player of 2023 and a player who can light this tournament up. Player of 2023 and a player who can light this tournament up. 

5. On 1 March 2023, Wolff was appointed managing director of the newly launched all-female racing se-5. On 1 March 2023, Wolff was appointed managing director of the newly launched all-female racing se-
ries, F1 Academy. Please meet ries, F1 Academy. Please meet Petrina de SouzaPetrina de Souza, who has been a long serving member, from her time , who has been a long serving member, from her time 
as a junior sports member to all 4 title winning years and now seasoned ordinary member. as a junior sports member to all 4 title winning years and now seasoned ordinary member. 

2. In 2001, Wolff graduated from kart racing to single-seater racing, gaining her first experience in the  2. In 2001, Wolff graduated from kart racing to single-seater racing, gaining her first experience in the  
Formula Renault Winter Series, in which she competed for the Motaworld Racing team. Please meet Formula Renault Winter Series, in which she competed for the Motaworld Racing team. Please meet 
Merle de WitMerle de Wit, who makes her bow in the tournament. , who makes her bow in the tournament. 

3. In 2005, Wolff advanced to the British Formula 3 Championship to compete for Alan Docking Racing in 3. In 2005, Wolff advanced to the British Formula 3 Championship to compete for Alan Docking Racing in 
the Championship Class. Her season was disrupted by an ankle injury sustained during the winter. Wolff the Championship Class. Her season was disrupted by an ankle injury sustained during the winter. Wolff 
also made a one-off appearance in the Porsche Carrera Cup GB at Brands Hatch in June. Please meet  also made a one-off appearance in the Porsche Carrera Cup GB at Brands Hatch in June. Please meet  
Eliza-Pei PinnegarEliza-Pei Pinnegar, who has been impressing with her performances in the National Junior League and  , who has been impressing with her performances in the National Junior League and  
also will debut at the tournament and recently returned from a bad injury. also will debut at the tournament and recently returned from a bad injury. 

4. In 2018, Wolff became Team Principal and a shareholder at Venturi Racing in Formula E. In 2019–20,  4. In 2018, Wolff became Team Principal and a shareholder at Venturi Racing in Formula E. In 2019–20,  
Venturi partnered with Mercedes-EQ for powertrain. Under Wolff’s leadership, they had their best  Venturi partnered with Mercedes-EQ for powertrain. Under Wolff’s leadership, they had their best  
season yet in 2020–21, earning 146 points with Edoardo Mortara finishing second in the Drivers’ World  season yet in 2020–21, earning 146 points with Edoardo Mortara finishing second in the Drivers’ World  
Championship, just seven points behind the winner, Nyck de Vries. Please meet Championship, just seven points behind the winner, Nyck de Vries. Please meet Janice TanJanice Tan, our Club  , our Club  
Ladies’ Captain who has paved the way for many Singaporean players to join our Club and enjoy the Ladies’ Captain who has paved the way for many Singaporean players to join our Club and enjoy the 
SCC way. SCC way. 

9. As toddlers, Wolff and her brother were put on skis and bikes by her parents, with the open spaces 9. As toddlers, Wolff and her brother were put on skis and bikes by her parents, with the open spaces 
around Oban being suited to biking and go-karting. She realised the potential she had to be a racing around Oban being suited to biking and go-karting. She realised the potential she had to be a racing 
driver when taken to watch her first Formula 3 race at 13. Please meet driver when taken to watch her first Formula 3 race at 13. Please meet Julie HoogwaterJulie Hoogwater, a debutant at , a debutant at 
our tournament but an exciting talent. our tournament but an exciting talent. 

8. On 11 April 2012, Wolff was named as a development driver for the Williams Formula One team. In 2014, 8. On 11 April 2012, Wolff was named as a development driver for the Williams Formula One team. In 2014, 
Williams announced that Wolff would be driving in two free practice sessions at the British and German Williams announced that Wolff would be driving in two free practice sessions at the British and German 
Grand Prix. At the British Grand Prix at Silverstone, Wolff became the first woman to participate in a  Grand Prix. At the British Grand Prix at Silverstone, Wolff became the first woman to participate in a  
Formula One weekend since 1992, when Giovanna Amati made three unsuccessful Grand Prix qualification  Formula One weekend since 1992, when Giovanna Amati made three unsuccessful Grand Prix qualification  
attempts. Please meet attempts. Please meet Emily ChanEmily Chan, who has been with the Club since she was a teenager, a former  , who has been with the Club since she was a teenager, a former  
Singapore International, medallist at South East Asian Games level and now a Policewoman when she Singapore International, medallist at South East Asian Games level and now a Policewoman when she 
is not winning medals. is not winning medals. 

7. In November 2021 Wolff was promoted to the role of CEO, with Jérôme d’Ambrosio becoming Team  7. In November 2021 Wolff was promoted to the role of CEO, with Jérôme d’Ambrosio becoming Team  
Principal for the 2021–22 season. Please meet Principal for the 2021–22 season. Please meet Muna FathimaMuna Fathima, emblematic of a significant cohort of wom-, emblematic of a significant cohort of wom-
en adept at balancing corporate careers, family responsibilities, and their passion for hockey, all while  en adept at balancing corporate careers, family responsibilities, and their passion for hockey, all while  
maintaining an ever-present smile. maintaining an ever-present smile. 

6. Following her retirement from motorsport, Wolff co-founded Dare to be Different alongside Motor Sports 6. Following her retirement from motorsport, Wolff co-founded Dare to be Different alongside Motor Sports 
Association CEO Rob Jones. Officially launched at the Autosport International show held at the National  Association CEO Rob Jones. Officially launched at the Autosport International show held at the National  
Exhibition Centre in Birmingham on 14 January 2016, the nonprofit organisation aims to increase the  Exhibition Centre in Birmingham on 14 January 2016, the nonprofit organisation aims to increase the  
participation of women in motorsport. Please meet participation of women in motorsport. Please meet Sally AldridgeSally Aldridge, our Ladies 1s goalkeeper and vice , our Ladies 1s goalkeeper and vice 
captain. When Sally first took up hockey, it would have been so much easier on herself and her family captain. When Sally first took up hockey, it would have been so much easier on herself and her family 
if she had just chosen to be an outfield player, but she dared to be different and she will keep goal for if she had just chosen to be an outfield player, but she dared to be different and she will keep goal for 
Wolff at this year’s tournament. Wolff at this year’s tournament. 
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AUSTTHAI HOCKEY CLUB   (Thailand) 
Austthai Hockey Club was established in Thailand  Austthai Hockey Club was established in Thailand  
in 2012 and has successfully competed in  in 2012 and has successfully competed in  
competitions in both Thailand and Singapore over the competitions in both Thailand and Singapore over the 
past 11 years, with the exception of the COVID period.past 11 years, with the exception of the COVID period.

Most of the players are Thai women, many of whom Most of the players are Thai women, many of whom 
have played at representative level for many years. have played at representative level for many years. 
Sometimes 1 or 2 players from Singapore who are Sometimes 1 or 2 players from Singapore who are 
friends with the Thai players join the team.friends with the Thai players join the team.

Each year 1 or 2 players from Australia are invited Each year 1 or 2 players from Australia are invited 
to play with the team in the Singapore 6’s, providing to play with the team in the Singapore 6’s, providing 
an opportunity for players to enjoy playing hockey  an opportunity for players to enjoy playing hockey  
with other players from very different cultural  with other players from very different cultural  
backgrounds. The Australian players are usually NSW backgrounds. The Australian players are usually NSW 
Masters representative players.Masters representative players.

Austthai Hockey Club continues to promote womens’ Austthai Hockey Club continues to promote womens’ 
hockey as an important part of maintaining a healthy hockey as an important part of maintaining a healthy 
and active lifestyle whilst making new friends and sharing valuable experiences both on and off the hockey field.and active lifestyle whilst making new friends and sharing valuable experiences both on and off the hockey field.

BULLIONS   (Japan)

Hello everyone in Singapore!Hello everyone in Singapore!

We are a team composed of alumni from the  We are a team composed of alumni from the  
University of Tokyo, Japan.University of Tokyo, Japan.

The name of our team, “Bullions”, comes from our The name of our team, “Bullions”, comes from our 
wish to be a team that has the courage of a bull and wish to be a team that has the courage of a bull and 
the nobility of a lion.the nobility of a lion.

We would like to let everyone know that our We would like to let everyone know that our 
team is as attractive as the Merlion in Singapore, team is as attractive as the Merlion in Singapore, 
which is also named after a lion and other animal  which is also named after a lion and other animal  
combination.combination.

We will do our best to win the championship, We will do our best to win the championship, 
but it is also important for us to return to Japan  but it is also important for us to return to Japan  
having fully enjoyed the attractions of Singapore, having fully enjoyed the attractions of Singapore, 
so if you have any recommendations for places to so if you have any recommendations for places to 
visit, please let us know!visit, please let us know!

COUGARS   (Australia)

We are a mixed bag this year. Many of us have never  We are a mixed bag this year. Many of us have never  
played together so this should be interesting! We played together so this should be interesting! We 
are hoping to start the 2024 tournament in the same  are hoping to start the 2024 tournament in the same  
fashion as 2023 – with a 3-0 win over the opposition fashion as 2023 – with a 3-0 win over the opposition 
(they didn’t turn up to the game but it’s still a win!)(they didn’t turn up to the game but it’s still a win!)

We have some returning players (Andrea, Maz, Hando and  We have some returning players (Andrea, Maz, Hando and  
Laura) and 5 newcomers to the team (Dawn, Cami, Kate, Laura) and 5 newcomers to the team (Dawn, Cami, Kate, 
Kylie and Marly), most of who are Singapore newbies. Kylie and Marly), most of who are Singapore newbies. 

We are planning on having a few wins (not too many) and We are planning on having a few wins (not too many) and 
loads of fun; thank you SCC6’s for inviting us back.loads of fun; thank you SCC6’s for inviting us back.

  

Singapore

  

Singapore

  

Singapore
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ALLSTAR FEMME FATALES RACING   (Australia)
G'day racing enthusiasts! Hold on to your kangaroos because we're about to introduce you to a team of sheilas and speedsters is hand G'day racing enthusiasts! Hold on to your kangaroos because we're about to introduce you to a team of sheilas and speedsters is hand 
chosen from clubs across Perth and Alice Springs. "AllStar Femme Fatales Racing," is Australia's very own symphony of speed and sass chosen from clubs across Perth and Alice Springs. "AllStar Femme Fatales Racing," is Australia's very own symphony of speed and sass 
on the Formula One circuit! Hailing from the land down under, where the sun is as relentless as our drivers on the track, We are here to on the Formula One circuit! Hailing from the land down under, where the sun is as relentless as our drivers on the track, We are here to 
give the racing world a dose of Aussie flair like never before.give the racing world a dose of Aussie flair like never before.

So, buckle up, mate! AllStar Femme Fatales Racing is ready to unleash their high-octane charm, proving that when it comes to racing, So, buckle up, mate! AllStar Femme Fatales Racing is ready to unleash their high-octane charm, proving that when it comes to racing, 
the only thing faster than their cars is the rate at which they can crack a witty Aussie joke. Get ready for a ripper of a ride with our Aussie the only thing faster than their cars is the rate at which they can crack a witty Aussie joke. Get ready for a ripper of a ride with our Aussie 
speedsters tearing up the track and leaving the competition wondering, "Crikey, where did they come from?" Fair dinkum, this is one speedsters tearing up the track and leaving the competition wondering, "Crikey, where did they come from?" Fair dinkum, this is one 
team you won't forget!team you won't forget!

Team Manager: Octavia “Sue” ThunderboltTeam Manager: Octavia “Sue” Thunderbolt

Octavia brings a wealth of experience and a no-nonsense attitude to AllStar Femme Octavia brings a wealth of experience and a no-nonsense attitude to AllStar Femme 
Fatales Racing. With a background in motorsports management, she keeps the team Fatales Racing. With a background in motorsports management, she keeps the team 
focused and ensures that every aspect of the operation runs like a well-oiled machine. focused and ensures that every aspect of the operation runs like a well-oiled machine. 
Octavia's determination and strategic thinking make her the driving force behind the Octavia's determination and strategic thinking make her the driving force behind the 
team's success. She seamlessly coordinates the efforts of the various team members team's success. She seamlessly coordinates the efforts of the various team members 
and ensures that AllStar Femme Fatales Racing remains a formidable force on and off and ensures that AllStar Femme Fatales Racing remains a formidable force on and off 
the track.the track.

Team Coach – Max “Eddie” MaverickTeam Coach – Max “Eddie” Maverick

Eddie Maverick, the 12-year-old prodigy, serves as the Junior Driver Coach, providing Eddie Maverick, the 12-year-old prodigy, serves as the Junior Driver Coach, providing 
unique insights and injecting youthful enthusiasm into the team. His fresh perspective unique insights and injecting youthful enthusiasm into the team. His fresh perspective 
and boundless energy bring a unique spark to AllStar Femme Fatales Racing.and boundless energy bring a unique spark to AllStar Femme Fatales Racing.

Valentina “Min” Pitstopova – Alfa RomeoValentina “Min” Pitstopova – Alfa Romeo

Valentina Pitstopova, the ice queen of efficiency, executes pit stops with the  Valentina Pitstopova, the ice queen of efficiency, executes pit stops with the  
precision of a Swiss watch. Her stoic demeanor conceals a fiery competitiveness, and precision of a Swiss watch. Her stoic demeanor conceals a fiery competitiveness, and 
she’s mastered the art of getting in and out of the pits faster than you can say “sauna.”she’s mastered the art of getting in and out of the pits faster than you can say “sauna.”

Serena “Mary” Sonic - MercedesSerena “Mary” Sonic - Mercedes

Serena Sonic, the speed sensation, hails from a world where the engine notes are Serena Sonic, the speed sensation, hails from a world where the engine notes are 
like symphonies. With more pole positions than a tent at a music festival, Serena  like symphonies. With more pole positions than a tent at a music festival, Serena  
combines speed with style, leaving rivals in her rearview mirror and fans in awe of her combines speed with style, leaving rivals in her rearview mirror and fans in awe of her 
tire-shredding performancestire-shredding performances

Max “Buzzy” Torquemaster – Red BullMax “Buzzy” Torquemaster – Red Bull

Max “Buzzy” Torquemaster, the young maverick, dives into corners like a hungry  Max “Buzzy” Torquemaster, the young maverick, dives into corners like a hungry  
teenager attacking a pizza. Known for her daring moves and cheeky attitude, Buzzy teenager attacking a pizza. Known for her daring moves and cheeky attitude, Buzzy 
brings the flair of a rockstar to the track, pushing her car to the limit with the subtlety brings the flair of a rockstar to the track, pushing her car to the limit with the subtlety 
of a sledgehammer.of a sledgehammer.

Fernando “Emma” Flamenco – Aston MartinFernando “Emma” Flamenco – Aston Martin

Fernando “Emma” Flamenco, the seasoned salsa dancer of the track, brings a rhythm Fernando “Emma” Flamenco, the seasoned salsa dancer of the track, brings a rhythm 
to racing that’s as smooth as her on-track maneuvers. With the wisdom of a racing to racing that’s as smooth as her on-track maneuvers. With the wisdom of a racing 
sage, Emma is known for her ability to turn any race into a dance floor, pirouetting sage, Emma is known for her ability to turn any race into a dance floor, pirouetting 
through chicanes with finesse.through chicanes with finesse.

Charlotte “Hels” Thunderbolt - FerrariCharlotte “Hels” Thunderbolt - Ferrari

Charlotte “Hels” Thunderbolt, the rising storm of Formula 1, burst onto the scene like a Charlotte “Hels” Thunderbolt, the rising storm of Formula 1, burst onto the scene like a 
lightning bolt. Her youth is matched only by her fearlessness, weaving through traffic lightning bolt. Her youth is matched only by her fearlessness, weaving through traffic 
with the precision of a rheumatologist and the speed of, well, a thunderbolt.with the precision of a rheumatologist and the speed of, well, a thunderbolt.

Kimi “Kizza” IcemanänenKimi “Kizza” Icemanänen

The eternal chill-meister, is as cold as a Finnish winter and as quick as an  The eternal chill-meister, is as cold as a Finnish winter and as quick as an  
arctic fox. Famous for her one-liners and unflappable demeanor, Kizza races with the  arctic fox. Famous for her one-liners and unflappable demeanor, Kizza races with the  
enthusiasm of someone ordering a pizza – she does it because he can.enthusiasm of someone ordering a pizza – she does it because he can.

Stigress – Mystique StormriderStigress – Mystique Stormrider

Wrapped in an enigmatic aura, Mystique Stormrider takes on the role of the Stigress. Wrapped in an enigmatic aura, Mystique Stormrider takes on the role of the Stigress. 
Her true identity is a mystery, adding an element of intrigue to the team. The only Her true identity is a mystery, adding an element of intrigue to the team. The only 
communication from Mystique is through impeccable driving skills and a stoic silence.communication from Mystique is through impeccable driving skills and a stoic silence.

Remember, these are purely fictional and for entertainment purposes, blending elements of real drivers with a touch of humour!Remember, these are purely fictional and for entertainment purposes, blending elements of real drivers with a touch of humour!
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CRESCENT HOCKEY CLUB   (Singapore) 

Founded in 2002 by alumni of Crescent Girls School, a  Founded in 2002 by alumni of Crescent Girls School, a  
local Singapore high school, Crescent Hockey Club will be local Singapore high school, Crescent Hockey Club will be 
showcasing its prowess in the SCC Sixes Tournament. showcasing its prowess in the SCC Sixes Tournament. 

Comprising former and current field hockey national players  Comprising former and current field hockey national players  
as well as indoor hockey national athletes, this dynamic as well as indoor hockey national athletes, this dynamic 
team, aged 18-40, boasts a unique blend of experience team, aged 18-40, boasts a unique blend of experience 
and skill. and skill. 

Among its remarkable players are Su Hodjatzadeh, Laila Among its remarkable players are Su Hodjatzadeh, Laila 
Jalal, O Mingfen, Nadia Ibrahim, Phoon Puisheen, Boojha Jalal, O Mingfen, Nadia Ibrahim, Phoon Puisheen, Boojha 
Rukmi, Jolene Lim and Sherylynn Chang.  Notably a very Rukmi, Jolene Lim and Sherylynn Chang.  Notably a very 
diverse team, in additional to excelling in hockey, amongst diverse team, in additional to excelling in hockey, amongst 
us we have a mother, avid trail runner and floorball players.  us we have a mother, avid trail runner and floorball players.  
Crescent Hockey Club exemplifies the spirit of  Crescent Hockey Club exemplifies the spirit of  
perseverance, dedication, and the seamless integration of perseverance, dedication, and the seamless integration of 
sport, life and most importantly – friendship.sport, life and most importantly – friendship.

The club has also been on several overseas tours throughout  The club has also been on several overseas tours throughout  
the years. We have been to Australia, New Zealand, Japan, the years. We have been to Australia, New Zealand, Japan, 
Indonesia, Malaysia and Vietnam. The aim of these tours was to play against clubs from other countries and gain exposure. During  Indonesia, Malaysia and Vietnam. The aim of these tours was to play against clubs from other countries and gain exposure. During  
the tour we organised for our younger players to stay with our opponent’s family in our cultural exchange program and as part of our the tour we organised for our younger players to stay with our opponent’s family in our cultural exchange program and as part of our 
commitment to the Nation. commitment to the Nation. 

One of our Club’s aim is to develop future national players as part of our commitment to give back to the Nation.One of our Club’s aim is to develop future national players as part of our commitment to give back to the Nation.

CLUBHOUSE CASUALS   (Hong Kong) 

Well there’s a lot to say about them. Hailing all the way from Guernsey, the Well there’s a lot to say about them. Hailing all the way from Guernsey, the 
touring side has attracted talents from across the globe – including the UK, touring side has attracted talents from across the globe – including the UK, 
Australia, Cyprus, Germany, Malaysia and Singapore. They’ve been a regular Australia, Cyprus, Germany, Malaysia and Singapore. They’ve been a regular 
fixture and authentic human species mixture at the 6’s. You can catch them fixture and authentic human species mixture at the 6’s. You can catch them 
in their kit or in their famous swimwear, mostly seen preparing for games in in their kit or in their famous swimwear, mostly seen preparing for games in 
the swimming pool and entertaining everyone including themselves. the swimming pool and entertaining everyone including themselves. 

Over the years, they’ve always come close to winning the sixes but more Over the years, they’ve always come close to winning the sixes but more 
importantly they’ll win your hearts with some entertaining performances importantly they’ll win your hearts with some entertaining performances 
on and off the field. These performances include a casual walk with them to on and off the field. These performances include a casual walk with them to 
Boat Quay, casually ringing the infamous bell in Mogambo, casually forming Boat Quay, casually ringing the infamous bell in Mogambo, casually forming 
a human pyramid and many more casual performances. a human pyramid and many more casual performances. 

When it comes to fun, you can definitely count on them. So have a laugh with them and live the casual way.When it comes to fun, you can definitely count on them. So have a laugh with them and live the casual way.

THE GREEN MACHINE   (Australia)

The mighty Green Machine is back for its sixth tilt at the prestigious SCC International Hockey 6s. Whilst previous years have been The mighty Green Machine is back for its sixth tilt at the prestigious SCC International Hockey 6s. Whilst previous years have been 
dominated by dumplings, Tiger Beer and the swimming pool, the Green Machine is feeling more confident of a strong showing on the dominated by dumplings, Tiger Beer and the swimming pool, the Green Machine is feeling more confident of a strong showing on the 
pitch this year, having recruited some wolverines that have dreamed of being green their whole life! Although, rumour has it, one or two pitch this year, having recruited some wolverines that have dreamed of being green their whole life! Although, rumour has it, one or two 
are only coming up so that they can go to Taylor Swift at the same time…are only coming up so that they can go to Taylor Swift at the same time…

The 2024 Green Machine team is a mix of players who have been coming to this tournament for more than 15 years and a couple of The 2024 Green Machine team is a mix of players who have been coming to this tournament for more than 15 years and a couple of 
newbies who are expected to make strong contributions…mostly on the dumpling and Tiger Beer front! Although we’ve got a wealth of newbies who are expected to make strong contributions…mostly on the dumpling and Tiger Beer front! Although we’ve got a wealth of 
experience, it may well be argued that the fitness levels of a member or two (or eight) have seen better days. experience, it may well be argued that the fitness levels of a member or two (or eight) have seen better days. 

As with most participants, we are very much looking forward to getting back up to Singapore and participating in what is surely one As with most participants, we are very much looking forward to getting back up to Singapore and participating in what is surely one 
of world hockey’s great tournaments! We love SCC’s hospitality and being a part of the community that attend this great tournament. of world hockey’s great tournaments! We love SCC’s hospitality and being a part of the community that attend this great tournament. 

Bring on the warm weather and the ice-cold Tiger Beer!Bring on the warm weather and the ice-cold Tiger Beer!

GYMKHANA CLUB   (Sri Lanka)

The Colombo Gymkhana club, The Colombo Gymkhana club, 
one of the oldest hockey- one of the oldest hockey- 
playing clubs in Sri Lanka, playing clubs in Sri Lanka, 
is very proud and happy to  is very proud and happy to  
participate in the 27th SCC6s.participate in the 27th SCC6s.

It brings us great pleasure and It brings us great pleasure and 
joy to participate in this event joy to participate in this event 
to enjoy the game of hockey.to enjoy the game of hockey.

We at Colombo Gymkhana  We at Colombo Gymkhana  
thank the organizing  thank the organizing  
committee and their team at committee and their team at 
SCC who are been involved in SCC who are been involved in 
doing a tremendous job every year to put together this fantastic event.doing a tremendous job every year to put together this fantastic event.

This event brings together all who love the game from many countries to one location every year to enjoy the sport and make friends at This event brings together all who love the game from many countries to one location every year to enjoy the sport and make friends at 
the gala dinner and dance organized by SCC.the gala dinner and dance organized by SCC.

As a special note, on behalf of Colombo Gymkhana, we would like to mention our present hockey convenor Mr. Dhammika Manchanayaka,  As a special note, on behalf of Colombo Gymkhana, we would like to mention our present hockey convenor Mr. Dhammika Manchanayaka,  
who has been participating in the SCC6s for the last 26 years.who has been participating in the SCC6s for the last 26 years.

We hope that everyone taking part has an amazing and engaging competition.We hope that everyone taking part has an amazing and engaging competition.
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DUCK’S CHICKS   (Australia) 

“Duck’s Chicks” had such a fabulous time in 2023 and surpassed all expectations by making it to the Grand Final. We had so much fun, “Duck’s Chicks” had such a fabulous time in 2023 and surpassed all expectations by making it to the Grand Final. We had so much fun, 
you wouldn’t have guessed that we came second! In fact, we had such a good time, we want to do it all over again, so here we are:you wouldn’t have guessed that we came second! In fact, we had such a good time, we want to do it all over again, so here we are:

REX – REX – Goalie extraordinaire, managed to survive so Goalie extraordinaire, managed to survive so 
many wobble offs last year and keep us in the game. many wobble offs last year and keep us in the game. 
Rex loves to observe all things and quietly keeps an eye Rex loves to observe all things and quietly keeps an eye 
on all the “Chicks” to ensure our safety. Look out when on all the “Chicks” to ensure our safety. Look out when 
she lets loose and absolves herself of all responsibility she lets loose and absolves herself of all responsibility 
– she becomes the one that we all observe….! Maybe if – she becomes the one that we all observe….! Maybe if 
we win the GF this time around…??we win the GF this time around…??

ALI - ALI - Our “disorderly Orderly” has had a career change Our “disorderly Orderly” has had a career change 
and now is a PTO (NOT please turn over either!) Ask and now is a PTO (NOT please turn over either!) Ask 
her what her actual job description is, but in our team her what her actual job description is, but in our team 
this time, her job is to at least get her shoes dirty this time, her job is to at least get her shoes dirty 
on the field, no avoiding the mud patches ALI! Her  on the field, no avoiding the mud patches ALI! Her  
bevvie of choice has been known to be Vodka, with dire  bevvie of choice has been known to be Vodka, with dire  
consequences, so maybe she may need to return to the consequences, so maybe she may need to return to the 
G&T brigade?G&T brigade?

TIM TAM – TIM TAM – Our very benevolent coach, but don’t let her Our very benevolent coach, but don’t let her 
demeanour fool you, she is a tiger on the field and loves demeanour fool you, she is a tiger on the field and loves 
to win! She is also known to kick up her heels on the dance floor and is responsible for producing our youngest, fastest, and most skilful to win! She is also known to kick up her heels on the dance floor and is responsible for producing our youngest, fastest, and most skilful 
team member. Look out for the G&T and that giggle..? Looking forward to another Singas tour.team member. Look out for the G&T and that giggle..? Looking forward to another Singas tour.

JAY -JAY - Young, speedy, and skilful Chick who is not only a fabulous hockey player, but a Dr too. Made such an impact on her medical  Young, speedy, and skilful Chick who is not only a fabulous hockey player, but a Dr too. Made such an impact on her medical 
mentors (who also happened to be at Singas in 2023) that she was found on their shoulders on the dance floor, whipping up a frenzy mentors (who also happened to be at Singas in 2023) that she was found on their shoulders on the dance floor, whipping up a frenzy 
and still managing not to spill a drop of her G& T. What a talent I say, and what a lovely person to boot. Love having her in our team and and still managing not to spill a drop of her G& T. What a talent I say, and what a lovely person to boot. Love having her in our team and 
Tam, you have “done good!”Tam, you have “done good!”

Maz -Maz - Maz was a late inclusion in our team last year, but definitely not late in any other way! Maz fitted into our team like glove and not  Maz was a late inclusion in our team last year, but definitely not late in any other way! Maz fitted into our team like glove and not 
only is she a fit, speedy and skilful hockey plyer, she is also known to demonstrate her dual “talents” after couple of bevvies. What do only is she a fit, speedy and skilful hockey plyer, she is also known to demonstrate her dual “talents” after couple of bevvies. What do 
you get when you cross a Kookaburra with a hand? Ask Maz! Killer smile and a lovely person who we are so glad to have in our team.you get when you cross a Kookaburra with a hand? Ask Maz! Killer smile and a lovely person who we are so glad to have in our team.

Claire – Claire – Our goal scoring find was a tad directionally impaired in the GF last year, but her sense of humour and calmness, despite  Our goal scoring find was a tad directionally impaired in the GF last year, but her sense of humour and calmness, despite  
adversity, is one of her strengths. Look out for anyone trying to deny Claire a look at the goals this time around! Also look out for Claire adversity, is one of her strengths. Look out for anyone trying to deny Claire a look at the goals this time around! Also look out for Claire 
being the only one in the team dressed up in the lobby of the Swissotel. What time were we meeting again…?  Claire is a fabulous person being the only one in the team dressed up in the lobby of the Swissotel. What time were we meeting again…?  Claire is a fabulous person 
and hockey player, and we love having her in our team.and hockey player, and we love having her in our team.

Emma - Emma - Em’ is a long-term mate of our Dr Jay and new to Singas. Another set of fit young legs - don’t know if she really knows what to Em’ is a long-term mate of our Dr Jay and new to Singas. Another set of fit young legs - don’t know if she really knows what to 
expect on this tour, but we shall drip feed her the necessary details as we see fit. We want to ensure she still gets here! Needless to expect on this tour, but we shall drip feed her the necessary details as we see fit. We want to ensure she still gets here! Needless to 
say, team criteria of enjoying a G& T means that Em’ has made the cut. Can’t wait to see her cut up on the field and so glad she can join say, team criteria of enjoying a G& T means that Em’ has made the cut. Can’t wait to see her cut up on the field and so glad she can join 
us in Singas this year.us in Singas this year.

JEANNIE – JEANNIE – Manageress extraordinaire who will be travelling without any of her own chicks this year – look out! Jeannie loves a dance, Manageress extraordinaire who will be travelling without any of her own chicks this year – look out! Jeannie loves a dance, 
can keep going all night and is not only organised and fun, but one of the nicest people you will ever get to meet. Still waiting for her to can keep going all night and is not only organised and fun, but one of the nicest people you will ever get to meet. Still waiting for her to 
don a shirt and have a run on the field…? Loves a G&T, bubbles, or anything else on offer. Let’s do it all again Jeannie!don a shirt and have a run on the field…? Loves a G&T, bubbles, or anything else on offer. Let’s do it all again Jeannie!

DUCK – DUCK – Mother duck is definitely the oldest member of our team but don’t let that fool you; she still has the moves on and off the Mother duck is definitely the oldest member of our team but don’t let that fool you; she still has the moves on and off the 
field! Loves her hockey and all members of our team and is so glad to be able to still play! Last year she was awaiting the birth of a  field! Loves her hockey and all members of our team and is so glad to be able to still play! Last year she was awaiting the birth of a  
grandchild but on this tour has no such distractions. If we manage to be on the podium this year, she will definitely ensure  grandchild but on this tour has no such distractions. If we manage to be on the podium this year, she will definitely ensure  
she has footwear! Let the games begin…!she has footwear! Let the games begin…!

So, there we have it! Duck’s Chicks is raring to go and looking forward to another fabulous hockey tournament in Singapore.So, there we have it! Duck’s Chicks is raring to go and looking forward to another fabulous hockey tournament in Singapore.

DUTCH HOCKEY LADIES   (Singapore)

Meet the Orange Chaos: A Dutch Delight in Singapore’s Field Hockey Extravaganza!Meet the Orange Chaos: A Dutch Delight in Singapore’s Field Hockey Extravaganza!

Ladies and gentlemen, field hockey enthusiasts, and fans of fun – brace yourselves for the Orange Chaos, a merry band of Dutch  Ladies and gentlemen, field hockey enthusiasts, and fans of fun – brace yourselves for the Orange Chaos, a merry band of Dutch  
daredevils ready to bring their clogs, windmills, and a sprinkle of stroopwafel magic to the hockey scene in the heart of Singapore!daredevils ready to bring their clogs, windmills, and a sprinkle of stroopwafel magic to the hockey scene in the heart of Singapore!

Team Philosophy: Team Philosophy: “Playing Hard, Laughing Harder!”“Playing Hard, Laughing Harder!”

The Orange Chaos is not your typical field hockey team; they are a vibrant fusion of athleticism, camaraderie, and the undeniable charm The Orange Chaos is not your typical field hockey team; they are a vibrant fusion of athleticism, camaraderie, and the undeniable charm 
of Dutch eccentricity. Each player brings a unique flavour to the game, making every match an unforgettable spectacle.of Dutch eccentricity. Each player brings a unique flavour to the game, making every match an unforgettable spectacle.

Player Profiles:Player Profiles:

• • Captain Klompendam (a.k.a. Clog Conductor):Captain Klompendam (a.k.a. Clog Conductor): With a clog in one hand and a field hockey stick in the other, Captain Klompendam  With a clog in one hand and a field hockey stick in the other, Captain Klompendam 
leads the Orange Chaos with a twinkle in the eye and a hearty laugh. Known for motivational speeches that mix Dutch proverbs with leads the Orange Chaos with a twinkle in the eye and a hearty laugh. Known for motivational speeches that mix Dutch proverbs with 
clever jokes, the captain ensures the team is fueled by both adrenaline and laughter.clever jokes, the captain ensures the team is fueled by both adrenaline and laughter.

• • Stroopwafel Dynamo (a.k.a. Syrupy Slinger): Stroopwafel Dynamo (a.k.a. Syrupy Slinger): Armed with a stick and a pocketful of stroopwafels, Stroopwafel Dynamo is the team’s Armed with a stick and a pocketful of stroopwafels, Stroopwafel Dynamo is the team’s 
dynamo on the field. Opponents beware – her dribbles are as sweet as the iconic Dutch treat, and her shots are precision-guided by dynamo on the field. Opponents beware – her dribbles are as sweet as the iconic Dutch treat, and her shots are precision-guided by 
the aroma of caramelized syrup.the aroma of caramelized syrup.

• • Tulip Tornado (a.k.a. Floral Fury):Tulip Tornado (a.k.a. Floral Fury): In the heart of the midfield, Tulip Tornado spins through opponents like a whirlwind through a  In the heart of the midfield, Tulip Tornado spins through opponents like a whirlwind through a 
tulip field. Her agility, combined with a dash of Dutch flair, ensures that the Orange Chaos maintains control of the game, even in tulip field. Her agility, combined with a dash of Dutch flair, ensures that the Orange Chaos maintains control of the game, even in 
the most chaotic moments.the most chaotic moments.

• • Cheese Connoisseur (a.k.a. Gouda Giggler):Cheese Connoisseur (a.k.a. Gouda Giggler): When not dazzling opponents with stick skills, Gouda Giggler is on a mission to explore  When not dazzling opponents with stick skills, Gouda Giggler is on a mission to explore 
every corner of Singapore in search of the finest Dutch cheese. A midfielder by day and a cheese connoisseur by night, this player every corner of Singapore in search of the finest Dutch cheese. A midfielder by day and a cheese connoisseur by night, this player 
adds a dash of culinary delight to the team.adds a dash of culinary delight to the team.

• • Windmill Whiz (a.k.a. Gustav the Goalie):Windmill Whiz (a.k.a. Gustav the Goalie): With a goalkeeper helmet adorned with tiny windmill blades, Gustav the Goalie is a sight to  With a goalkeeper helmet adorned with tiny windmill blades, Gustav the Goalie is a sight to 
behold between the posts. Her lightning-fast reflexes and unpredictable dives have earned her the nickname “Windmill Whiz,” and behold between the posts. Her lightning-fast reflexes and unpredictable dives have earned her the nickname “Windmill Whiz,” and 
she’s determined to keep the net as clean as a freshly polished pair of clogs.she’s determined to keep the net as clean as a freshly polished pair of clogs.

• • Bicycle Kick Bertie (a.k.a. Bertie Bicyclist): Bicycle Kick Bertie (a.k.a. Bertie Bicyclist): The team’s secret weapon, Bertie Bicyclist, is known for her unconventional moves, The team’s secret weapon, Bertie Bicyclist, is known for her unconventional moves, 
especially her legendary bicycle kicks. Whether scoring goals or entertaining the crowd with her acrobatic stunts, Bertie adds an especially her legendary bicycle kicks. Whether scoring goals or entertaining the crowd with her acrobatic stunts, Bertie adds an 
extra layer of excitement to the Orange Chaos lineup.extra layer of excitement to the Orange Chaos lineup.

Team Traditions:Team Traditions:

• • Clog Carnival: Clog Carnival: Before each match, the Orange Chaos hosts a clog carnival, inviting spectators and fellow teams to try on oversized Before each match, the Orange Chaos hosts a clog carnival, inviting spectators and fellow teams to try on oversized 
wooden shoes and join in a lively dance. It’s a pre-game ritual that sets the tone for the fun that’s about to unfold on the field.wooden shoes and join in a lively dance. It’s a pre-game ritual that sets the tone for the fun that’s about to unfold on the field.

• • Stroopwafel Shootout: Stroopwafel Shootout: Post-victory celebrations involve a stroopwafel shootout, where players take turns trying to shoot the  Post-victory celebrations involve a stroopwafel shootout, where players take turns trying to shoot the  
caramel-filled delicacies into a makeshift goal. It’s a deliciously sweet way to savour the taste of victory.caramel-filled delicacies into a makeshift goal. It’s a deliciously sweet way to savour the taste of victory.

• • Tulip Toss Parade: Tulip Toss Parade: To spread a bit of floral joy, the Orange Chaos engages in a tulip toss parade, showering the audience with tulips To spread a bit of floral joy, the Orange Chaos engages in a tulip toss parade, showering the audience with tulips 
as a gesture of appreciation for the warm welcome they’ve received in Singapore.as a gesture of appreciation for the warm welcome they’ve received in Singapore.

In conclusion, the Orange Chaos is not just a field hockey team; they’re a festive celebration of Dutch spirit, humour, and the joy of In conclusion, the Orange Chaos is not just a field hockey team; they’re a festive celebration of Dutch spirit, humour, and the joy of 
playing the game they love. Singapore, get ready to witness the Orange Chaos – a team that plays hard, laughs harder, and leaves a trail playing the game they love. Singapore, get ready to witness the Orange Chaos – a team that plays hard, laughs harder, and leaves a trail 
of stroopwafel magic wherever they go!of stroopwafel magic wherever they go!
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THE (VERY) OLD GEORGIANS   (Australia)

The Old Georgians are pleased to return to Singapore in 2024. The Old Georgians are pleased to return to Singapore in 2024. 

On Field Team:On Field Team:

• • Rosemary Cahill – Rosemary Cahill – Rose pre-dates co-ed times at St George’s Rose pre-dates co-ed times at St George’s 
College in Western Australia, so has honorary Georgian sta-College in Western Australia, so has honorary Georgian sta-
tus, as she was forced to stay at St Cats and ‘visit’ the Georgian tus, as she was forced to stay at St Cats and ‘visit’ the Georgian 
boys. Rose is a towering force at full-back, but always gets very boys. Rose is a towering force at full-back, but always gets very 
excited if she’s allowed to have a little gallop along the wing. excited if she’s allowed to have a little gallop along the wing. 
Rose is now proudly retired, although still working on her prop-Rose is now proudly retired, although still working on her prop-
erty portfolio when time permits.erty portfolio when time permits.

• • Kate Main –Kate Main – Kate is one of Western Australia’s leading hockey  Kate is one of Western Australia’s leading hockey 
tragics and was one of the first girls to attend St George’s. Still tragics and was one of the first girls to attend St George’s. Still 
has the skills and guile to get around younger opponents and has the skills and guile to get around younger opponents and 
score sneaky goals. While Kate’s first love is hockey, she now score sneaky goals. While Kate’s first love is hockey, she now 
has to balance that with winemaking and regular trips to her has to balance that with winemaking and regular trips to her 
rural residence, as well as tending to grandchildren. rural residence, as well as tending to grandchildren. 

• • Janene Bon – Janene Bon – As a good Catholic, Woolly was sent to St Thom-As a good Catholic, Woolly was sent to St Thom-
as More College but soon found the fun was at St George’s next as More College but soon found the fun was at St George’s next 
door. She loves a run on the field, but is equally adept behind door. She loves a run on the field, but is equally adept behind 
the goals and occasionally does the splits – off the field. Wool-the goals and occasionally does the splits – off the field. Wool-
ly ’s legal skills in estate planning and business succession are ly ’s legal skills in estate planning and business succession are 
becoming increasingly important as we all edge closer to the becoming increasingly important as we all edge closer to the 
precipice.precipice.

• • Lisa Ward – Lisa Ward – Nothing ever gets past Lisa’s eagle eye; she knew Nothing ever gets past Lisa’s eagle eye; she knew 
everything that was going on (especially) behind closed doors everything that was going on (especially) behind closed doors 
at St George’s. Lisa is one of two magistrates in the team, after at St George’s. Lisa is one of two magistrates in the team, after 
joining the bench a few years ago. She also distributes fairly joining the bench a few years ago. She also distributes fairly 
from centre half while laying claim to many well-judged tackles.  from centre half while laying claim to many well-judged tackles.  

• • Dianne Scaddan –Dianne Scaddan – Our other magistrate and real Georgian, Di also has a photographic memory for rules and misdemeanours. While  Our other magistrate and real Georgian, Di also has a photographic memory for rules and misdemeanours. While 
her judicial skills will be rested during the tournament, Di is always ready for any challenge to her mid-field authority and is not afraid her judicial skills will be rested during the tournament, Di is always ready for any challenge to her mid-field authority and is not afraid 
to deliver her version of justice.to deliver her version of justice.

• • Ady Holt – Ady Holt – Party girl, social organiser and gin connoisseur extraordinaire!  When not on a hockey field or at a show, you might find Party girl, social organiser and gin connoisseur extraordinaire!  When not on a hockey field or at a show, you might find 
her making cupcakes, mustering cattle, popping a champagne cork or mixing a gin on a station just south of Broome. her making cupcakes, mustering cattle, popping a champagne cork or mixing a gin on a station just south of Broome. 

• • Fiona Cartwright –Fiona Cartwright – Being old and hailing from the land of St George, Fi/Carty embodies the Old Georgian ethos perfectly. Conserv- Being old and hailing from the land of St George, Fi/Carty embodies the Old Georgian ethos perfectly. Conserv-
ing energy as a priority while playing in deep defence, she always keeps a little in the tank for off-field shenanigans. Our resident ing energy as a priority while playing in deep defence, she always keeps a little in the tank for off-field shenanigans. Our resident 
psychologist, she will provide much-needed emotional support as the tournament progresses and our mental wellbeing crumbles.psychologist, she will provide much-needed emotional support as the tournament progresses and our mental wellbeing crumbles.

• • Jessica Edis – Jessica Edis – Yet another legal eagle, Jecs has been to Singapore many times with a few different teams. She’s managed to be in a Yet another legal eagle, Jecs has been to Singapore many times with a few different teams. She’s managed to be in a 
winning team for both the Cup (with a Pink Ladies team) and the Plate (with the Georgians) so now she is desperate to add the Bowl winning team for both the Cup (with a Pink Ladies team) and the Plate (with the Georgians) so now she is desperate to add the Bowl 
to complete the set. Jecs set tongues wagging during her first appearance in Singapore when she received a card for a wayward to complete the set. Jecs set tongues wagging during her first appearance in Singapore when she received a card for a wayward 
tackle, which apparently was a first for the tournament’s history. But since then, she has worked hard to be on her best behaviour.  tackle, which apparently was a first for the tournament’s history. But since then, she has worked hard to be on her best behaviour.  

• • Simone Hewett – Simone Hewett – Simone made her first appearance in Singapore in 2023 playing for the Cougars and has jumped over to join the Simone made her first appearance in Singapore in 2023 playing for the Cougars and has jumped over to join the 
Georgians this year. After swapping her borrowed tutu for a Melville male player’s flowery pants last year (which immediately split on Georgians this year. After swapping her borrowed tutu for a Melville male player’s flowery pants last year (which immediately split on 
the dance floor), she’s hoping to maintain better decorum (and keep her clothing intact) this year.the dance floor), she’s hoping to maintain better decorum (and keep her clothing intact) this year.

Off Field Team:Off Field Team:

• • Harry Bon –Harry Bon – Janene’s very tall, suave and sophisticated James Bond-like (albeit Dutch) husband Harry will manage the 2024 team,  Janene’s very tall, suave and sophisticated James Bond-like (albeit Dutch) husband Harry will manage the 2024 team, 
responsible for keeping our dress, moral and playing standards to a high level. responsible for keeping our dress, moral and playing standards to a high level. 

• • Tim Wilkinson – Tim Wilkinson – Rose’s (also) very tall and equally delightful husband Tim will assist Harry in managing the team while keeping us Rose’s (also) very tall and equally delightful husband Tim will assist Harry in managing the team while keeping us 
hydrated and protected from the elements with our fabulous new hats.hydrated and protected from the elements with our fabulous new hats.

With Compliments fromWith Compliments from
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GLEBE DISTRICT HOCKEY CLUB   (Australia)
Glebe District Hockey Club was formed in 1931 in the then-working class suburb of Glebe. Gaining the nickname of the ‘Dirty Reds’, Glebe District Hockey Club was formed in 1931 in the then-working class suburb of Glebe. Gaining the nickname of the ‘Dirty Reds’, 
players from the GDHC are known to be some of the toughest.players from the GDHC are known to be some of the toughest.

Fast forward to 2024, and we proudly field a number of Men’s, Women’s and Junior teams in the relevant Sydney competitive leagues. Fast forward to 2024, and we proudly field a number of Men’s, Women’s and Junior teams in the relevant Sydney competitive leagues. 
Keeping to the true spirit of Glebe, there’s no doubt our Singapore teams will give it their all on and off the field – the hotel buffet (as Keeping to the true spirit of Glebe, there’s no doubt our Singapore teams will give it their all on and off the field – the hotel buffet (as 
well as Henry Hunt and his crew) especially stands no chance. well as Henry Hunt and his crew) especially stands no chance. 

A brief introduction to our Hockey 6s teams below if you wish to say “G’Day!”:A brief introduction to our Hockey 6s teams below if you wish to say “G’Day!”:

  Cate Heath Cate Heath 

The youth of our team, Cate is The youth of our team, Cate is 
our spritely forward who is always  our spritely forward who is always  
dangerous upfront. Sustaining a dangerous upfront. Sustaining a 
nasty injury during one of the last nasty injury during one of the last 
games of the 2022 season, Cate will games of the 2022 season, Cate will 
be looking for vengeance against be looking for vengeance against 
any fullback she comes across.any fullback she comes across.

  Ally CattersonAlly Catterson

The GDHC’s top goalscor-The GDHC’s top goalscor-
er for the 2023 season (for the er for the 2023 season (for the 
second year in a row), Ally is second year in a row), Ally is 
looking to seek goalscoring  looking to seek goalscoring  
success on the global stage. Like success on the global stage. Like 
Sam Kerr in the World Cup semi, we Sam Kerr in the World Cup semi, we 
have no doubt Ally will deliver some have no doubt Ally will deliver some 
devastating blows to even the best devastating blows to even the best 
teams in the tournament.  teams in the tournament.  

  Aoife MullanAoife Mullan

Our second Irish recruit for the Our second Irish recruit for the 
tour, Aoife joins her fellow Sydney tour, Aoife joins her fellow Sydney 
teammates Ally, Aoife, Amanda teammates Ally, Aoife, Amanda 
and Delilah on tour. Known for her  and Delilah on tour. Known for her  
exceptional managing skills, there’s exceptional managing skills, there’s 
no doubt Aoife will ensure the ‘SEHA no doubt Aoife will ensure the ‘SEHA 
Slayers’ are ready and rearing to go!Slayers’ are ready and rearing to go!

Amanda ChiversAmanda Chivers

Amanda is the Club’s social guru and Amanda is the Club’s social guru and 
will no doubt contribute to ensuring will no doubt contribute to ensuring 
the team has just as an enjoyable the team has just as an enjoyable 
time off field and on field. Amanda time off field and on field. Amanda 
will bring a style and sophistication will bring a style and sophistication 
that the tournament has never seen that the tournament has never seen 
before. before. 

Lydia NajdzionLydia Najdzion

Lydia is an extremely diverse player.  Lydia is an extremely diverse player.  
After years of playing a more  After years of playing a more  
defensive role in teams, she stepped defensive role in teams, she stepped 
up to the forward line in the backend up to the forward line in the backend 
of the 2023 season. Her biggest of the 2023 season. Her biggest 
weakest is starting a mid-game chat weakest is starting a mid-game chat 
with teammates (and sometimes the with teammates (and sometimes the 
opposition), but we are confident opposition), but we are confident 
the 6s short-game format will help the 6s short-game format will help 
limit such opportunity. limit such opportunity. 

Deliliah RodriguesDeliliah Rodrigues

A new player to the GDHC, Delilah A new player to the GDHC, Delilah 
was yet another invaluable member  was yet another invaluable member  
of the SEHA Slayers. Working  of the SEHA Slayers. Working  
alongside her fellow teammates at alongside her fellow teammates at 
the 6s, we have no doubt she will the 6s, we have no doubt she will 
embody the mentality of “another embody the mentality of “another 
day, another slay” on the field. day, another slay” on the field. 

Jess Kennedy Jess Kennedy 

Another stalwart goalie in the Club, Another stalwart goalie in the Club, 
Jess, like her counterpart Ash, Jess, like her counterpart Ash, 
is a top chick and top goal saver.  is a top chick and top goal saver.  
We have no doubt she will be a  We have no doubt she will be a  
significant contributor to the team’s  significant contributor to the team’s  
success in the tournament. success in the tournament. 

  Asha Asha 

Asha is known for her positivity and Asha is known for her positivity and 
caring nature; rumour has it that caring nature; rumour has it that 
she felt so bad for scoring a goal she felt so bad for scoring a goal 
she apologised to the opposition! she apologised to the opposition! 
Fresh from the tropics after some Fresh from the tropics after some 
uni placement, Asha has not doubt uni placement, Asha has not doubt 
climatised to the humidity and will climatised to the humidity and will 
set the work rate for the rest of the set the work rate for the rest of the 
team. team. 

GLEBE WOMEN’S TEAM 1

  Liv BransonLiv Branson

Born in Goulburn, raised in Bondi, Liv Born in Goulburn, raised in Bondi, Liv 
is the heart of any team. Although an is the heart of any team. Although an 
easy-going country girl at heart, this easy-going country girl at heart, this 
zen Bondi-Bae can flick a switch on zen Bondi-Bae can flick a switch on 
the field. Get on the wrong side of the field. Get on the wrong side of 
her and she goes off like a cut snake.her and she goes off like a cut snake.

  Alex BransonAlex Branson

Alex is a firework on and off the field Alex is a firework on and off the field 
and we’re super excited to have her and we’re super excited to have her 
join the tour. Her strengths include join the tour. Her strengths include 
being able to manufacture a bed out being able to manufacture a bed out 
of anything (especially surfboards) of anything (especially surfboards) 
and ripping up the dancefloor with and ripping up the dancefloor with 
sister Liv. Her weaknesses include sister Liv. Her weaknesses include 
unlocking doors. unlocking doors. 

  Georgia BransonGeorgia Branson

The third musketeer in the Branson  The third musketeer in the Branson  
trio, Georgia is our wildcard for the trio, Georgia is our wildcard for the 
tournament. She makes a mean  tournament. She makes a mean  
pasta bake and has some killer pasta bake and has some killer 
hockey skills (better than her sisters hockey skills (better than her sisters 
apparently) - just don’t ask her to apparently) - just don’t ask her to 
jump any fence…jump any fence…

Caro PittCaro Pitt

Our loveable Kiwi and tough-as-Our loveable Kiwi and tough-as-
nails – Caro once played a whole nails – Caro once played a whole 
game with a broken foot AND game with a broken foot AND 
scored a goal. What.a.ledge. As our scored a goal. What.a.ledge. As our 
Club’s Communications Director,  Club’s Communications Director,  
we’re lucky to have Caro on board  we’re lucky to have Caro on board  
to ensure we stay on brand and to to ensure we stay on brand and to 
manage all media requests and  manage all media requests and  
enquiries during the tour.enquiries during the tour.

Faye HughesFaye Hughes

Faye, our Irish lad and second  Faye, our Irish lad and second  
northern hemisphere recruit, northern hemisphere recruit, 
exhibits iconic one-handed runs exhibits iconic one-handed runs 
across the field. across the field. 

A new recruit for the Singapore A new recruit for the Singapore 
tour, she’ll be providing the team tour, she’ll be providing the team 
with some good craic and a regular  with some good craic and a regular  
Guinness supply.Guinness supply.

Hannah Yeo Hannah Yeo 

Our ‘hype’ girl, Hannah, is never Our ‘hype’ girl, Hannah, is never 
in a bad mood. Ever optimistic, in a bad mood. Ever optimistic, 
we can count on her to keep up we can count on her to keep up 
team morale even if we’re getting  team morale even if we’re getting  
slaughtered on the scoreboard.  slaughtered on the scoreboard.  
She’ll be as determined to defend  She’ll be as determined to defend  
our Plate Premiership as she was our Plate Premiership as she was 
winning Miss Dunedoo.winning Miss Dunedoo.

. . 

Ash KlimoskiAsh Klimoski

A goalkeeper you can actually talk A goalkeeper you can actually talk 
to without being unwillingly led into to without being unwillingly led into 
some random, odd discussion topic.  some random, odd discussion topic.  
Ash is a dynamo goal-saver and  Ash is a dynamo goal-saver and  
all-round great chick – she’s our all-round great chick – she’s our 
equivalent of Mark Schwarzer and equivalent of Mark Schwarzer and 
we have no doubt she’ll be the  we have no doubt she’ll be the  
reason for keeping us in finals  reason for keeping us in finals  
contention. contention. 

  Mon BordignonMon Bordignon

Our tour organizer with an ability Our tour organizer with an ability 
to know the rules better than the  to know the rules better than the  
umpires, or so she thinks.. She loves umpires, or so she thinks.. She loves 
nothing more than a hard-fought win nothing more than a hard-fought win 
with the girls and will be determined with the girls and will be determined 
to find the best Singapore Sling  to find the best Singapore Sling  
during the tournament. during the tournament. 

  Emily Williams Emily Williams 

Our second northern hemisphere Our second northern hemisphere 
recruit for the 6s, Emily is an  recruit for the 6s, Emily is an  
absolute powerhouse in defence. absolute powerhouse in defence. 
Unlike her fellow countryman Dan Unlike her fellow countryman Dan 
(in the men’s team), Emily prefers (in the men’s team), Emily prefers 
to get on with things instead of  to get on with things instead of  
whinging about them. This can whinging about them. This can 
sometimes cause confusion that sometimes cause confusion that 
her true Aussie grit is delivered with her true Aussie grit is delivered with 
the most exquisite British accent. the most exquisite British accent. 

GLEBE WOMEN’S TEAM 2
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  Mack NollerMack Noller

The worst out of four Noller broth-The worst out of four Noller broth-
ers but most popular children’s  ers but most popular children’s  
entertainer in the Inner West, Mack entertainer in the Inner West, Mack 
is keen for this year’s tournament. is keen for this year’s tournament. 
Although he hails from Queensland Although he hails from Queensland 
originally, his love and passion for originally, his love and passion for 
Glebe runs thick and fast – just like Glebe runs thick and fast – just like 
his playing style. his playing style. 

  Dan PelomequeDan Pelomeque

2023 was a year of firsts for Dan. 2023 was a year of firsts for Dan. 
Not only did he experience his first Not only did he experience his first 
win with the GDHC (after playing for win with the GDHC (after playing for 
the Club for 18 months), but he also the Club for 18 months), but he also 
ate his very first snack pack. Dan is ate his very first snack pack. Dan is 
now looking to pop his Singapore now looking to pop his Singapore 
6s cherry. Let’s hope his ‘Shaggers 6s cherry. Let’s hope his ‘Shaggers 
Hip’ injury doesn’t burden his road to Hip’ injury doesn’t burden his road to 
success. success. 

  Josh La SpinaJosh La Spina

With new body age of an 80-year-With new body age of an 80-year-
old, Eric will be looking to bring back old, Eric will be looking to bring back 
the ‘high forward’ style from the 80s the ‘high forward’ style from the 80s 
and make the rest of the team work and make the rest of the team work 
hard to get him the ball up front. hard to get him the ball up front. 

Pat WarkPat Wark

Part of the original 2011 Singapore Part of the original 2011 Singapore 
tour crew, Pat is back to reignite tour crew, Pat is back to reignite 
memories and seek glory. Let’s hope memories and seek glory. Let’s hope 
this time around that doesn’t involve this time around that doesn’t involve 
a midnight skinny dip in the Marina a midnight skinny dip in the Marina 
Bay Sands’ pool. Bay Sands’ pool. 

Ian PatersonIan Paterson

Pesterson is looking to wreak  Pesterson is looking to wreak  
absolute havoc on and off the field. absolute havoc on and off the field. 
Displaying his Maasai man dance Displaying his Maasai man dance 
moves on Saturday night and  moves on Saturday night and  
revealing his true T-Rex style on revealing his true T-Rex style on 
Sunday will no doubt result in  Sunday will no doubt result in  
celebratory carrot smoking on  celebratory carrot smoking on  
return to Sydney.return to Sydney.

Jake RibarovskiJake Ribarovski

DJ Ribo (retired 2023). Jakey-Jakey-DJ Ribo (retired 2023). Jakey-Jakey-
Big-Mistakey has a tale or two about Big-Mistakey has a tale or two about 
stranger danger (particularly lady stranger danger (particularly lady 
strangers). Although he’s done  strangers). Although he’s done  
spinning disks, he’s not done  spinning disks, he’s not done  
spinning hearts. spinning hearts. 

Doug AllisonDoug Allison

Big dawg American Doug has joined Big dawg American Doug has joined 
the GDHC this year. When he’s not the GDHC this year. When he’s not 
training for, or playing or thinking training for, or playing or thinking 
about hockey, he enjoys spending about hockey, he enjoys spending 
time straddling Dan on the back time straddling Dan on the back 
of his Vespa, cruising through the  of his Vespa, cruising through the  
picturesque Eastern Suburbs of picturesque Eastern Suburbs of 
Sydney. Sydney. 

  Clark FosterClark Foster

A chirpy goalie who yearns to be A chirpy goalie who yearns to be 
a field player and goal-scorer like a field player and goal-scorer like 
Josh La Spina, Clark has been  Josh La Spina, Clark has been  
working hard in the summer social working hard in the summer social 
games in Sydney to prove his field games in Sydney to prove his field 
skills. However, it’s time for Clarkey skills. However, it’s time for Clarkey 
to stick to his strengths in goals to stick to his strengths in goals 
– that is, dishing out some awful  – that is, dishing out some awful  
banter to the opposition forwards banter to the opposition forwards 
and keeping his legs shut. and keeping his legs shut. 

  Rob FrewRob Frew

Spewie seems to have found the  Spewie seems to have found the  
ultimate formula for success – the ultimate formula for success – the 
more you drink off-field, the more more you drink off-field, the more 
goals you save on-field. A new goals you save on-field. A new 
youngster to the GDHC, Rob has  youngster to the GDHC, Rob has  
fitted in seamlessly. We’re looking fitted in seamlessly. We’re looking 
forward to seeing him make the  forward to seeing him make the  
Maroon and White proud on tour.  Maroon and White proud on tour.  

GLEBE MEN’S TEAM HALE HOCKEY CLUB   (Australia)

SCC 2024 Hale hockey team has it all this year. SCC 2024 Hale hockey team has it all this year. 
We have a few returning players but mostly  We have a few returning players but mostly  
rebuilt after some disappointing results rebuilt after some disappointing results 
from previous years; we are hoping to bring from previous years; we are hoping to bring 
some 2023 Premiership winning luck over to  some 2023 Premiership winning luck over to  
Singapore. We have added some heavy hitters and Singapore. We have added some heavy hitters and 
a few more liabilities. This team will be fitter off the a few more liabilities. This team will be fitter off the 
field than on the field but will get 100% at both. field than on the field but will get 100% at both. 

• • Steven Glen Cock - Steven Glen Cock - Returning for his 3rd year, Returning for his 3rd year, 
but hopefully his first year playing all the games. but hopefully his first year playing all the games. 
The man brings our age average up by 2 times The man brings our age average up by 2 times 
by himself but is a key player for the group’s  by himself but is a key player for the group’s  
success. (off the field) success. (off the field) 

• • Josh Left-Hand Bowen -Josh Left-Hand Bowen - Coming from the   Coming from the  
countryside and looking to bring some left-hand countryside and looking to bring some left-hand 
pick pockets and some tomma goals. That is if he remembers to bring his shin pads and stick to the field. Hope there is a lost  pick pockets and some tomma goals. That is if he remembers to bring his shin pads and stick to the field. Hope there is a lost  
property station for this man.  property station for this man.  

• • LLachie (chunky) Ashton - achie (chunky) Ashton - Looking to see if he can surprise the one coach on the team for a spot back home, having put in a lot of Looking to see if he can surprise the one coach on the team for a spot back home, having put in a lot of 
work in the off season. But don’t be fooled; he will still be found at the bar and cafeteria if lost.  work in the off season. But don’t be fooled; he will still be found at the bar and cafeteria if lost.  

• • Dylan the Kiwi Goss - The bloke with a bit of spark in him. Will having you look twice on and off the field. Hopefully he can play all the Dylan the Kiwi Goss - The bloke with a bit of spark in him. Will having you look twice on and off the field. Hopefully he can play all the 
games as he has a personal sniper wherever he goes on his hamstrings.  games as he has a personal sniper wherever he goes on his hamstrings.  

• • Geoff the Supper Coach Cock -Geoff the Supper Coach Cock - The guy that brings the experience and don’t worry, he won’t shy away from telling you all about it.  The guy that brings the experience and don’t worry, he won’t shy away from telling you all about it. 
Will be hobbling around in the forward line maybe for 2 minute spirts if you’re lucky. But don’t be sucked in; he still knows where the Will be hobbling around in the forward line maybe for 2 minute spirts if you’re lucky. But don’t be sucked in; he still knows where the 
goals are, just ask him. He scored 40 in one season.   goals are, just ask him. He scored 40 in one season.   

• • Will Parker the Mystery Man -Will Parker the Mystery Man - Late mail but odds are dropping fast, and he is looking to be the one to probably carry the team  Late mail but odds are dropping fast, and he is looking to be the one to probably carry the team 
through the weekend on and off the field.  through the weekend on and off the field.  

• • Brayden King - Brayden King - Team captain, self-appointed obviously as the others can’t be trusted. Usually found in the back line, gets lost  Team captain, self-appointed obviously as the others can’t be trusted. Usually found in the back line, gets lost  
crossing the halfway line and won’t be moving too far or fast. crossing the halfway line and won’t be moving too far or fast. 

• • Brett Binga - Brett Binga - This guy is looking to save the team. He is our goalkeeper with a lot of work in front of him. SOS for this man, this team This guy is looking to save the team. He is our goalkeeper with a lot of work in front of him. SOS for this man, this team 
iis full of one-way runners and a lot of fingers pointing. Let’s hope he brings his contacts to this game. s full of one-way runners and a lot of fingers pointing. Let’s hope he brings his contacts to this game. 

• • Last but not least our team manager. Last but not least our team manager. Not a bit of hockey background but a whole lot of off field energy. Every team needs an Irish Not a bit of hockey background but a whole lot of off field energy. Every team needs an Irish 
lady to keep you under control. Probably drink the team under the table but will be first down to breaky to be ready for the next day. lady to keep you under control. Probably drink the team under the table but will be first down to breaky to be ready for the next day. 
Looking to be on the side line with the white board drawing pictures as she won’t know what is going on.  Looking to be on the side line with the white board drawing pictures as she won’t know what is going on.  

MONSOONERS MEN   (Australia)

Monsooners Men make their 13th appearance in the Singapore 6s. Players are from Darwin and Perth. This year Steve Rowe has retired Monsooners Men make their 13th appearance in the Singapore 6s. Players are from Darwin and Perth. This year Steve Rowe has retired 
from a playing role with Monsooners but will still be with us to manage the distribution of beer and red wine. KB finally escapes from from a playing role with Monsooners but will still be with us to manage the distribution of beer and red wine. KB finally escapes from 
the GK position this year replaced by double hip replacement stalwart Gary Cox who actually is a proper GK! We have 2 father-and-son the GK position this year replaced by double hip replacement stalwart Gary Cox who actually is a proper GK! We have 2 father-and-son 
combinations playing again this year - so that makes it 2 fast players and 2 slow ones! combinations playing again this year - so that makes it 2 fast players and 2 slow ones! 

Players lining up at the moment to play are Kevin Burton, Jamie Burton, Glenn Kirkaldy, Josh Kirkaldy, Jim Rowe, Gary Cox (GK), Adrian Players lining up at the moment to play are Kevin Burton, Jamie Burton, Glenn Kirkaldy, Josh Kirkaldy, Jim Rowe, Gary Cox (GK), Adrian 
Miller, and Clayton Archer but as ever it always changes closer to the time! We are all looking forward to the Sixes Grand Prix tourna-Miller, and Clayton Archer but as ever it always changes closer to the time! We are all looking forward to the Sixes Grand Prix tourna-
ment, but it will probably be more Slow and Calm rather than Fast and Furious!ment, but it will probably be more Slow and Calm rather than Fast and Furious!
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THE OWLS AND THE HAWKS     (Australia)

Regular participants in the SCC International hockey tournament will recognise the Owls and the Hawks as competitive but  Regular participants in the SCC International hockey tournament will recognise the Owls and the Hawks as competitive but  
nonetheless affable participants from Western Australia – far from the aggressive “birds of prey” suggested by their tags. The nonetheless affable participants from Western Australia – far from the aggressive “birds of prey” suggested by their tags. The 
 OWLS (“Older-Wiser-Larger-Slower”) comprised the original team starting up over a decade ago. Such has been the allure of the   OWLS (“Older-Wiser-Larger-Slower”) comprised the original team starting up over a decade ago. Such has been the allure of the  
Singapore competition the team was soon oversubscribed, and we were very grateful to be provided with the opportunity more  Singapore competition the team was soon oversubscribed, and we were very grateful to be provided with the opportunity more  
recently to nominate a second side, the HAWKS (“Hardly-As-Wise-but-still-Kinda-Slow”). recently to nominate a second side, the HAWKS (“Hardly-As-Wise-but-still-Kinda-Slow”). 

And the And the Hawks Hawks may be not dissimilar to:may be not dissimilar to:

And a combined group:And a combined group:

Both the Both the Owls Owls and the and the Hawks Hawks are committed to demonstrating their potential and perhaps even prowess in Singapore in 2024, after are committed to demonstrating their potential and perhaps even prowess in Singapore in 2024, after 
the successes of recent tournaments. The teams have been training relentlessly, starting with local restaurants and bars because of the successes of recent tournaments. The teams have been training relentlessly, starting with local restaurants and bars because of 
the inevitable attraction to similar outstanding venues in Singapore. The overall plan is for success on and off the field, and if that is the inevitable attraction to similar outstanding venues in Singapore. The overall plan is for success on and off the field, and if that is 
too ambitious, to at least achieve the latter. We remain committed to a primary focus on having a good time and enjoying the ambience, too ambitious, to at least achieve the latter. We remain committed to a primary focus on having a good time and enjoying the ambience, 
appreciating the professionalism and hospitality of the Singapore Cricket Club and the companionship of all competing teams.appreciating the professionalism and hospitality of the Singapore Cricket Club and the companionship of all competing teams.

In March 2024, as the Owls and the Hawks take to the field in Singapore, they carry with them the collective spirit of more than a decade In March 2024, as the Owls and the Hawks take to the field in Singapore, they carry with them the collective spirit of more than a decade 
of participation in the Singapore Sixes tournament. They enjoy being part of a hockey culture that values sportsmanship, camaraderie, of participation in the Singapore Sixes tournament. They enjoy being part of a hockey culture that values sportsmanship, camaraderie, 
and the joy of the game. The SCC International hockey tournament is not merely a competition for these teams; it's an opportunity to and the joy of the game. The SCC International hockey tournament is not merely a competition for these teams; it's an opportunity to 
celebrate the essence of hockey.celebrate the essence of hockey.

Competition has been fierce for selection in the 2024 teams, with Competition has been fierce for selection in the 2024 teams, with 
the the OwlsOwls likely to look a bit like this: likely to look a bit like this:

HIGH TEA HOCKEY   (Australia)

High Tea Hockey Racing returns for another 62 laps of the Sixes Grand Prix with a formidable combination of experienced racers and High Tea Hockey Racing returns for another 62 laps of the Sixes Grand Prix with a formidable combination of experienced racers and 
new talent. Aiming for another podium finish!new talent. Aiming for another podium finish!

FASTFAST

#2 Kathryn “Kat” O’Loughlin#2 Kathryn “Kat” O’Loughlin

• • Sixes Grand Prix appearances (racer): 2023, ’24Sixes Grand Prix appearances (racer): 2023, ’24

• • Looking to keep coolant levels topped up and engine sufficiently lubricated in 2024 after overheating on debut last year.Looking to keep coolant levels topped up and engine sufficiently lubricated in 2024 after overheating on debut last year.

#4 Jemma “Random” Sly  and  #8 Bella “Gucci” Dixon#4 Jemma “Random” Sly  and  #8 Bella “Gucci” Dixon

• • Sixes Grand Prix appearances (racer): 2024Sixes Grand Prix appearances (racer): 2024

• • Sixes Grand Prix appearances (spectator): Jem 2014, ’16, ’18, ’23  Bella ’23Sixes Grand Prix appearances (spectator): Jem 2014, ’16, ’18, ’23  Bella ’23

• • Young and fit debutants who used family connections to secure a place on the grid. Sponsored by BOMAD (Bank of Mum and Dad).Young and fit debutants who used family connections to secure a place on the grid. Sponsored by BOMAD (Bank of Mum and Dad).

FURIOUSFURIOUS

#9 Michelle “Chopper” Howell#9 Michelle “Chopper” Howell

• • Sixes Grand Prix appearances (racer): 2016, ’17, ’18, ’23, ’24Sixes Grand Prix appearances (racer): 2016, ’17, ’18, ’23, ’24

• • Effective defensive manoeuvres despite worn shock absorbers. Known to blow a gasket when race officials ‘get it wrong’.Effective defensive manoeuvres despite worn shock absorbers. Known to blow a gasket when race officials ‘get it wrong’.

#3 Elayne “Fuzzy” Dixon#3 Elayne “Fuzzy” Dixon

• • Sixes Grand Prix appearances (racer): 2023, ’24Sixes Grand Prix appearances (racer): 2023, ’24

• • Made history in 2023 by becoming the first member of HTHR to incur a drive-through penalty. Also learnt not to attempt a chassis Made history in 2023 by becoming the first member of HTHR to incur a drive-through penalty. Also learnt not to attempt a chassis 
repair the day before Qualifying.repair the day before Qualifying.

NEITHER FAST NOR FURIOUS NEITHER FAST NOR FURIOUS 

#6 Kirsten “Kirky” Underwood#6 Kirsten “Kirky” Underwood

• • Sixes Grand Prix appearances (racer): 2006, ’16, ’17, ’18, ’23, ’24Sixes Grand Prix appearances (racer): 2006, ’16, ’17, ’18, ’23, ’24

• • Sixes Grand Prix appearances (spectator): 2004, ’10, ’11, ’12, ’13, ’14, ’15, ’19  Sixes Grand Prix appearances (spectator): 2004, ’10, ’11, ’12, ’13, ’14, ’15, ’19  

• • ~ 20th anniversary tour ~ ~ 20th anniversary tour ~ 
Dodgy suspension may result in under steering. Biggest challenge will be getting through Qualifying without breaking down.Dodgy suspension may result in under steering. Biggest challenge will be getting through Qualifying without breaking down.

#5 Tanya “Mojo” Sly#5 Tanya “Mojo” Sly

• • Sixes Grand Prix appearances (racer): 2016, ’17, ’18, ’23, ’24Sixes Grand Prix appearances (racer): 2016, ’17, ’18, ’23, ’24

• • Sixes Grand Prix appearances (spectator): 2003, ’04, ’07, ’09, ’10, ’11, ’12, ’13, ’14, ’15, ’19Sixes Grand Prix appearances (spectator): 2003, ’04, ’07, ’09, ’10, ’11, ’12, ’13, ’14, ’15, ’19

• • Since technological upgrades removed the need for windscreen wipers in wet weather, performance improves year on year  Since technological upgrades removed the need for windscreen wipers in wet weather, performance improves year on year  
despite having the oldest battery of the team.despite having the oldest battery of the team.

#1 Nicolee “Spare” Laird#1 Nicolee “Spare” Laird

• • Sixes Grand Prix appearances (racer): 2017, ’18, ’24Sixes Grand Prix appearances (racer): 2017, ’18, ’24

• • Successfully taken over the pits in the off-season, earning her a triumphant return to HTHR after six years away from the circuit. Successfully taken over the pits in the off-season, earning her a triumphant return to HTHR after six years away from the circuit. 

#7 Natalie “Chief Nat” Underwood#7 Natalie “Chief Nat” Underwood

• • Sixes Grand Prix appearances (racer/manager): 2004, ’06, ’16, ’17, ’18, ’23, ’24Sixes Grand Prix appearances (racer/manager): 2004, ’06, ’16, ’17, ’18, ’23, ’24

• • Sixes Grand Prix appearances (spectator): 2010, ’11, ’12, ’13, ’14, ’15, ’19  Sixes Grand Prix appearances (spectator): 2010, ’11, ’12, ’13, ’14, ’15, ’19  

• • ~ 20th anniversary tour ~ ~ 20th anniversary tour ~ 
Team Manager and Lead Mechanic. Garaged for repairs, will only return to the track if one of the team doesn’t make it out of pit Team Manager and Lead Mechanic. Garaged for repairs, will only return to the track if one of the team doesn’t make it out of pit 
lane.lane.
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HOLLANDSE CLUB – MEN’S   (Singapore)

The Hollandse Club Hockey is established and run by (Dutch) The Hollandse Club Hockey is established and run by (Dutch) 
expatriates living in Singapore. As the name might spoil, the expatriates living in Singapore. As the name might spoil, the 
hockey club is closely liaised to the Hollandse Club at Cam-hockey club is closely liaised to the Hollandse Club at Cam-
den Park in Singapore. Currently, the men’s division consists den Park in Singapore. Currently, the men’s division consists 
of two different teams active in both the Singapore Premier of two different teams active in both the Singapore Premier 
league and 3rd division of SHF organized leagues. Most of league and 3rd division of SHF organized leagues. Most of 
the players in the teams have their hockey history and roots the players in the teams have their hockey history and roots 
in the Netherlands and have played at various levels before in the Netherlands and have played at various levels before 
coming together as one in Singapore to compete against coming together as one in Singapore to compete against 
some of the local and other expatriate teams. Although most some of the local and other expatriate teams. Although most 
of our players originate from the Netherlands, we are happy of our players originate from the Netherlands, we are happy 
that more and more nationalities are joining the teams – and that more and more nationalities are joining the teams – and 
we are always looking for more talent to join our club! Should we are always looking for more talent to join our club! Should 
anyone be relocating to Singapore in the (near) future, feel anyone be relocating to Singapore in the (near) future, feel 
free to reach out to us.free to reach out to us.

Hollandse Club Hockey has been happy that next to hockey our socials have restarted as well post the covid pandemic, which is at Hollandse Club Hockey has been happy that next to hockey our socials have restarted as well post the covid pandemic, which is at 
the core of our club: combining our competitive edge with social events. Besides our Singapore hockey competitions, the Hollandse the core of our club: combining our competitive edge with social events. Besides our Singapore hockey competitions, the Hollandse 
Club is involved in multiple international tournaments across the Asia Pacific region – with the ZOAT (Zuid-Oost Azië Toernooi) being Club is involved in multiple international tournaments across the Asia Pacific region – with the ZOAT (Zuid-Oost Azië Toernooi) being 
the most famous tournament held amongst Dutch originated teams (with international players) from across the region and rotating the most famous tournament held amongst Dutch originated teams (with international players) from across the region and rotating 
amongst the cities of Bangkok, Hong Kong, Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur, and Singapore. During the last edition in Jakarta, the Hollandse amongst the cities of Bangkok, Hong Kong, Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur, and Singapore. During the last edition in Jakarta, the Hollandse 
Club Men’s team was able to secure victory after a final against Vietnam.Club Men’s team was able to secure victory after a final against Vietnam.

The team competing at the SCC International 6s hockey tournament is the Hollandse Club Hockey Men’s #1 and has been together The team competing at the SCC International 6s hockey tournament is the Hollandse Club Hockey Men’s #1 and has been together 
around 2 years now. The picture taken was after our victory in Jakarta during the ZOAT. around 2 years now. The picture taken was after our victory in Jakarta during the ZOAT. 

We are very much looking forward to the SCC Tournament, playing against teams from across the globe. Wishing everyone best of luck, We are very much looking forward to the SCC Tournament, playing against teams from across the globe. Wishing everyone best of luck, 
but more importantly a lot of fun, during the event! but more importantly a lot of fun, during the event! 

MELVILLE MAIDENS   (Australia)

The Melville Maidens are superexcited to be back again in 2024.  The 2023 reboot was a wonderful reminder of just how awesome the The Melville Maidens are superexcited to be back again in 2024.  The 2023 reboot was a wonderful reminder of just how awesome the 
SCC Hockey 6s Tournament is and we cannot wait to do it all again!! We haven’t done any actual hockey training but can confirm we are SCC Hockey 6s Tournament is and we cannot wait to do it all again!! We haven’t done any actual hockey training but can confirm we are 
good to go - we’ve booked our flights, worked on our drinking skills and packed our raincoats in case there is  a reappearance of  last good to go - we’ve booked our flights, worked on our drinking skills and packed our raincoats in case there is  a reappearance of  last 
year’s torrential rain. What more do you need?! No matter what the results are on the pitch we will look amazing in our couture fancy year’s torrential rain. What more do you need?! No matter what the results are on the pitch we will look amazing in our couture fancy 
dress costumes (thanks again Lisa!) and are guaranteed to excel at partying, our number one priority, led by the gorgeous Veronica!! dress costumes (thanks again Lisa!) and are guaranteed to excel at partying, our number one priority, led by the gorgeous Veronica!! 
Seven of last year’s crew - Kylie, Fi, Lisa, Marie, Macca, Ness and Tara – will be in attendance dazzling us with their skills on the pitch, Seven of last year’s crew - Kylie, Fi, Lisa, Marie, Macca, Ness and Tara – will be in attendance dazzling us with their skills on the pitch, 
weaving their magic on the dance floor and introducing our newbies to the joys of margarita slushies and chilling out up on the SCC weaving their magic on the dance floor and introducing our newbies to the joys of margarita slushies and chilling out up on the SCC 
balcony. We love Singapore!!balcony. We love Singapore!!
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Caroline ColganCaroline Colgan

Caroline joined the best hockey club in the world in 1992.  Used to occasionally scoring Caroline joined the best hockey club in the world in 1992.  Used to occasionally scoring 
a goal, now happy to get through a game without falling over.  a goal, now happy to get through a game without falling over.  

Monsooner Women’s Team and Modernians Women Hockey Team   (Australia)
Jo SgroJo Sgro

Jo Sgro. Mods Hockey player from Perth WA. Has played for way too long. Opinionate, Jo Sgro. Mods Hockey player from Perth WA. Has played for way too long. Opinionate, 
thinks she’s a striker but really wants to play in the back line!  thinks she’s a striker but really wants to play in the back line!  

Siena RowbottomSiena Rowbottom

Mods Hockey player from Perth WA. She’s played hockey since she was in Year One.  Since Mods Hockey player from Perth WA. She’s played hockey since she was in Year One.  Since 
playing she’s been nearly exclusively a fullback, but somehow whenever filling in for  playing she’s been nearly exclusively a fullback, but somehow whenever filling in for  
another team they always end up playing striker. another team they always end up playing striker. 

Leonie YannLeonie Yann

With 25 years of hockey experience under her belt, Leonie Yann has been described by With 25 years of hockey experience under her belt, Leonie Yann has been described by 
many as “a member of Modernians Hockey Club”. In a league of her own she is second to many as “a member of Modernians Hockey Club”. In a league of her own she is second to 
none, with the versatility to play in any position as long as it’s inner. Whether clearing none, with the versatility to play in any position as long as it’s inner. Whether clearing 
from the backline or hitting the ball at goals, one thing is for certain for Leonie… crippling from the backline or hitting the ball at goals, one thing is for certain for Leonie… crippling 
pain.pain.

Niamh KirkaldyNiamh Kirkaldy

Family legacy player Niamh Kirkaldy brings some much needed youth to the team, but  Family legacy player Niamh Kirkaldy brings some much needed youth to the team, but  
although hockey runs hard in her blood, it does not mean she runs hard at training.   although hockey runs hard in her blood, it does not mean she runs hard at training.   
Despite this, her award winning tenacity and attitude at the back has saved Moderni-Despite this, her award winning tenacity and attitude at the back has saved Moderni-
ans more times that Niamh’s name has been mispronounced.  2022’s Modernians most  ans more times that Niamh’s name has been mispronounced.  2022’s Modernians most  
improved player, Niamh puts the ‘iamh’ in unbel-iamh-able.  improved player, Niamh puts the ‘iamh’ in unbel-iamh-able.  

Erin KirkaldyErin Kirkaldy

The youngest of the long Kirkaldy lineage, Erin will be taking the field before she’s even The youngest of the long Kirkaldy lineage, Erin will be taking the field before she’s even 
allowed to have a drink after the game. Plagued with arthritis, her legs may not run hard allowed to have a drink after the game. Plagued with arthritis, her legs may not run hard 
but her mouth sure does, she often spending her time on field ‘resting’. She has recently  but her mouth sure does, she often spending her time on field ‘resting’. She has recently  
come back to hockey at Modernians, after forgoing sitting in a boat bossing people come back to hockey at Modernians, after forgoing sitting in a boat bossing people 
around on early mornings and is looking forward to coxing the hockey team. around on early mornings and is looking forward to coxing the hockey team. 

Cara BurtonCara Burton

Cara Burton is a former Modernians player from Perth WA, residing in rainy Manchester Cara Burton is a former Modernians player from Perth WA, residing in rainy Manchester 
for reasons that no one really knows why.  Cara’s 18 year commitment to hockey is almost for reasons that no one really knows why.  Cara’s 18 year commitment to hockey is almost 
as consistent as the UK weather.  Having a hockey career that peaked in high school, as consistent as the UK weather.  Having a hockey career that peaked in high school, 
Cara persists to play through the mid field and forward line. Cara persists to play through the mid field and forward line. 

Emma TsakalosEmma Tsakalos

Perennial centre half Emma Tsakalos has impressed many with her reliable hockey Perennial centre half Emma Tsakalos has impressed many with her reliable hockey 
skills and no-nonsense attitude to half time refreshments.  Recently finishing a transfer  skills and no-nonsense attitude to half time refreshments.  Recently finishing a transfer  
period at Italian Hockey Club Potenza Picena, Emma is excited to bring some European period at Italian Hockey Club Potenza Picena, Emma is excited to bring some European 
flair back to Modernians.  Pizza may come in 8 slices but Emma plays for 4 quarters. flair back to Modernians.  Pizza may come in 8 slices but Emma plays for 4 quarters. 

May Wu (Shoebridge)May Wu (Shoebridge)

May Wu is a name that strikes fear into the hearts of opposition hockey players  May Wu is a name that strikes fear into the hearts of opposition hockey players  
throughout Sydney.  She has over 10 years of full-time hockey experience, as a striker throughout Sydney.  She has over 10 years of full-time hockey experience, as a striker 
and goalie, with Chinese pro-teams Inner Mongolia and HeNan province.  After arriving and goalie, with Chinese pro-teams Inner Mongolia and HeNan province.  After arriving 
in Australia, she mixed study and hockey, representing Macquarie University.  Following  in Australia, she mixed study and hockey, representing Macquarie University.  Following  
a foray into soccer with North Sydney United Football Club, the multiple golden boot  a foray into soccer with North Sydney United Football Club, the multiple golden boot  
winner returned to hockey last year, when she joined Sydney North Women’s Hockey winner returned to hockey last year, when she joined Sydney North Women’s Hockey 
team.  Claim, persistent, and collegial, with the best legs in the business.  That is May.team.  Claim, persistent, and collegial, with the best legs in the business.  That is May.

Miranda Hegh & Kristen WalkerMiranda Hegh & Kristen Walker

Wolves player, Perth WA.  Strictly a social player very grateful to be surrounded by such Wolves player, Perth WA.  Strictly a social player very grateful to be surrounded by such 
talented term mates.  talented term mates.  

Kristen Walker is a friendly but formidable force in the back line.  From a family of hockey Kristen Walker is a friendly but formidable force in the back line.  From a family of hockey 
enthusiasts she was forced into hockey, developing skills from a young age, but makes enthusiasts she was forced into hockey, developing skills from a young age, but makes 
the most of every game with her chatty attitude and happy demeanour. the most of every game with her chatty attitude and happy demeanour. 

Sharon ThomsonSharon Thomson

Sharon is normally seen in her favourite environment, padded up and having white  Sharon is normally seen in her favourite environment, padded up and having white  
bullets hit at her in goals.  However, she has seen the light in her advancing years, and bullets hit at her in goals.  However, she has seen the light in her advancing years, and 
now prefers to spend her time shopping when in Singapore, so has chosen to ‘manage’ now prefers to spend her time shopping when in Singapore, so has chosen to ‘manage’ 
this motley crew of ‘athletes’ in between credit card forays.this motley crew of ‘athletes’ in between credit card forays.

Jenny RowbottomJenny Rowbottom

Striker by position, chaos maker by nature.  Played field hockey back in the dark ages Striker by position, chaos maker by nature.  Played field hockey back in the dark ages 
when the offside rule was a thing.  Legend has it, she violated it so much they decided  when the offside rule was a thing.  Legend has it, she violated it so much they decided  
to abolish it altogether.  A devoted Modernians hockey player who is excited to add  to abolish it altogether.  A devoted Modernians hockey player who is excited to add  
‘International Hockey Player’ to the growing list of green cards. ‘International Hockey Player’ to the growing list of green cards. 

Linda KennaughLinda Kennaugh

Linda Kennaugh is a Modernians Hockey and ex-NT Waratahs Hockey Club player that Linda Kennaugh is a Modernians Hockey and ex-NT Waratahs Hockey Club player that 
has been playing since the sport was invented.  Often known as the ‘short one’, Linda is has been playing since the sport was invented.  Often known as the ‘short one’, Linda is 
responsible for bringing the Monsooners back to Singapore each year.  She plays in the responsible for bringing the Monsooners back to Singapore each year.  She plays in the 
mid, supporting the team and always on the run (even though those little legs get her mid, supporting the team and always on the run (even though those little legs get her 
nowhere). nowhere). 

Wendy NgWendy Ng

Wendy was clueless about hockey, became a hockey mum and finally joined the rans of Wendy was clueless about hockey, became a hockey mum and finally joined the rans of 
a social hockey player.  Plays for Modernians in Perth, WA and can gene rally be found a social hockey player.  Plays for Modernians in Perth, WA and can gene rally be found 
somewhere on the field.  somewhere on the field.  

Cath LucasCath Lucas

Ever dependable and always up for a game of hockey, Cath has played in many  Ever dependable and always up for a game of hockey, Cath has played in many  
Singapore Sixes over the past 10 years as well as branching out to a tournament in  Singapore Sixes over the past 10 years as well as branching out to a tournament in  
Thailand in 2019.  An international traveller, Cath enjoys the night life, long walks to the Thailand in 2019.  An international traveller, Cath enjoys the night life, long walks to the 
Padang and sipping Singapore Slings when not defending on the pitch.  Padang and sipping Singapore Slings when not defending on the pitch.  
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ROCKY RIDGE RHINO’S   (Australia)

RRROOOAARRRR!! Rhinos are fearless creatures. Like our dear leader, Frank ‘Crocos’ Main (formerly RRROOOAARRRR!! Rhinos are fearless creatures. Like our dear leader, Frank ‘Crocos’ Main (formerly 
known as ‘Farkos’).known as ‘Farkos’).

After getting controversially ousted from the semi-finals in 2023 by the Clubhouse Casuals, the Rhinos After getting controversially ousted from the semi-finals in 2023 by the Clubhouse Casuals, the Rhinos 
have returned to stake their revenge.have returned to stake their revenge.

We have former Australian men’s captain Chris ‘Baus’ Bausor, former Australian junior  We have former Australian men’s captain Chris ‘Baus’ Bausor, former Australian junior  
national player Neil ‘Neil’ Rose, former South African junior national player Ryan ‘Crollcano’  national player Neil ‘Neil’ Rose, former South African junior national player Ryan ‘Crollcano’  
Croll, former one-game Perth Thundersticks player Ben ‘Bash’ Ashford, former Northern  Croll, former one-game Perth Thundersticks player Ben ‘Bash’ Ashford, former Northern  
Territory u/21 player Tim ‘Buns’ Bunney and former Southwest Strikers (Classic League, WA) goalkeeper Territory u/21 player Tim ‘Buns’ Bunney and former Southwest Strikers (Classic League, WA) goalkeeper 
Hamish ‘Hammo’ Coates returning this year (amongst others). Hamish ‘Hammo’ Coates returning this year (amongst others). 

In addition, we have recruited star players Grant ‘TMO,NEI’ Shepherd from Westside Wolves In addition, we have recruited star players Grant ‘TMO,NEI’ Shepherd from Westside Wolves 
and Tom ‘Angel Face’ Andrew who hails from the notorious Esperance Kingfishers. Our 2023 and Tom ‘Angel Face’ Andrew who hails from the notorious Esperance Kingfishers. Our 2023 
player of the tournament Daniel ‘Fang’ White (who Captained Eddie Ockenden in 2004 for  player of the tournament Daniel ‘Fang’ White (who Captained Eddie Ockenden in 2004 for  
Australia’s tour of South Africa) takes a step back this year, assuming the role of Chef de Mission for the Australia’s tour of South Africa) takes a step back this year, assuming the role of Chef de Mission for the 
team.team.

The team is bound by the rules of ‘the Vault’. Be it a late-night walk to Scarborough Beach, a budding The team is bound by the rules of ‘the Vault’. Be it a late-night walk to Scarborough Beach, a budding 
romance in a Singapore Club or a particular challenge disclosed around a Donnybrook dam – this is the secret sauce that binds the romance in a Singapore Club or a particular challenge disclosed around a Donnybrook dam – this is the secret sauce that binds the 
group together.group together.

The Rhino’s match their stellar on-field performance with their off-field performance. The gala night dancefloor and surrounding  The Rhino’s match their stellar on-field performance with their off-field performance. The gala night dancefloor and surrounding  
facilities need no introduction.facilities need no introduction.

Make no mistake the Rhinos are here to convincingly win the Plate in 2024.Make no mistake the Rhinos are here to convincingly win the Plate in 2024.

P.S. Crocos really wants to win Player of the Tournament.P.S. Crocos really wants to win Player of the Tournament.

ICE CREAM FACTORY FLAMINGOS   (Australia)

Prepare for a brain freeze of hilarity and a sprinkle of stick-wielding mayhem Prepare for a brain freeze of hilarity and a sprinkle of stick-wielding mayhem 
as the West Australian Field hockey team, the Ice Cream Factory Flamingos as the West Australian Field hockey team, the Ice Cream Factory Flamingos 
enter the Singapore Sixes. enter the Singapore Sixes. 

Elly “Chill Thrill” BuckleyElly “Chill Thrill” Buckley, our resident goal magician, can turn any match into , our resident goal magician, can turn any match into 
a dessert buffet. Her secret weapon? The opponents’ confusion as they try to a dessert buffet. Her secret weapon? The opponents’ confusion as they try to 
catch their breath while she sweetly slides the ball into the net.catch their breath while she sweetly slides the ball into the net.

Caitlin “Popsicle Picasso”Caitlin “Popsicle Picasso”, Pascov is the striker with a flair for precision. She , Pascov is the striker with a flair for precision. She 
moves through defences with the finesse of an ice cream truck navigating moves through defences with the finesse of an ice cream truck navigating 
narrow streets. narrow streets. 

Kathryn “Scoops Slayer” Slattery Kathryn “Scoops Slayer” Slattery brings a whole new meaning to slamming brings a whole new meaning to slamming 
scoops. With a stick in hand, she’s like an ice cream scoop on a mission – re-scoops. With a stick in hand, she’s like an ice cream scoop on a mission – re-
lentless, efficient, and leaving defenders feeling a bit rocky roaded.lentless, efficient, and leaving defenders feeling a bit rocky roaded.

Jemma “Jelly Juggernaut” BuckleyJemma “Jelly Juggernaut” Buckley and  and Jess “Twist and Turncone” Bestall Jess “Twist and Turncone” Bestall 
- our dynamic midfield duo, bring the dazzle to every play. They’ve got moves - our dynamic midfield duo, bring the dazzle to every play. They’ve got moves 
so smooth; opponents can’t decide if they’re playing hockey or dancing on ice.so smooth; opponents can’t decide if they’re playing hockey or dancing on ice.

Maddie “Waffle Wall” DoweMaddie “Waffle Wall” Dowe, our defensive maestro, is the reason opponents , our defensive maestro, is the reason opponents 
have nightmares about trying to breach the Flamingos’ goal. Her defence is so have nightmares about trying to breach the Flamingos’ goal. Her defence is so 
solid; even a hungry horde of ice cream lovers couldn’t break through. solid; even a hungry horde of ice cream lovers couldn’t break through. 

Gabriella “Gelato Guardian” Gabriella “Gelato Guardian” Ilich stands tall, a beacon of defence. With a stick Ilich stands tall, a beacon of defence. With a stick 
in hand and a glint in her eye, she guards the goal like a vigilant ice cream sen-in hand and a glint in her eye, she guards the goal like a vigilant ice cream sen-
try. Opponents, beware: Gaby’s defence is like a cone with extra sprinkles – im-try. Opponents, beware: Gaby’s defence is like a cone with extra sprinkles – im-
penetrable. penetrable. 

Erin “Frosty Fortress” Judd Erin “Frosty Fortress” Judd rules supreme. She’s got a glove hand smoother rules supreme. She’s got a glove hand smoother 
than soft-serve and reflexes quicker than a brain freeze. When Erin’s in the than soft-serve and reflexes quicker than a brain freeze. When Erin’s in the 
goal, opponents might as well try scoring against a glacier – it’s not happening! goal, opponents might as well try scoring against a glacier – it’s not happening! 

Get ready, Singapore Sixes! The Ice Cream Factory Flamingos are coming to Get ready, Singapore Sixes! The Ice Cream Factory Flamingos are coming to 
cool things down, one sweet goal at a time. It’s not just a game; it’s a frosty cool things down, one sweet goal at a time. It’s not just a game; it’s a frosty 
spectacle.spectacle.

MELVILLE CITY HOCKEY CLUB - APPLECROSS ALLSTARS & MELVILLE MARAUDERS   (Australia)

Melville City Hockey Club formed in 1956 and was originally known as Applecross YMCA. Based at our own wet turf ground at Morris Melville City Hockey Club formed in 1956 and was originally known as Applecross YMCA. Based at our own wet turf ground at Morris 
Buzzacott Reserve in Kardinya (Western Australia), the club fielded 50+ teams in 2022 ranging from 9 year olds to 60+ year olds, as well Buzzacott Reserve in Kardinya (Western Australia), the club fielded 50+ teams in 2022 ranging from 9 year olds to 60+ year olds, as well 
as ran a competition for around 200 children ranging from 5 -8 years old.as ran a competition for around 200 children ranging from 5 -8 years old.

The Club is represented by two teams of elite athletes this year – the Applecross Allstars and the Melville Marauders.The Club is represented by two teams of elite athletes this year – the Applecross Allstars and the Melville Marauders.

Having dropped to two teams this Having dropped to two teams this 
year - as a result of an ill-timed year - as a result of an ill-timed 
wedding, renovation & “regular wedding, renovation & “regular 
procedure” - we have managed procedure” - we have managed 
to cut the chaff so to speak and,  to cut the chaff so to speak and,  
notwithstanding the unavailability  notwithstanding the unavailability  
of a number of regulars, we have of a number of regulars, we have 
replaced those with some new replaced those with some new 
and corruptible faces.   and corruptible faces.   

On field we expect strong  On field we expect strong  
performances from both teams performances from both teams 
acting as a team of well drilled acting as a team of well drilled 
witches hats conserving their  witches hats conserving their  
energy for the Saturday night energy for the Saturday night 
(and Thursday night, and Friday (and Thursday night, and Friday 
night, and Sunday night).night, and Sunday night).

Good luck to everyone at the Good luck to everyone at the 
tournament… see you one street tournament… see you one street 
back. back. 

Meteorite Logistics Meteorite Logistics 
half-page adhalf-page ad

Meteorite Logistics Services Pte Ltd (MLS) specializes in
distribution and transportation services for supply chain
management, serving both Air and Sea freight industries. We
excel in handling the transportation of aircraft parts
importantly understanding the sensitivity and the specialized
needs of handling routine and A.O.G. (Aircraft on Ground)
parts, 24x7. This requires swift, efficient and precise
execution and our staff are trained to professionally manage
these products with utmost care and dedication.

In November 2023, MLS became the first owner of the
Mercedes, 100% electric eActros 300, 24ft truck in South
East Asia —the next evolution in electric trucks, engineered
for the demands of modern transportation. With a range of
more than 300km on a full charge, this amazing truck is so
quiet and a pleasure to drive. Our truck is deployed for the
dedicated use in our operation at our esteem customer DB
Schenker’s Airfreight unit. Our contribution to our
Customer’s and Singapore’s “GO GREEN” efforts.

For more information and enquiries: 
Tel : (65) 6259 5100
Email: admin@meteoritelogistics.com
Website: www.meteoritelogistics.com
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PINK LADIES RACING   (Australia)

After unforeseen road bumps during the Covid era, Pink Ladies Racing has regrouped, coming to Singapore in 2024 with a modified After unforeseen road bumps during the Covid era, Pink Ladies Racing has regrouped, coming to Singapore in 2024 with a modified 
driver list. driver list. 

#1 Dre Rinehart#1 Dre Rinehart

Leading Pink Ladies Racing as their first driver is GK Dre! Great to see Dre back in the fold. Although she generally holds to the back  Leading Pink Ladies Racing as their first driver is GK Dre! Great to see Dre back in the fold. Although she generally holds to the back  
of the track in all starts, she’ll wait patiently for an opening to the dancefloor.of the track in all starts, she’ll wait patiently for an opening to the dancefloor.

#2 Jacq Morgan#2 Jacq Morgan

An important member of Pink Ladies Racing, Jacq continues to contribute to podium wins with her experience and composure even An important member of Pink Ladies Racing, Jacq continues to contribute to podium wins with her experience and composure even 
when the going gets tough. Jacq is looking for a fourth World Championship (SCC Sixers Cup) to add to the trophy room.when the going gets tough. Jacq is looking for a fourth World Championship (SCC Sixers Cup) to add to the trophy room.

#3 Bellé Ramshaw#3 Bellé Ramshaw

With off-season recruiting key to the revamped driver list, Pink Ladies Racing welcomes young-gun Bellé. A classy driver, Belle is  With off-season recruiting key to the revamped driver list, Pink Ladies Racing welcomes young-gun Bellé. A classy driver, Belle is  
maturing to become an all-rounder and will thrive under pressure on the international stage. maturing to become an all-rounder and will thrive under pressure on the international stage. 

#4 Tiff Bradshaw #4 Tiff Bradshaw 

Another new driver, Tiff, will be blooded in this competitive Singapore field and will be out to make her stamp in the dance floor. She Another new driver, Tiff, will be blooded in this competitive Singapore field and will be out to make her stamp in the dance floor. She 
has a big tank and will be expected to outlast most of the field. Welcome to Team Pink. has a big tank and will be expected to outlast most of the field. Welcome to Team Pink. 

#5 Tiki Kelsey#5 Tiki Kelsey

A founding member of Pink Ladies Racing, her car is held together by strapping tape and is well over-due for an oil change. Although A founding member of Pink Ladies Racing, her car is held together by strapping tape and is well over-due for an oil change. Although 
she’s slowed in recent years, she still makes a useful off field contribution to the team and channels her energy to off field activities. she’s slowed in recent years, she still makes a useful off field contribution to the team and channels her energy to off field activities. 

#6 Ash Gregory#6 Ash Gregory

Ash is a quiet yet determined starter and we are keen to see what she can bring to the team. Be careful not to unleash Angry Ash, or you Ash is a quiet yet determined starter and we are keen to see what she can bring to the team. Be careful not to unleash Angry Ash, or you 
may find yourself heading in for an early pit stop. Watch out for this one. may find yourself heading in for an early pit stop. Watch out for this one. 

#7 Pippa Morgan#7 Pippa Morgan

The young veteran has come off some recent hot form overseas and will be determined to keep up with the speed of international The young veteran has come off some recent hot form overseas and will be determined to keep up with the speed of international 
competition with the force of Pink Ladies Racing. Also chasing a fourth World Championship, (SCC Sixers Cup) Pip will help the girls  competition with the force of Pink Ladies Racing. Also chasing a fourth World Championship, (SCC Sixers Cup) Pip will help the girls  
get over the line when it counts. get over the line when it counts. 

#8 Nicola McEvoy#8 Nicola McEvoy

Lightning Nicola McQueen has picked up some new skills in the sticks, will it translate to the hard city track? Only time will tell. Also  Lightning Nicola McQueen has picked up some new skills in the sticks, will it translate to the hard city track? Only time will tell. Also  
a veteran in this team, she’ll put the ball away at crucial times. Her inter-discipline expertise will be come in handy in the pit when the a veteran in this team, she’ll put the ball away at crucial times. Her inter-discipline expertise will be come in handy in the pit when the 
wheels fall off. wheels fall off. 

 #9 Fee Cock #9 Fee Cock

Some big money has brought in the explosive talent of Fiona Cock. Hopefully she will make an impact and secure her seat amongst  Some big money has brought in the explosive talent of Fiona Cock. Hopefully she will make an impact and secure her seat amongst  
Pink Ladies Racing. Changing colours could be a winning move for this driver.Pink Ladies Racing. Changing colours could be a winning move for this driver.

ROCKY RIDGE TIGERS   (Australia)
The Rocky Ridge Tigers are back for another tilt at the Singapore 6s in 2024. The Rocky Ridge Tigers are back for another tilt at the Singapore 6s in 2024. 
After tasting the ultimate glory in 2019, we successfully held on to our title as After tasting the ultimate glory in 2019, we successfully held on to our title as 
Champions for a further 3 years until last year when a combination of sore knees, Champions for a further 3 years until last year when a combination of sore knees, 
torn groins, bad weather, and players refusing to play in bad weather, saw us torn groins, bad weather, and players refusing to play in bad weather, saw us 
knocked out early on Sunday morning. This has resulted in the coach Geoff Boyce  knocked out early on Sunday morning. This has resulted in the coach Geoff Boyce  
standing himself down for a year, taking with him most of the underperforming standing himself down for a year, taking with him most of the underperforming 
team.team.

Russ “Rusty” Hartley has taken charge of the Tigers this year, holding on to Struan  Russ “Rusty” Hartley has taken charge of the Tigers this year, holding on to Struan  
“Baby John” Burges for his ability to order dumplings and eggy rice at Din Tai “Baby John” Burges for his ability to order dumplings and eggy rice at Din Tai 
Fung, and Campbell “CJ” James for his Frequent Flyer points. Campbell has Fung, and Campbell “CJ” James for his Frequent Flyer points. Campbell has 
also promised not to book his flight out of Singapore on Sunday afternoon ever also promised not to book his flight out of Singapore on Sunday afternoon ever 
again. again. 

David “Galvs” Galvin has been secured on a very expensive 1-year release from David “Galvs” Galvin has been secured on a very expensive 1-year release from 
the Unfit Allstars, while Brent “Disco” Dancer has finally left rehab after tearing the Unfit Allstars, while Brent “Disco” Dancer has finally left rehab after tearing 
all of his hamstrings in 2019 and returns to re-claim his throne as Player of the all of his hamstrings in 2019 and returns to re-claim his throne as Player of the 
Tournament.Tournament.

Struan’s sister brother Gus “Pup” Burges also returns to the ‘Pore after a few Struan’s sister brother Gus “Pup” Burges also returns to the ‘Pore after a few 
years off, and is promising an absolute swag of goals from no further than 1 years off, and is promising an absolute swag of goals from no further than 1 
yard out. yard out. 

Tim “Teej” Donisi is making his Singapore 6s debut in 2024, after  Tim “Teej” Donisi is making his Singapore 6s debut in 2024, after  
making a glorious comeback to hockey this year using a wooden  making a glorious comeback to hockey this year using a wooden  
Voodoo from 2000 and wondering why no one was being called for offside.Voodoo from 2000 and wondering why no one was being called for offside.

Peter “Cracker” McKerracher brings a dangerous enthusiasm to Peter “Cracker” McKerracher brings a dangerous enthusiasm to 
the off-field part of the weekend, and may not be allowed back for  the off-field part of the weekend, and may not be allowed back for  
another 5 years after he has had his way with the dancefloor on Saturday night. another 5 years after he has had his way with the dancefloor on Saturday night. 
Hockey ability is TBC.Hockey ability is TBC.

Finally our inspirational GK, Jeremy “Robbo” Robinson. Wins Premierships in Perth with his eyes closed, and will likely spend the  Finally our inspirational GK, Jeremy “Robbo” Robinson. Wins Premierships in Perth with his eyes closed, and will likely spend the  
weekend trying to convince the coach to let him run around on the field. By the time he reads this he will know there is no chance of weekend trying to convince the coach to let him run around on the field. By the time he reads this he will know there is no chance of 
that happening!that happening!

Watch out for the Rocky Ridge Tigers to bring huge enthusiasm, white line fever, and awful dancing skills!Watch out for the Rocky Ridge Tigers to bring huge enthusiasm, white line fever, and awful dancing skills!

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

RUSTY   CRACKER  BABY JOHN 

CJ      DISCO        GALVS 

PUP    TEEJ   ROBBO 

SASHIMI CLUB   (Japan)

We Sashimi Club are coming back to SCC! We almost won the We Sashimi Club are coming back to SCC! We almost won the 
tournament last year.tournament last year.

Our goal for this tournament is to be the champions and enjoy Our goal for this tournament is to be the champions and enjoy 
all the parties.all the parties.

As our team name is "Sashimi Club", with being proud of Japa-As our team name is "Sashimi Club", with being proud of Japa-
nese, we will give our best for the tournament with our young nese, we will give our best for the tournament with our young 
SAMURAI spirit! Instead of the sword, we will be showing our SAMURAI spirit! Instead of the sword, we will be showing our 
techniques with a hockey stick in our hands, our running ca-techniques with a hockey stick in our hands, our running ca-
pability, and mostly our strong and tied cohesion! pability, and mostly our strong and tied cohesion! 

Watch out for the “Sashimi Club”!!Watch out for the “Sashimi Club”!!
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SINGA POUR ANOTHER   (Australia)

In the fast-paced arena of field hockey, this dynamic team consistently races towards victory with the precision and speed reminiscent In the fast-paced arena of field hockey, this dynamic team consistently races towards victory with the precision and speed reminiscent 
of a Formula 1 race car. The players, donned in sleek uniforms, navigate the turf with the finesse of expert drivers manoeuvring through of a Formula 1 race car. The players, donned in sleek uniforms, navigate the turf with the finesse of expert drivers manoeuvring through 
challenging tracks. The team’s strategy is akin to a well-orchestrated pit stop, seamlessly executing coordinated passes and strategic challenging tracks. The team’s strategy is akin to a well-orchestrated pit stop, seamlessly executing coordinated passes and strategic 
plays. The forward line accelerates down the field, leaving defenders in their wake, while the goalkeeper acts as the last line of defence, plays. The forward line accelerates down the field, leaving defenders in their wake, while the goalkeeper acts as the last line of defence, 
blocking shots with the reflexes of a skilled F1 driver negotiating tight corners. Each player’s stick skills are the equivalent of a Formula blocking shots with the reflexes of a skilled F1 driver negotiating tight corners. Each player’s stick skills are the equivalent of a Formula 
1 car’s aerodynamics, ensuring optimal control and speed.1 car’s aerodynamics, ensuring optimal control and speed.

“Ladies start your engines!”“Ladies start your engines!”

TORNADOS HOCKEY CLUB   (Singapore)

In 2023, our Tornados Ladies triumphed in spectacular fashion, In 2023, our Tornados Ladies triumphed in spectacular fashion, 
seizing the championship title at the SCC 6s tournament. Their  seizing the championship title at the SCC 6s tournament. Their  
prowess on the field, strategic teamwork, and unyielding deter-prowess on the field, strategic teamwork, and unyielding deter-
mination propelled them to victory. Now, as we enter the 2024  mination propelled them to victory. Now, as we enter the 2024  
tournament, the ladies are gearing up to defend their title and tournament, the ladies are gearing up to defend their title and 
leave a lasting mark on the competition once again. With skill, leave a lasting mark on the competition once again. With skill, 
passion, and a hunger for success, our Tornados Ladies are ready passion, and a hunger for success, our Tornados Ladies are ready 
to reclaim their throne.to reclaim their throne.

The Tornados Men's Team delivered an exceptional performance The Tornados Men's Team delivered an exceptional performance 
in the 2023 SCC 6s, making it to the semi-finals and showcasing in the 2023 SCC 6s, making it to the semi-finals and showcasing 
their prowess on the hockey fields. With a taste of success, the their prowess on the hockey fields. With a taste of success, the 
men are more determined than ever to push the boundaries in men are more determined than ever to push the boundaries in 
2024. Brace yourselves as the Tornados Men's Team aims for new 2024. Brace yourselves as the Tornados Men's Team aims for new 
heights and strives for greatness in the upcoming tournament.heights and strives for greatness in the upcoming tournament.
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TOKYO VERX   (Japan)

A team with players based in Shinagawa, Tokyo's club team and friends.A team with players based in Shinagawa, Tokyo's club team and friends.

It's our first time to join the tournament and we are very excited!It's our first time to join the tournament and we are very excited!

UEDA COMPANY   (Japan)

Ueda Company has been participating in SCC Hockey 6s  Ueda Company has been participating in SCC Hockey 6s  
tournaments since 2012. In recent years, due to the impact of the tournaments since 2012. In recent years, due to the impact of the 
coronavirus, we refrained from activities, but we will participate coronavirus, we refrained from activities, but we will participate 
for the first time in three years. for the first time in three years. 

The peculiarity of our team is that all of them are hockey officials The peculiarity of our team is that all of them are hockey officials 
(i.e. international umpire, TO, players of the Japan national team, (i.e. international umpire, TO, players of the Japan national team, 
etc.). Unfortunately, the Ladies Team (Tokyo Mix Six) will not be etc.). Unfortunately, the Ladies Team (Tokyo Mix Six) will not be 
able to participate this year. able to participate this year. 

We are very much looking forward to meeting many of our hockey We are very much looking forward to meeting many of our hockey 
friends. Let's enjoy the best tournament together.friends. Let's enjoy the best tournament together.

UWA – THE YOUNG (AT HEART) AND THE RESTLESS   (Australia)
The names, character and incidents portrayed in this report are mostly fictitious. Any identification with actual persons, places or The names, character and incidents portrayed in this report are mostly fictitious. Any identification with actual persons, places or 
events is unintended.events is unintended.

This team provides much mind-numbing, light entertainment for your midday watching pleasure. This team provides much mind-numbing, light entertainment for your midday watching pleasure. 

Cast listCast list

Saus – Little known for his acrobatic skills, he is hoping for soft pitch conditions to cushion his trademark goalkeeping manoeuvre: Saus – Little known for his acrobatic skills, he is hoping for soft pitch conditions to cushion his trademark goalkeeping manoeuvre: 
the Saus(age) roll.the Saus(age) roll.

Gwynney – Self-proclaimed top goal scorer, he will be attempting this year to not be overtaken by younger sprightly legs whilst avoid-Gwynney – Self-proclaimed top goal scorer, he will be attempting this year to not be overtaken by younger sprightly legs whilst avoid-
ing injuries associated with his aging body.ing injuries associated with his aging body.

Pex – Our esteemed leader whose delegation skills are second to none. He is the rock-solid fullback, the glue that holds the team Pex – Our esteemed leader whose delegation skills are second to none. He is the rock-solid fullback, the glue that holds the team 
together both on and off the field.together both on and off the field.

Gase – The CMO (Chief Merchandising Officer), Gase loves his hockey almost Gase – The CMO (Chief Merchandising Officer), Gase loves his hockey almost 
as much as he enjoys socialising off the field. He always has some advice for as much as he enjoys socialising off the field. He always has some advice for 
teammates, umpires and oppositions alike. teammates, umpires and oppositions alike. 

Lenny – Our umpire-designated umpire liaison, his young legs were a welcome Lenny – Our umpire-designated umpire liaison, his young legs were a welcome 
addition to the otherwise “restless” team. His tournament strategy was “rest addition to the otherwise “restless” team. His tournament strategy was “rest 
less” and his non-stop enthusiasm was evident both on and off the field.less” and his non-stop enthusiasm was evident both on and off the field.

Billy – Billy brings the kid to the team with his lustrous locks flowing as he Billy – Billy brings the kid to the team with his lustrous locks flowing as he 
speeds down the field (running from the pink ladies). 2023 was his debut and it speeds down the field (running from the pink ladies). 2023 was his debut and it 
was so successful, he will be attending Singapore Sixes long after his “restless” was so successful, he will be attending Singapore Sixes long after his “restless” 
father passes on the baton.father passes on the baton.

Tbar – The quiet achiever who brings some much-needed height to the team. Tbar – The quiet achiever who brings some much-needed height to the team. 
His gentle nature cannot be underestimated on the field. Off the field, he is His gentle nature cannot be underestimated on the field. Off the field, he is 
always up for a conversation and a beer. But who in the team isn’t?always up for a conversation and a beer. But who in the team isn’t?

Poss – There is the poss-ibility that he was selected for his ability to play poss-Poss – There is the poss-ibility that he was selected for his ability to play poss-
um. He may look unconscious but it’s only for dramatic effect and he will have a um. He may look unconscious but it’s only for dramatic effect and he will have a 
poss-itive impact on the team.poss-itive impact on the team.

Maxi – Max by name and max by nature. This fireball will turn it up to 11 and Maxi – Max by name and max by nature. This fireball will turn it up to 11 and 
make the slower legs around him look even slower.make the slower legs around him look even slower.
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UQHC RECALCITRANT REDMEN   (Australia)
The UQHC Recalcitrant Redmen return to contest their eighth SCC 6’s tournament in 2024, unleashing two debutants, the return of the The UQHC Recalcitrant Redmen return to contest their eighth SCC 6’s tournament in 2024, unleashing two debutants, the return of the 
youth and the residual busted seasoned veterans. Look for the Recalcitrant Redmen in the shade and the wrong side of the scoresheet youth and the residual busted seasoned veterans. Look for the Recalcitrant Redmen in the shade and the wrong side of the scoresheet 
on Saturday, and in the grandstand leading the singalongs to an 80s greatest hits medley on Sunday.  on Saturday, and in the grandstand leading the singalongs to an 80s greatest hits medley on Sunday.  

NicknamesNicknames ProfileProfile

 Parko Parko

AKA AKA 

Phil Phil 
ParkinsonParkinson

(FR #22)(FR #22)

Forget the multiple 2023 premiership medals, a Singapore debut is surely the peak of a remarkable  Forget the multiple 2023 premiership medals, a Singapore debut is surely the peak of a remarkable  
climb for this triple threat. Felled by a rogue hockey ball to the nether regions, Parko has leant climb for this triple threat. Felled by a rogue hockey ball to the nether regions, Parko has leant 
heavily on a pineapple juice diet to regain strength and prune his English Rose. Better looking at heavily on a pineapple juice diet to regain strength and prune his English Rose. Better looking at 
50 than you were as a 22-year-old, Parko’s charm is only matched by his all-round on-field exploits. 50 than you were as a 22-year-old, Parko’s charm is only matched by his all-round on-field exploits. 
Fresh, pearly-white kicks and a G-Shock watch are proof this man remains at the cutting edge of Fresh, pearly-white kicks and a G-Shock watch are proof this man remains at the cutting edge of 
street culture. In fact, so strong is the stench of said charm that it’s wafted down the family tree street culture. In fact, so strong is the stench of said charm that it’s wafted down the family tree 
in a newsworthy fashion. Don’t be fooled by the boyish good looks though; this punk rocker has the in a newsworthy fashion. Don’t be fooled by the boyish good looks though; this punk rocker has the 
Ramones on high rotation and the ink to match. UQ Hockey’s very own Michael Clarke may have Ramones on high rotation and the ink to match. UQ Hockey’s very own Michael Clarke may have 
a penchant for the finer things in life but he’ll still bring a special brand of Noosa street fighting a penchant for the finer things in life but he’ll still bring a special brand of Noosa street fighting 
mongrel onto the grass.mongrel onto the grass.

 MoonieMoonie

AKAAKA

Murray Murray 
WenzelWenzel

(FR #23)(FR #23)

As the world continues to slip deeper and deeper into “wokeness”, the not-so-PC antics of the As the world continues to slip deeper and deeper into “wokeness”, the not-so-PC antics of the 
Recalcitrant Redmen at the 2023 SCC 6’s tournament have come under fire and can no longer Recalcitrant Redmen at the 2023 SCC 6’s tournament have come under fire and can no longer 
be tolerated in today’s modern society. Enter Media Man, Murray “Moon” Wenzel (he/him). Moon be tolerated in today’s modern society. Enter Media Man, Murray “Moon” Wenzel (he/him). Moon 
makes his debut being enlisted as the team’s PR consultant and has been tasked with cleaning up makes his debut being enlisted as the team’s PR consultant and has been tasked with cleaning up 
the Recalcitrant Redmen’s image. The task will be no small feat but the red people have the right the Recalcitrant Redmen’s image. The task will be no small feat but the red people have the right 
heterosexual cis-white male for the job. heterosexual cis-white male for the job. 

Hailing from Gympie, Moon will use time spent in the meth capital of Australia to his advantage, Hailing from Gympie, Moon will use time spent in the meth capital of Australia to his advantage, 
having spent many hours navigating the complexities that come with living in close proximity to having spent many hours navigating the complexities that come with living in close proximity to 
slightly unhinged drug addicts with severe anger problems which will no doubt come in handy slightly unhinged drug addicts with severe anger problems which will no doubt come in handy 
when trying to wrangle the Redmen and lead them to the promised land of their first SCC 6’s trophy when trying to wrangle the Redmen and lead them to the promised land of their first SCC 6’s trophy 
whilst bringing social justice to all disadvantaged minorities. whilst bringing social justice to all disadvantaged minorities. 

SkipSkip

The MilkmanThe Milkman

AKA AKA 

Ash  Ash  
Hennegan Hennegan 
(FR #21)(FR #21)

The best hockey player on the team by a country mile, Milky was part of the recent “youth”  The best hockey player on the team by a country mile, Milky was part of the recent “youth”  
reinforcements and is taking part in his second SCC tour. A gifted junior player, it all fell apart when reinforcements and is taking part in his second SCC tour. A gifted junior player, it all fell apart when 
he came to UQ, and the slide was finally cemented in 2023 when he was conferred LH quamby  he came to UQ, and the slide was finally cemented in 2023 when he was conferred LH quamby  
status. It is hard to tell what has ravaged him more on this descent - weekly calls with TBCC and status. It is hard to tell what has ravaged him more on this descent - weekly calls with TBCC and 
Big Bad Blair, being the protege to the lunatic box factory mogul, his long-term love of rum and Big Bad Blair, being the protege to the lunatic box factory mogul, his long-term love of rum and 
milk, or the 3 kids with another on the way. milk, or the 3 kids with another on the way. 

Nonetheless, write Milky off at your peril. If you want someone to nonchalantly flick a 70m  Nonetheless, write Milky off at your peril. If you want someone to nonchalantly flick a 70m  
overhead on the run, glide out of defence, casually be the heart and soul of your A grade team for overhead on the run, glide out of defence, casually be the heart and soul of your A grade team for 
15 years, or take multiple sticks to the jaw, then he’s your man. And in good news for the off-field 15 years, or take multiple sticks to the jaw, then he’s your man. And in good news for the off-field 
battles, he won’t be afraid to take on Ken with the patented Rocky Shuffle he has honed over many battles, he won’t be afraid to take on Ken with the patented Rocky Shuffle he has honed over many 
years. But first … Get us a Rum, ayye.years. But first … Get us a Rum, ayye.

TugboatTugboat

WarrenWarren

AKAAKA

Warrick Warrick 
ShillitoShillito

(FR #6)(FR #6)

Warwick Shilitto, AKA Tugboat, Woz, Spaghetti Joe, Prince Warren of Banrock, returns for his Warwick Shilitto, AKA Tugboat, Woz, Spaghetti Joe, Prince Warren of Banrock, returns for his 
8th tour of the Lion City. Big things are expected of him after below-par performances for half 8th tour of the Lion City. Big things are expected of him after below-par performances for half 
a decade due to covid and injuries (2023 broken ankle, 2019 traveller’s disease). Thankfully he is  a decade due to covid and injuries (2023 broken ankle, 2019 traveller’s disease). Thankfully he is  
renowned for his Lararus-like ability to rise from great adversity: he is one of only 3 surviving renowned for his Lararus-like ability to rise from great adversity: he is one of only 3 surviving 
members of the Great Gin Death of 2016 tour. members of the Great Gin Death of 2016 tour. 

A profligate compiler of top 5 lists for all aspects of life, he’ll only be too happy to tell you his “best A profligate compiler of top 5 lists for all aspects of life, he’ll only be too happy to tell you his “best 
beer I’ve ever drunk” story if you have a spare 30 minutes.  beer I’ve ever drunk” story if you have a spare 30 minutes.  

As the only non polyamorous single man in the team we expect to see more dance moves and less As the only non polyamorous single man in the team we expect to see more dance moves and less 
under table snoozes than previous years on Saturday night.under table snoozes than previous years on Saturday night.

FillyFilly

Dewey Dewey 
DestinDestin

AKAAKA

Codey  Codey  
WarhurstWarhurst

(FR #19*)(FR #19*)

Bringing up his hat trick of Singapore appearances in 2024, Filly is as keen to perform on the grass Bringing up his hat trick of Singapore appearances in 2024, Filly is as keen to perform on the grass 
fields as he is to make budgie smugglers pass for smart casual. Hailing from the cultural hub of fields as he is to make budgie smugglers pass for smart casual. Hailing from the cultural hub of 
Gympie, Filly will be making the former gold mining establishment proud by bringing his A game on Gympie, Filly will be making the former gold mining establishment proud by bringing his A game on 
and off the field. A disciple of the gym and finding you the best mortgage rates in these uncertain and off the field. A disciple of the gym and finding you the best mortgage rates in these uncertain 
times, Filly is the ultimate person to hit the town with as he will take any spotlight being put on your times, Filly is the ultimate person to hit the town with as he will take any spotlight being put on your 
poor behaviour and shine it firmly on himself (his record at end of season dinners support this). poor behaviour and shine it firmly on himself (his record at end of season dinners support this). 
Filly also rubs shoulders with sporting elite at the big end of town due to strategic sponsorship Filly also rubs shoulders with sporting elite at the big end of town due to strategic sponsorship 
decisions and marriage choices. Filly is on the (biological) clock so watch out for him to make every decisions and marriage choices. Filly is on the (biological) clock so watch out for him to make every 
post a winner in 2024.post a winner in 2024.

  ScrathyScrathy

DatchDatch

ScratchyScratchy

Black  Black  
MambaMamba

AKAAKA

Jeremy  Jeremy  
Phillips- Phillips- 
Yelland Yelland 
(FR#20)(FR#20)

One word, late. One word, late. 

Well leaving alone this authors’ continual battle with Scratch and his tardiness, he returns for Well leaving alone this authors’ continual battle with Scratch and his tardiness, he returns for 
his second SCC after an outstanding debut. Forming part of the now legendary Youth Essential, his second SCC after an outstanding debut. Forming part of the now legendary Youth Essential, 
he looks to again leave attackers broken, bottles of gin empty and return flight passengers to  he looks to again leave attackers broken, bottles of gin empty and return flight passengers to  
Melbourne gasping for clean air. His Airbnb property portfolio is growing and Scratchy regularly Melbourne gasping for clean air. His Airbnb property portfolio is growing and Scratchy regularly 
hosts travelling Redmen at a loose end, fills them with beer and chicken burgers at The Napier. hosts travelling Redmen at a loose end, fills them with beer and chicken burgers at The Napier. 
These sessions have been known to descend into discussing a wide range of topics including how These sessions have been known to descend into discussing a wide range of topics including how 
many chickens it would take to kill and an elephant and what’s your favourite form of potato. many chickens it would take to kill and an elephant and what’s your favourite form of potato. 

You can play him anywhere but his best position is affectionately known as Quamby, a name that You can play him anywhere but his best position is affectionately known as Quamby, a name that 
is likely to play a very important part in his future! In what can only be described as the most  is likely to play a very important part in his future! In what can only be described as the most  
anticipated engagement in decades, Mr Romance has finally popped the question to his long-time anticipated engagement in decades, Mr Romance has finally popped the question to his long-time 
lover. He has finally matured from putting medals on his face to encouraging men to put hair on lover. He has finally matured from putting medals on his face to encouraging men to put hair on 
theirs. There’s a lot to love about the Datch and the Recalcitrant Redmen will need every bit of that theirs. There’s a lot to love about the Datch and the Recalcitrant Redmen will need every bit of that 
love, on and off the field.love, on and off the field.

  GashGash

Watch-me-Watch-me-
mummum

AKA AKA 

George  George  
KennedyKennedy

(FR #4)(FR #4)

Just like that discharge that your GP said you had to call your ex-lovers about, there’s just no way Just like that discharge that your GP said you had to call your ex-lovers about, there’s just no way 
to get rid of Gash! In this his record-breaking 8th Singapore Sixes symphony, almost all tales have to get rid of Gash! In this his record-breaking 8th Singapore Sixes symphony, almost all tales have 
been told about Dr G, save for this little-known lyric of his lineage. George comes from a long and been told about Dr G, save for this little-known lyric of his lineage. George comes from a long and 
prodigious line of Kennedys - the long-lost 10th child of Joseph P Kennedy Snr and Rose Fitzgerald prodigious line of Kennedys - the long-lost 10th child of Joseph P Kennedy Snr and Rose Fitzgerald 
Kennedy, and brother to little Bobby and Johnny F. Although he has always had a keen interest in Kennedy, and brother to little Bobby and Johnny F. Although he has always had a keen interest in 
politics, Dr George prefers to leave stains in sheets rather than brains in hands and so he chose politics, Dr George prefers to leave stains in sheets rather than brains in hands and so he chose 
not to enter public life. Instead he spends his time screaming into the void left by Twitter about not to enter public life. Instead he spends his time screaming into the void left by Twitter about 
languid legislators who prefer polyamorous politics over purposeful policy platforms that could cut languid legislators who prefer polyamorous politics over purposeful policy platforms that could cut 
costs for their constituents, whilst he completes crosswords and makes bank operating the nitrous  costs for their constituents, whilst he completes crosswords and makes bank operating the nitrous  
oxide tank for 60 year olds named Frank, lying on their flank with a tube in their stank. But I digress. oxide tank for 60 year olds named Frank, lying on their flank with a tube in their stank. But I digress. 
George will once again be swapping general anaesthetics for gins and Tylenol for $20 Tigers as George will once again be swapping general anaesthetics for gins and Tylenol for $20 Tigers as 
he fearlessly leads the Recalcitrant Redmen through another tasteful tour. He will however still be he fearlessly leads the Recalcitrant Redmen through another tasteful tour. He will however still be 
following standard post-surgery protocols each morning – What is your name? Where did you sleep following standard post-surgery protocols each morning – What is your name? Where did you sleep 
last night? Would you like a McGriddle? And can you still get em?last night? Would you like a McGriddle? And can you still get em?

  KenkKenk

AKAAKA

Kieran  Kieran  
PowyerPowyer

(FR #11)(FR #11)

After catching up on sleep from last year’s SCC 6’s tour, Keno is back for more punishment on After catching up on sleep from last year’s SCC 6’s tour, Keno is back for more punishment on 
and off the field. The team is relying on his goal scoring abilities from last year and having 2 ‘ok’  and off the field. The team is relying on his goal scoring abilities from last year and having 2 ‘ok’  
hamstrings coming into the tournament ‘might’ help. Self-described as a piece of meat, this big hamstrings coming into the tournament ‘might’ help. Self-described as a piece of meat, this big 
smoker will again fly in the pointy end of the plane, possibly his last time from the UK; we are hoping smoker will again fly in the pointy end of the plane, possibly his last time from the UK; we are hoping 
this UK piece of rump will return to Gods’ Country as the Australian Waygu. Our regular compliment this UK piece of rump will return to Gods’ Country as the Australian Waygu. Our regular compliment 
circle wouldn’t be complete without you.circle wouldn’t be complete without you.

  CreepCreep

AKAAKA

Michael Michael 
WebbWebb

(FR #12)(FR #12)

The winds of Michael “Creep” Webb’s nomadic lifestyle have once again blown him back to the shores The winds of Michael “Creep” Webb’s nomadic lifestyle have once again blown him back to the shores 
of Singapore. of Singapore. 

Having not strapped on the pads since the 2023 Singapore tour, Creep has been studying athletes Having not strapped on the pads since the 2023 Singapore tour, Creep has been studying athletes 
like Jarred Warea-Hargreaves and James Fisher-Harris and is excited to implement their hard  like Jarred Warea-Hargreaves and James Fisher-Harris and is excited to implement their hard  
hitting, run-at-me bro style of play into his goal keeping.hitting, run-at-me bro style of play into his goal keeping.

Off the field, Creep emulates the styles and teachings of enlightened individuals such Deepak  Off the field, Creep emulates the styles and teachings of enlightened individuals such Deepak  
Chopra, Philippe Petit, Ghandi, and Josh Giddey.Chopra, Philippe Petit, Ghandi, and Josh Giddey.

  Boo BooBoo Boo

White PsyWhite Psy

AKAAKA

Ryan  Ryan  
Kershaw Kershaw 
 (FR #15) (FR #15)

Having developed a keen eye for culture in North Queensland, Booboo was always destined to  Having developed a keen eye for culture in North Queensland, Booboo was always destined to  
become a cult hero. As the rush of cruising the Townsville streets in boosted cars began to wear become a cult hero. As the rush of cruising the Townsville streets in boosted cars began to wear 
off, Booboo found himself wanting to better understand the fine line between morality and the law.off, Booboo found himself wanting to better understand the fine line between morality and the law.

Within a few short years with a law degree in his pocket and new found ties with the Brisbane  Within a few short years with a law degree in his pocket and new found ties with the Brisbane  
underbelly, Booboo developed a keen sense of reading people and the game, in turn giving him an underbelly, Booboo developed a keen sense of reading people and the game, in turn giving him an 
uncanny ability to predict play on the hockey field.uncanny ability to predict play on the hockey field.

Like his relationship with the law, he is sure to frequently test the limits of the rules and hold authority  Like his relationship with the law, he is sure to frequently test the limits of the rules and hold authority  
accountable with well-considered lines of questioning.accountable with well-considered lines of questioning.

A strong believer in team unity, Booboo will put his body on the line and take a bump so his  A strong believer in team unity, Booboo will put his body on the line and take a bump so his  
teammates don’t have to. In his pursuit of love and justice he has even been known to throw hands teammates don’t have to. In his pursuit of love and justice he has even been known to throw hands 
outside the supreme court to bring a teammate back into line.outside the supreme court to bring a teammate back into line.

Back for his 5th year, Booboo maintains both the teams defence on and off the field.Back for his 5th year, Booboo maintains both the teams defence on and off the field.
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WILL HOLIDAY FOR HOCKEY - Fremantle Cockburn Hockey Club   (Australia)

FCHC was established in 1933 [as the Fremantle Hockey Club] and is one of FCHC was established in 1933 [as the Fremantle Hockey Club] and is one of 
the oldest hockey clubs in Perth WA. In 2019 we moved to our new home at the the oldest hockey clubs in Perth WA. In 2019 we moved to our new home at the 
Lakelands Hockey and Sporting Facility, in the City of Cockburn.Lakelands Hockey and Sporting Facility, in the City of Cockburn.

While some of us have experienced the Singapore 6’s, we are mostly made up of While some of us have experienced the Singapore 6’s, we are mostly made up of 
very excited and enthusiastic newbies. We all share the love of hockey and have very excited and enthusiastic newbies. We all share the love of hockey and have 
played together at different times, in numerous teams, and in various decades. played together at different times, in numerous teams, and in various decades. 
Probably going to spend most of the time laughing at our lack of fitness and skill Probably going to spend most of the time laughing at our lack of fitness and skill 
level but might just be a dark horse in the competition!  level but might just be a dark horse in the competition!  

BUNBUNNINGS HARDWARE CHRISTMAS SAUSAGE SIZZLE FUNDRAISERNINGS HARDWARE CHRISTMAS SAUSAGE SIZZLE FUNDRAISER

L-R: JO, CATHERINE, TAMML-R: JO, CATHERINE, TAMMY, MICHELLE, MADONNA, ANNEMARIE, NICOLE, LAYLA, DEEY, MICHELLE, MADONNA, ANNEMARIE, NICOLE, LAYLA, DEE

Recently elected as President of National Geographic and well-known publisher of the Red-lipped Batfish Handbook Recently elected as President of National Geographic and well-known publisher of the Red-lipped Batfish Handbook 
and Fun Facts about the Numbat. Often found binging on Netflix and online shopping. Appeared in a Vegemite com-and Fun Facts about the Numbat. Often found binging on Netflix and online shopping. Appeared in a Vegemite com-
mercial as an extra. Jo is a spritely forward who rarely scores goals, but tries hard when she is not talking. A Pisces mercial as an extra. Jo is a spritely forward who rarely scores goals, but tries hard when she is not talking. A Pisces 
who is easy going but a drama queen.who is easy going but a drama queen.

Jo

LITTLE LITTLE MISSMISS
CHATTECHATTERBOXRBOX

An International Meme Librarian who is currently doing her thesis on “Do Unicorns Exist?” She appeared on the 2013 An International Meme Librarian who is currently doing her thesis on “Do Unicorns Exist?” She appeared on the 2013 
cover of Sports Illustrated for her Competitive Duck Herding World Cup win in Vietnam. At presents has 35 pets, cover of Sports Illustrated for her Competitive Duck Herding World Cup win in Vietnam. At presents has 35 pets, 
mostly dogs. A talented Cello and Triangle player. Still working on passing the ball rather than hogging it. A Gemini mostly dogs. A talented Cello and Triangle player. Still working on passing the ball rather than hogging it. A Gemini 
who is charming but annoying.who is charming but annoying.

Hitc

LILITTLE MISSTTLE MISS
NAUGHTYNAUGHTY

Nickers is the Australasian Ambassador for Rolex Watches. Prefers the term “collector” to “hoarder” and will leave the Nickers is the Australasian Ambassador for Rolex Watches. Prefers the term “collector” to “hoarder” and will leave the 
house wearing what feels right. Has been playing the castanets for over 10 years and is a trained Margarita steward. house wearing what feels right. Has been playing the castanets for over 10 years and is a trained Margarita steward. 
Hobbies include paper folding and ferret racing. Still working on the basic skill of trapping the ball, unsuccessfully. A Hobbies include paper folding and ferret racing. Still working on the basic skill of trapping the ball, unsuccessfully. A 
Cancerian who is cheerful but hyper-sensitive.Cancerian who is cheerful but hyper-sensitive.

Nick

LITTLE MISSLITTLE MISS
LATELATE

Has served as Chair of the Specialist Flamingo Group organising international meetings and editor of the popular Has served as Chair of the Specialist Flamingo Group organising international meetings and editor of the popular 
‘Sparkle’ newsletter. An accomplished and disciplined Parkour athlete, placing 2nd at the FIG competition 2022, To-‘Sparkle’ newsletter. An accomplished and disciplined Parkour athlete, placing 2nd at the FIG competition 2022, To-
kyo, Japan. In therapy for her shoe addiction. Makes a reverse stick pass or trap once every decade. An Aquarius who kyo, Japan. In therapy for her shoe addiction. Makes a reverse stick pass or trap once every decade. An Aquarius who 
is vivacious but pesky.is vivacious but pesky.

Dee

LITTLE MISSLITTLE MISS
PRINCESSPRINCESS

CEO of Computer Whisperer Consulting and prominent Web Developer of YouTube.com. Especially gifted at solving CEO of Computer Whisperer Consulting and prominent Web Developer of YouTube.com. Especially gifted at solving 
the Rubik’s Cube. Spent 5 years in Northern India on a find-myself pilgrimage sharing yoga and meditation classes the Rubik’s Cube. Spent 5 years in Northern India on a find-myself pilgrimage sharing yoga and meditation classes 
with Gwyneth Paltrow and LeBron James. Has a vast collection of garden gnomes. Likes to ‘chat’ to the umpires. A with Gwyneth Paltrow and LeBron James. Has a vast collection of garden gnomes. Likes to ‘chat’ to the umpires. A 
Pisces who is super friendly but will ghost you. A Pisces who is super easy going but bossyPisces who is super friendly but will ghost you. A Pisces who is super easy going but bossy

Tam

LITLITTLE MISSTLE MISS
LOUDLOUD

An Interpreter who can speak 10 different languages, specialising in Spanish. Voted Australia’s #1 most influential An Interpreter who can speak 10 different languages, specialising in Spanish. Voted Australia’s #1 most influential 
pole dancer and choreographer 3 years running. Is a breeder of the Andean Cock-of-the-Rock and the Rough-faced pole dancer and choreographer 3 years running. Is a breeder of the Andean Cock-of-the-Rock and the Rough-faced 
Shag. Participated in the Maslin Beach Nude Games and not long ago has taken up glass blowing. A Leo who is a calm Shag. Participated in the Maslin Beach Nude Games and not long ago has taken up glass blowing. A Leo who is a calm 
soul but extremely impatient.soul but extremely impatient.

Amaire

LLITTLE MISSITTLE MISS
TROUBTROUBLELE

Currently a student and young entrepreneur. At the age of 7 created the Scrunchie.com empire from her parents’ ga-Currently a student and young entrepreneur. At the age of 7 created the Scrunchie.com empire from her parents’ ga-
rage, selling to fellow students in the playground at recess and lunch. Purchased her first villa in the south of France rage, selling to fellow students in the playground at recess and lunch. Purchased her first villa in the south of France 
at the age of 10. Is a social influencer and emoji translator. The youngest of the team therefore will be doing ALL the at the age of 10. Is a social influencer and emoji translator. The youngest of the team therefore will be doing ALL the 
running. A Cancerian who is sweet but smelly.running. A Cancerian who is sweet but smelly.

Junior

LITTLELITTLE MISS MISS
SUNSHINESUNSHINE

Head Chef of ‘Kale Me Crazy ’, The Rocks, Sydney, bringing culinary and creativity to your plate. Trained alongside Head Chef of ‘Kale Me Crazy ’, The Rocks, Sydney, bringing culinary and creativity to your plate. Trained alongside 
Gordon Ramsay and Wolfgang Puck. Can lip-sync Godzilla, Eminem – 10.6 syllables per second. Has the second largest Gordon Ramsay and Wolfgang Puck. Can lip-sync Godzilla, Eminem – 10.6 syllables per second. Has the second largest 
collection of mood rings in Australia and in her spare time likes to time travel. Never leads for the ball but is working collection of mood rings in Australia and in her spare time likes to time travel. Never leads for the ball but is working 
on it. A Taurus who is sweet and kind unless you disagree with her.on it. A Taurus who is sweet and kind unless you disagree with her.

Blyth

LITTLITTLE MISSLE MISS
HELPFHELPFULUL

Lead singer of the famous folk band “Inflatable Love Children”. Their number one hit “I Talk To The Trees” sold 20 mil-Lead singer of the famous folk band “Inflatable Love Children”. Their number one hit “I Talk To The Trees” sold 20 mil-
lion copies. CC’s often travelling with her distant cousin, Art Garfunkel. In her spare time teaches the accordion and lion copies. CC’s often travelling with her distant cousin, Art Garfunkel. In her spare time teaches the accordion and 
cowbell and likes to crochet coat hanger covers. Has never made a decent tackle but is always trying. An Aquarius cowbell and likes to crochet coat hanger covers. Has never made a decent tackle but is always trying. An Aquarius 
who is naturally funny but serious.who is naturally funny but serious.

Cc

LITTLE MISSLITTLE MISS
SHYSHY

With Compliments fromWith Compliments from

Subhas NathanSubhas Nathan
Financial Services DirectorFinancial Services Director

MAS Issued Rep. No. SSV200194100   |   B.Sc, CFPMAS Issued Rep. No. SSV200194100   |   B.Sc, CFP

Representing

Prudential Assurance Company Singapore
51 Scotts Road, #03-04, Prudential@Scotts

Singapore 228241
Tel: (65) 6572 6288  DID: (65) 6572 6289   

Fax: (65) 6372 1532  HP: (65) 9871 7058
subhasnathan@pruadviser.com.sg

www.prudential.sg
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WESTSIDE WOLVES   (Australia)

From: Perth, Western AustraliaFrom: Perth, Western Australia

Home Ground: Creswell Park Home Ground: Creswell Park 

Team List:Team List:

#4  Lachlan Cain                      #4  Lachlan Cain                      

#7  Benjamin Piercey#7  Benjamin Piercey

#9  Lachlan Farrell#9  Lachlan Farrell

#10  Will Andrew#10  Will Andrew

#11  Mathew Verryn#11  Mathew Verryn

#13  Perrin Guest#13  Perrin Guest

#15  Andrew Purcell#15  Andrew Purcell

#17  Sam Rowe#17  Sam Rowe

The eagerly anticipated 2024 Singapore 6's will witness the entry of one of Perth's most triumphant hockey clubs, as the Wolfpack The eagerly anticipated 2024 Singapore 6's will witness the entry of one of Perth's most triumphant hockey clubs, as the Wolfpack 
makes its official debut on the international stage. With a rich history of success, the club brings together a diverse group of players, makes its official debut on the international stage. With a rich history of success, the club brings together a diverse group of players, 
each with a unique background in various teams. This upcoming tournament will showcase the amalgamation of talent from the 1's, each with a unique background in various teams. This upcoming tournament will showcase the amalgamation of talent from the 1's, 
2's, and 3's teams, creating a formidable force that promises both youth and experience, with the curious addition of Benjamin Piercey, 2's, and 3's teams, creating a formidable force that promises both youth and experience, with the curious addition of Benjamin Piercey, 
known for offering neither. known for offering neither. 

The team's roster is a blend of seasoned campaigners and promising talents, but what sets the Wolfpack apart is their collective  The team's roster is a blend of seasoned campaigners and promising talents, but what sets the Wolfpack apart is their collective  
commitment to excellence, both on and off the field. The selection includes key players such as Will Andrew, Andrew Purcell, Perrin commitment to excellence, both on and off the field. The selection includes key players such as Will Andrew, Andrew Purcell, Perrin 
Guest, and the noteworthy return of Matthew Verryn. Verryn's ability to dazzle spectators with his exceptional hockey skills even after Guest, and the noteworthy return of Matthew Verryn. Verryn's ability to dazzle spectators with his exceptional hockey skills even after 
a night of revelry. a night of revelry. 

Part of the returning group consists of Will Andrew, Benjamin Piercey, Mathew Verryn, Andrew Purcell, and Perrin Guest, all hoping to Part of the returning group consists of Will Andrew, Benjamin Piercey, Mathew Verryn, Andrew Purcell, and Perrin Guest, all hoping to 
improve on a successful 2023 6’s Campaign with the Esperance KIngFishers; the debutants consist of Sam Rowe, Lachlan Farrel, and improve on a successful 2023 6’s Campaign with the Esperance KIngFishers; the debutants consist of Sam Rowe, Lachlan Farrel, and 
Lachlan Cain.Lachlan Cain.

YADOKARI   (Japan / New Zealand)
Hello we are YADOKARI, a multinational team from Japan and New Zealand. Just like a Yadokari - "hermit crab", we like to get out of Hello we are YADOKARI, a multinational team from Japan and New Zealand. Just like a Yadokari - "hermit crab", we like to get out of 
our comfort shell to an environment with challenges for our own space of growth. Full of energy and positivity, the Yadokari cluster our comfort shell to an environment with challenges for our own space of growth. Full of energy and positivity, the Yadokari cluster 
are bubbling with excitement to seeing you all!are bubbling with excitement to seeing you all!

YM CRABS   (Australia)

It’s a bad day to be a lukewarm Tiger or duty free flavored vod-It’s a bad day to be a lukewarm Tiger or duty free flavored vod-
ka within arm’s reach of the hotel pool!ka within arm’s reach of the hotel pool!

After losing mainstays of previous touring teams - notably The After losing mainstays of previous touring teams - notably The 
Radler fell truly, madly, deeply out of favour with selectors, Radler fell truly, madly, deeply out of favour with selectors, 
Cheese is off searching for a new variety of apple to pursue, Cheese is off searching for a new variety of apple to pursue, 
and Big Chicko has swapped out the Tigers for Cascade lager - and Big Chicko has swapped out the Tigers for Cascade lager - 
a new strain of hockey player is spreading through Singapore, a new strain of hockey player is spreading through Singapore, 
with the YMCC OmiCrab variant in town!with the YMCC OmiCrab variant in town!

Common symptoms of this new Crab strain include weak Common symptoms of this new Crab strain include weak 
hearts, coughing up the ball, congestion in the midfield, white hearts, coughing up the ball, congestion in the midfield, white 
line fever, and sore throats… after yelling at the umpire and/line fever, and sore throats… after yelling at the umpire and/
or each other.or each other.

Often facing a wide Delta in skill and ability between the Betas Often facing a wide Delta in skill and ability between the Betas 
lining up for the OmiCrabs and their Alpha opposition, the odds of  lining up for the OmiCrabs and their Alpha opposition, the odds of  
repeating the glorious Grand Final appearance from 2018 are repeating the glorious Grand Final appearance from 2018 are 
questionable. questionable. 

Expectations are low for the Crabs, with the forward line con-Expectations are low for the Crabs, with the forward line con-
sisting of Shoog, whose pace can’t recede much further, Pee-sisting of Shoog, whose pace can’t recede much further, Pee-
wee, who’s more likely to be found searching for the elusive wee, who’s more likely to be found searching for the elusive 
fifth floor than anywhere near goals, and Princess who’ll be seen on Saturday arvo spitting the dummy and throwing his headband fifth floor than anywhere near goals, and Princess who’ll be seen on Saturday arvo spitting the dummy and throwing his headband 
around. All together the attackers are about as effective as a Russian vaccine.around. All together the attackers are about as effective as a Russian vaccine.

Meanwhile no one’s quite sure if Sal didn’t get on the plane or just went missing in the big game under pressure.Meanwhile no one’s quite sure if Sal didn’t get on the plane or just went missing in the big game under pressure.

And the defense, anchored by OG and Norm, has as many holes as a single layer cloth mask, and Mitch Zach’s 5 year plan is more likely to And the defense, anchored by OG and Norm, has as many holes as a single layer cloth mask, and Mitch Zach’s 5 year plan is more likely to 
include consolation maccas than linking up any passes through to the forward line. The big hope for the Crabs is a blinder on the Sunday include consolation maccas than linking up any passes through to the forward line. The big hope for the Crabs is a blinder on the Sunday 
from star keeper Diesel, who’s been known to shut down the goal line border like he’s Mark McGowan.from star keeper Diesel, who’s been known to shut down the goal line border like he’s Mark McGowan.

The big team wildcard is Burt, who like Lazarus is rumored to be risen from the dead, and will be sure to make up for any lack of skill or The big team wildcard is Burt, who like Lazarus is rumored to be risen from the dead, and will be sure to make up for any lack of skill or 
ability with chat aplenty!ability with chat aplenty!

Often prone to melt in the humid Singapore conditions, smart money is for the Crabs’ best performance of the weekend to come on Often prone to melt in the humid Singapore conditions, smart money is for the Crabs’ best performance of the weekend to come on 
Friday night at Stumps bar. Looking forward to seeing you there!Friday night at Stumps bar. Looking forward to seeing you there!

YOKOE JAPAN   (Japan)

Hello everyone!Hello everyone!

We are Yokoe Japan. Name We are Yokoe Japan. Name 
of our team comes from our of our team comes from our 
great boss.great boss.

We won't lose any games We won't lose any games 
when we play with our boss.when we play with our boss.

By the way, we love playing By the way, we love playing 
hockey and drinking beer  hockey and drinking beer  
after the game.after the game.
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THE UNFIT ALLSTARS - MEN’S   (Australia)

The appropriately named, Unfit Allstars is a team within the Westside Wolves The appropriately named, Unfit Allstars is a team within the Westside Wolves 
Hockey Club. The team was formed in 1988 with the gathering of a group of Hockey Club. The team was formed in 1988 with the gathering of a group of 
like-minded players, whose love of post-game celebrations is matched only by like-minded players, whose love of post-game celebrations is matched only by 
their deep hatred of attending training sessions.their deep hatred of attending training sessions.

The team won the premiership in its first year and followed that success with The team won the premiership in its first year and followed that success with 
premierships in the next four consecutive years. More importantly, the team premierships in the next four consecutive years. More importantly, the team 
was responsible for organising and running some of the biggest cocktail nights was responsible for organising and running some of the biggest cocktail nights 
ever held at the Westside Wolves clubrooms.ever held at the Westside Wolves clubrooms.

In recent years, the Unfit Allstars’ Rottnest weekend and the Allstar golf In recent years, the Unfit Allstars’ Rottnest weekend and the Allstar golf 
day, as well as the annual Singapore trip, have been highlights on the Unfit  day, as well as the annual Singapore trip, have been highlights on the Unfit  
Allstar social calendar. The team attended its first Singapore 6’s competition Allstar social calendar. The team attended its first Singapore 6’s competition 
in 2001 and developed a taste for the sponsor’s products. Hence, a return in  in 2001 and developed a taste for the sponsor’s products. Hence, a return in  
subsequent years has become inevitable.subsequent years has become inevitable.

Over the years, the Unfit Allstars have developed a love of touring for hockey Over the years, the Unfit Allstars have developed a love of touring for hockey 
related activities. Team members have attended several Champions Trophy related activities. Team members have attended several Champions Trophy 
Tournaments, World Cup Tournaments and even the odd Olympics. (Many have said the team will drink anywhere.) Tournaments, World Cup Tournaments and even the odd Olympics. (Many have said the team will drink anywhere.) 

Chances are, you will find team members located in the bar area over the weekend of the tournament. (That is when their festivities Chances are, you will find team members located in the bar area over the weekend of the tournament. (That is when their festivities 
aren’t interrupted by those pesky hockey games!) aren’t interrupted by those pesky hockey games!) 

Name:  Peter Barblett Name:  Peter Barblett 

Nick Name: Bad BoyNick Name: Bad Boy

SCC 6’s:  2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2006,2007, 2010, SCC 6’s:  2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2006,2007, 2010, 
  2013, 2015, 2016, 2018, 2019, 2023  2013, 2015, 2016, 2018, 2019, 2023

Position:  Lurkin’ highPosition:  Lurkin’ high

Fact/Fiction: Bad Boy is constantly thirsty. As ex-captain, he  Fact/Fiction: Bad Boy is constantly thirsty. As ex-captain, he  
  can be found running leadership meetings in    can be found running leadership meetings in  
  the Stumps bar (or in the Long Bar at the    the Stumps bar (or in the Long Bar at the  
  Raffles Hotel) at any time over the weekend.  Raffles Hotel) at any time over the weekend.

Name:  David Johnston (Manager)Name:  David Johnston (Manager)

Nick Name: JohnoNick Name: Johno

SCC 6’s:  2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2006, 2007, 2010,  SCC 6’s:  2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2006, 2007, 2010,  
  2013, 2015, 2016, 2018, 2019, 2023  2013, 2015, 2016, 2018, 2019, 2023

Position:  Ex – Midfield, Now ManagerPosition:  Ex – Midfield, Now Manager

Fact/Fiction: Lovin’ retirement from playing & vowed to not  Fact/Fiction: Lovin’ retirement from playing & vowed to not  
  bring his stick this year, but available to run the    bring his stick this year, but available to run the  
  briefing on Friday!  briefing on Friday!

Name:  Keith Walker (Coach)Name:  Keith Walker (Coach)

Nick Name: HogNick Name: Hog

SCC 6’s:  2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2006, 2007, 2010,  SCC 6’s:  2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2006, 2007, 2010,  
  2013, 2023  2013, 2023

Position:  Ex - Lurkin’ higher than Bad Boy, Now CoachPosition:  Ex - Lurkin’ higher than Bad Boy, Now Coach

Fact/Fiction: Moved from player to coach and had nothing  Fact/Fiction: Moved from player to coach and had nothing  
  good to say last year – so we left him at home.   good to say last year – so we left him at home. 

Name:  Chris NelsonName:  Chris Nelson

Nick Name: PosNick Name: Pos

SCC 6’s:  2015, 2016, 2018, 2019SCC 6’s:  2015, 2016, 2018, 2019

Position:  Where we tell himPosition:  Where we tell him

Fact/Fiction: Five trips in and yet to prove himself on the  Fact/Fiction: Five trips in and yet to prove himself on the  
  field or in the bar. Word still is that it he is good    field or in the bar. Word still is that it he is good  
  at both. Hope his mother in-law is OK.  at both. Hope his mother in-law is OK.

Name:  David YuName:  David Yu

Nick Name: YueyNick Name: Yuey

SCC 6’s:  2013, 2015, 2016, 2018, 2019, 2023SCC 6’s:  2013, 2015, 2016, 2018, 2019, 2023

Position:  Defender Position:  Defender 

Fact/Fiction: Still holds the elusive aim of scoring a field goal  Fact/Fiction: Still holds the elusive aim of scoring a field goal  
  from fullback – will this be his year?  from fullback – will this be his year?

Name:  Tom LeaversuchName:  Tom Leaversuch

Nick Name: El TigrayNick Name: El Tigray

SCC 6’s:  2015SCC 6’s:  2015

Position:  ForwardPosition:  Forward

Fact/Fiction: El Tigray is an off-shore Allstar who is a handy  Fact/Fiction: El Tigray is an off-shore Allstar who is a handy  
  forward in short bursts. An even handier    forward in short bursts. An even handier  
  drinking buddy. Along with the rest of the team,    drinking buddy. Along with the rest of the team,  
  you’ll find El Tigray at the bar!   you’ll find El Tigray at the bar! 

Name:  David GalvinName:  David Galvin (has been traded)  (has been traded) 

Nick Name: GalvsNick Name: Galvs

SCC 6’s:  2003, 2004, 2023SCC 6’s:  2003, 2004, 2023

Position:  ForwardPosition:  Forward

Fact/Fiction: After winning the bowl last year Glavs has been  Fact/Fiction: After winning the bowl last year Glavs has been  
  traded for a very large sum. We still believe he    traded for a very large sum. We still believe he  
  has something to offer the Allstars off the field.  has something to offer the Allstars off the field.

Name:  Michael Barblett (Captain)Name:  Michael Barblett (Captain)

Nick Name: ABNick Name: AB

SCC 6’s:  2006, 2013, 2015, 2016, 2018, 2019, 2023 (and  SCC 6’s:  2006, 2013, 2015, 2016, 2018, 2019, 2023 (and  
  he only 27)  he only 27)

Position:  Forward/BenchPosition:  Forward/Bench

Fact/Fiction: Originally signed to the team as a “youthful  Fact/Fiction: Originally signed to the team as a “youthful  
  runner” AB has proven himself a true fit for    runner” AB has proven himself a true fit for  
  leadership: Slow, lazy & usually at the bar.  leadership: Slow, lazy & usually at the bar.

Name:  Daniel Walker (Played by someone else)Name:  Daniel Walker (Played by someone else)

Nick Name: Rowdy Nick Name: Rowdy 

SCC 6’s:  2016, 2018, 2023SCC 6’s:  2016, 2018, 2023

Position:  EverywherePosition:  Everywhere

Fact/Fiction: Proved to very useful last year but apathy has  Fact/Fiction: Proved to very useful last year but apathy has  
  crept in and he would rather do the New York    crept in and he would rather do the New York  
  marathon than play hockey with this group of    marathon than play hockey with this group of  
  crabs.   crabs. 

Name:  Charlie JudeName:  Charlie Jude

Nick Name: ChopNick Name: Chop

SCC 6’s:  2023SCC 6’s:  2023

Position:  DefenderPosition:  Defender

Fact/Fiction: Possesses the unique ability to play better  Fact/Fiction: Possesses the unique ability to play better  
  hungover than not, a talent we are sure to see    hungover than not, a talent we are sure to see  
  over the weekend.  over the weekend.

Name:  Lachlan Meston Name:  Lachlan Meston 

Nick Name: MestoNick Name: Mesto

SCC 6’s:  2012, 2023SCC 6’s:  2012, 2023

Position:  GoalkeeperPosition:  Goalkeeper

Fact/Fiction: Dazzling skills for a very very lazy man. As a  Fact/Fiction: Dazzling skills for a very very lazy man. As a  
  youth state- keeper Mesto was once on track    youth state- keeper Mesto was once on track  
  to represent the country – fortunately for us he    to represent the country – fortunately for us he  
  found beers and the rest is history.  found beers and the rest is history.
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YMCC YOUTH DEVELOPMENT SQUAD (Australia)
Whilst the team members have all expanded since starting the Singapore tournament in 2003, our number of YM teams for the 2023 Whilst the team members have all expanded since starting the Singapore tournament in 2003, our number of YM teams for the 2023 
edition of the tour has contracted. Here’s a little insight into the appearance and characteristics of the touring squad.edition of the tour has contracted. Here’s a little insight into the appearance and characteristics of the touring squad.

#GK Enzo “Linda” Evangelista – Giuseppe “Nino” Farina#GK Enzo “Linda” Evangelista – Giuseppe “Nino” Farina

Retiring El-Presidente’, but don’t be fooled a rose by any other name would smell as sweet. Fast and agile and fond of Retiring El-Presidente’, but don’t be fooled a rose by any other name would smell as sweet. Fast and agile and fond of 
sharing cooking ideas after the game. Best goalie move is a choice of two – dive on the hand grenade, or stop the ball sharing cooking ideas after the game. Best goalie move is a choice of two – dive on the hand grenade, or stop the ball 
near the foot, but with the opposite hand!near the foot, but with the opposite hand!

#1 Mat “Big Game” Galvin – Lewis Hamilton#1 Mat “Big Game” Galvin – Lewis Hamilton

Alpecin Caffeine Shampoo C1 - Original Formula obviously doesn’t work! On a good day he is gooood, on a bad day he is Alpecin Caffeine Shampoo C1 - Original Formula obviously doesn’t work! On a good day he is gooood, on a bad day he is 
bad-arse. One of the more ironic nicknames in the team because we’re still waiting for him to have his big game! Could bad-arse. One of the more ironic nicknames in the team because we’re still waiting for him to have his big game! Could 
have also been Ralph Schumacher, because his brother is a much better player.have also been Ralph Schumacher, because his brother is a much better player.

#2 Pete “Pivot” Mark – Nico Rosberg#2 Pete “Pivot” Mark – Nico Rosberg

Nico cheated his way into the high leagues by enrolling in numerous educational programs. He is one of the most Nico cheated his way into the high leagues by enrolling in numerous educational programs. He is one of the most 
educated players in the world, we think, but manages to hide it extremely well! He moved up the ranks because of educated players in the world, we think, but manages to hide it extremely well! He moved up the ranks because of 
his education and quickly discovered scoring goals was a zero-sum game, instead preferring the armchair role of a his education and quickly discovered scoring goals was a zero-sum game, instead preferring the armchair role of a 
fullback.fullback.

#3 Brett “Hopper” Prunster – Kevin Magnussen#3 Brett “Hopper” Prunster – Kevin Magnussen

If the van’s a rock’n, don’t come a knock’n. Magnussen got a taste for the fast life in Geraldton and hasn’t looked back. If the van’s a rock’n, don’t come a knock’n. Magnussen got a taste for the fast life in Geraldton and hasn’t looked back. 
On Saturday night he’s going to be looking for chicks, all while wearing sunglasses, a thin black tie and a pork pie hat. On Saturday night he’s going to be looking for chicks, all while wearing sunglasses, a thin black tie and a pork pie hat. 
His only weakness is bush chooks, but who’s isn’t? Oh, and his hamstrings cause him to have enormous crashes quite His only weakness is bush chooks, but who’s isn’t? Oh, and his hamstrings cause him to have enormous crashes quite 
frequently, so he doesn’t finish games.frequently, so he doesn’t finish games.

#5 Geoff “Coops” Cooper – Lance Stroll (but with even heavier eyebrows).#5 Geoff “Coops” Cooper – Lance Stroll (but with even heavier eyebrows).

We believe his eyebrows give him special powers both on, and off the field. A prolific goal scorer sometimes and, like We believe his eyebrows give him special powers both on, and off the field. A prolific goal scorer sometimes and, like 
Lance, Coops enjoys nothing more than throwing his Maserati into a chicane. Keeps his position in the team by virtue Lance, Coops enjoys nothing more than throwing his Maserati into a chicane. Keeps his position in the team by virtue 
of being “in the money”.of being “in the money”.

#8 Gray Ralph – Juan Manuel Fangio#8 Gray Ralph – Juan Manuel Fangio

Extremely quick across the ground – always gets to the wrong spot first! Has been heard to say: “Driving fast on the Extremely quick across the ground – always gets to the wrong spot first! Has been heard to say: “Driving fast on the 
track does not scare me. What scares me is when I drive on the highway, I get passed by some idiot who thinks he is track does not scare me. What scares me is when I drive on the highway, I get passed by some idiot who thinks he is 
Fangio.” While Fangio was an exceptional passer on the racetrack, Gray is yet to complete a successful pass.Fangio.” While Fangio was an exceptional passer on the racetrack, Gray is yet to complete a successful pass.

#13 Michael “Jordy” Jordon – Alex Albon#13 Michael “Jordy” Jordon – Alex Albon

Albon might ditch his red hair dye ritual but he can’t wean himself off the carrot juice. Voted most likely to be ‘red’ card-Albon might ditch his red hair dye ritual but he can’t wean himself off the carrot juice. Voted most likely to be ‘red’ card-
ed. A formidable striker/defender/centre/inner/dancer, although not the most consistent player on the pitch, when he ed. A formidable striker/defender/centre/inner/dancer, although not the most consistent player on the pitch, when he 
sees the red mist, you had better get out of his way.sees the red mist, you had better get out of his way.

#44 Paul “Temps” Templeman – Ricky Bobby#44 Paul “Temps” Templeman – Ricky Bobby

Aka Mr Shake and Bake, keeps a cougar for company (no, we’re not talking about you, Shez, or are we?) and, when not Aka Mr Shake and Bake, keeps a cougar for company (no, we’re not talking about you, Shez, or are we?) and, when not 
playing the greatest game in the world, can be found skulking around Yoshi’s Crafted World Mario Karts. Like Ricky playing the greatest game in the world, can be found skulking around Yoshi’s Crafted World Mario Karts. Like Ricky 

#95 Aron “Shak” Chakera – Fernando Alonso#95 Aron “Shak” Chakera – Fernando Alonso

Alonso began kart racing at the age of three and achieved success in local, national, and world championships. He Alonso began kart racing at the age of three and achieved success in local, national, and world championships. He 
progressed to car racing and other less complicated things, accumulating more acronyms after his name than some progressed to car racing and other less complicated things, accumulating more acronyms after his name than some 
have had hot meals. Like Alonso, he prefers to pass on the left.have had hot meals. Like Alonso, he prefers to pass on the left.
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PAST WINNERS

YearYear CompetitionCompetition WinnerWinner Runner-upRunner-up
20232023 Men’s CupMen’s Cup Fremantle Cockburn Hockey Club (Australia)Fremantle Cockburn Hockey Club (Australia) Sashimi Club (Japan)Sashimi Club (Japan)

Men’s PlateMen’s Plate Jansenites (SingaporeJansenites (Singapore Gymkhana Club (Sri Lanka)Gymkhana Club (Sri Lanka)
Men’s BowlMen’s Bowl Unfit Allstars (Australia)Unfit Allstars (Australia) Hawks (Australia)Hawks (Australia)
Ladies CupLadies Cup Tornados Hockey Club (Singapore)Tornados Hockey Club (Singapore) Ducks Chicks (Australia)Ducks Chicks (Australia)
Ladies PlateLadies Plate Glebe District Hockey Club (Australia)Glebe District Hockey Club (Australia) High Tea Hockey (Australia)High Tea Hockey (Australia)
Ladies BowlLadies Bowl Matador Hockey Club (Australia)Matador Hockey Club (Australia) Chicks with Sticks (Australia)Chicks with Sticks (Australia)
Men’s Player of the TournamentMen’s Player of the Tournament Enrico Elifh Marican (Jansenites, Singapore)Enrico Elifh Marican (Jansenites, Singapore)
Ladies’ Player of the TournamentLadies’ Player of the Tournament Abigail Rhodes (SCC Sakura, Singapore)Abigail Rhodes (SCC Sakura, Singapore)

20192019 Men’s CupMen’s Cup UWA Tigers (Australia)UWA Tigers (Australia) Penang Hockey Club (Malaysia)Penang Hockey Club (Malaysia)
Men’s PlateMen’s Plate Royal Thai Air Force (Thailand)Royal Thai Air Force (Thailand) Region Warriors (Malaysia)Region Warriors (Malaysia)
Men’s BowlMen’s Bowl Hollandse Club (Singapore)Hollandse Club (Singapore) SCC Fishermen (Singapore)SCC Fishermen (Singapore)
Ladies CupLadies Cup SCC Temasek (Singapore)SCC Temasek (Singapore) Wakakichi Tokyo (Japan)Wakakichi Tokyo (Japan)
Ladies PlateLadies Plate Cairns Sapphires (Australia)Cairns Sapphires (Australia) Clippos (Australia)Clippos (Australia)
Ladies BowlLadies Bowl Modernians (Australia)Modernians (Australia) Moonsooners (Australia)Moonsooners (Australia)
Men’s Player of the TournamentMen’s Player of the Tournament Brett Dancer (UWA Tigers, Australia)Brett Dancer (UWA Tigers, Australia)
Ladies’ Player of the TournamentLadies’ Player of the Tournament Lea Hartmann (SCC Temasek, Singapore)Lea Hartmann (SCC Temasek, Singapore)

20182018 Men's CupMen's Cup Yokoe Japan (JapanYokoe Japan (Japan Eagles-HI (Singapore)Eagles-HI (Singapore)
Men's PlateMen's Plate Generation XYZ (Hong Kong)Generation XYZ (Hong Kong) Royal Thai Airforce (Thailand)Royal Thai Airforce (Thailand)
Men's BowlMen's Bowl YM Crabs (Australia)YM Crabs (Australia) Touring Lions (Australia)Touring Lions (Australia)
Ladies CupLadies Cup The Pink Ladies (Australia)The Pink Ladies (Australia) Cairns Jade (Australia)Cairns Jade (Australia)
Ladies PlateLadies Plate Old Georgians (Australia)Old Georgians (Australia) High Tea Hockey (Australia) High Tea Hockey (Australia) 
Ladies BowlLadies Bowl Jansenites (Singapore)Jansenites (Singapore) Vally RFC (Hong Kong)Vally RFC (Hong Kong)
Men's Player of the TournamentMen's Player of the Tournament Josh Allen (Touring Lions, Australia)Josh Allen (Touring Lions, Australia)
Ladies' Player of the TournamentLadies' Player of the Tournament Janene Bon (Old Georgians, Australia)Janene Bon (Old Georgians, Australia)

20172017 Men's CupMen's Cup SCC Oscars (Singapore) SCC Oscars (Singapore) Anzai Japan (Japan)Anzai Japan (Japan)
Men's PlateMen's Plate Melville Marauders (Australia)Melville Marauders (Australia) Royal Thai Airforce (Thailand)Royal Thai Airforce (Thailand)
Men's BowlMen's Bowl Colombo Hockey & Football Club (Sri Lanka)Colombo Hockey & Football Club (Sri Lanka) Barkerites Hockey Club (Singapore)Barkerites Hockey Club (Singapore)
Ladies CupLadies Cup SCC Glamours (Singapore)SCC Glamours (Singapore) Tokyo Mix Six (Japan)Tokyo Mix Six (Japan)
Ladies PlateLadies Plate Jansenites Hockey Club (Singapore)Jansenites Hockey Club (Singapore) Tornadoes Hockey Club (Singapore)Tornadoes Hockey Club (Singapore)
Ladies BowlLadies Bowl Modernians Hockey Club (Australia) Modernians Hockey Club (Australia) High Tea Hockey (Australia)High Tea Hockey (Australia)
Men's Player of the TournamentMen's Player of the Tournament Seksit Samoechai (Royal Thai Airforce, Thailand)Seksit Samoechai (Royal Thai Airforce, Thailand)
Ladies' Player of the TournamentLadies' Player of the Tournament Rhian Frizler (SCC Glamours, Singapore)Rhian Frizler (SCC Glamours, Singapore)

20162016 Men's CupMen's Cup Colombo Hockey & Football Club (Sri Lanka)Colombo Hockey & Football Club (Sri Lanka) Singapore Recreation Club (Singapore)Singapore Recreation Club (Singapore)
Men's PlateMen's Plate Anzai Japan (Japan)Anzai Japan (Japan) Royal Thai Airforce (Thailand)Royal Thai Airforce (Thailand)
Men's BowlMen's Bowl Gymkhana Club (Sri Lanka)Gymkhana Club (Sri Lanka) Unfit All Stars (Australia)Unfit All Stars (Australia)
Ladies CupLadies Cup The Pink Ladies (Australia)The Pink Ladies (Australia) SCC Flamingos (Singapore)SCC Flamingos (Singapore)
Ladies PlateLadies Plate International Sports Club of Indonesia (Indonesia)International Sports Club of Indonesia (Indonesia) YM Singa Slingas (Australia)YM Singa Slingas (Australia)
Ladies BowlLadies Bowl Touring Lions (Australia)Touring Lions (Australia) AGC Hockey Club (United Kingdom)AGC Hockey Club (United Kingdom)
Men's Player of the TournamentMen's Player of the Tournament Abraham Lomas, Hollandse Club (Singapore)Abraham Lomas, Hollandse Club (Singapore)
Ladies' Player of the TournamentLadies' Player of the Tournament Rosalind Spink, SCC Flamingos (Singapore)Rosalind Spink, SCC Flamingos (Singapore)

20152015 Men's CupMen's Cup Fremantle Black (Australia)Fremantle Black (Australia) Singapore Recreation Club (Singapore)Singapore Recreation Club (Singapore)
Men's PlateMen's Plate Royal Thai Air Force (Thailand)Royal Thai Air Force (Thailand) Anzai Japan (Japan)Anzai Japan (Japan)
Men's BowlMen's Bowl University of Western Australia (Australia)University of Western Australia (Australia) Monsooners  (Australia)Monsooners  (Australia)
Ladies CupLadies Cup The Pink Ladies (Australia)The Pink Ladies (Australia) Cairns Sapphires (Australia)Cairns Sapphires (Australia)
Ladies PlateLadies Plate Freo Silver (Australia)Freo Silver (Australia) Modernians Hockey Club (Australia)Modernians Hockey Club (Australia)
Ladies BowlLadies Bowl Singas Slingas (Australia)Singas Slingas (Australia) Singapore Recreation Club (Singapore)Singapore Recreation Club (Singapore)
Men's Player of the TournamentMen's Player of the Tournament Mohamed Nor Izuan Bin Adon, Fremantle Black (Aus-Mohamed Nor Izuan Bin Adon, Fremantle Black (Aus-

tralia)tralia)
Ladies' Player of the TournamentLadies' Player of the Tournament Catherine Wheeler, SCC Golden (Singapore)Catherine Wheeler, SCC Golden (Singapore)

20142014 Men's CupMen's Cup SRC Hockey Men (Singapore)SRC Hockey Men (Singapore) Clubhouse Casuals (United Kingdom)Clubhouse Casuals (United Kingdom)
Men's PlateMen's Plate Prodigy '92 (Singapore)Prodigy '92 (Singapore) Modernians (Australia)Modernians (Australia)
Men's BowlMen's Bowl Gymkhana Club (Sri Lanka)Gymkhana Club (Sri Lanka) Roaming Redmen (Australia)Roaming Redmen (Australia)
Ladies CupLadies Cup RIHP Rubies (Australia)RIHP Rubies (Australia) KL Hockey Club Ladies (Malaysia)KL Hockey Club Ladies (Malaysia)
Ladies PlateLadies Plate ISCI Ladies (Indonesia)ISCI Ladies (Indonesia) Tornadoes Ladies (Singapore)Tornadoes Ladies (Singapore)
Ladies BowlLadies Bowl Seethadevi (Sri Lanka)Seethadevi (Sri Lanka) Monsooners Ladies (Australia)Monsooners Ladies (Australia)
Men's Player of the TournamentMen's Player of the Tournament Edward Welch, Clubhouse Casuals (United Kingdom)Edward Welch, Clubhouse Casuals (United Kingdom)
Ladies' Player of the TournamentLadies' Player of the Tournament Amber Mutch, RIHP Rubies (Australia)Amber Mutch, RIHP Rubies (Australia)

20132013 Men's CupMen's Cup KL Hockey Club (Malaysia)KL Hockey Club (Malaysia) Tornados Hockey Club (Singapore)Tornados Hockey Club (Singapore)
Men's PlateMen's Plate Hollandse Club (Singapore)Hollandse Club (Singapore) Royal Thai Air Force Hockey Team (Thailand)Royal Thai Air Force Hockey Team (Thailand)
Men's BowlMen's Bowl Colombo Gymkhana Club (Sri Lanka)Colombo Gymkhana Club (Sri Lanka) The Reds (Australia)The Reds (Australia)
Ladies CupLadies Cup Seethadevi Sports Club (Sri Lanka)Seethadevi Sports Club (Sri Lanka) Cairns Hockey Association Sapphires  Cairns Hockey Association Sapphires  

(Australia)(Australia)
Ladies PlateLadies Plate Scarlet Redbacks (Australia)Scarlet Redbacks (Australia) Jansenites (Singapore)Jansenites (Singapore)
Ladies BowlLadies Bowl Southern Stormtroopers (Australia)Southern Stormtroopers (Australia) Monsooners (Australia)Monsooners (Australia)
Men's Player of the TournamentMen's Player of the Tournament Imadh Muzammil, Gymkhana Club (Sri Lanka)Imadh Muzammil, Gymkhana Club (Sri Lanka)
Ladies' Player of the TournamentLadies' Player of the Tournament Bec Fatnowna, RIHP Old Rubies (Australia)Bec Fatnowna, RIHP Old Rubies (Australia)

20122012 Men's CupMen's Cup Singapore Recreation Club (Singapore)Singapore Recreation Club (Singapore) Seven Stars (Japan)Seven Stars (Japan)
Men's PlateMen's Plate Freemantle (Australia)Freemantle (Australia) Hong Kong Cricket Club (Hong Kong)Hong Kong Cricket Club (Hong Kong)
Men's BowlMen's Bowl Maechens (Japan)Maechens (Japan) Gymkhana Club (Sri Lanka)Gymkhana Club (Sri Lanka)
Ladies CupLadies Cup Seethadevi (Sri Lanka)Seethadevi (Sri Lanka) KL Hockey Club (Malaysia)KL Hockey Club (Malaysia)
Ladies PlateLadies Plate Hockey Goddesses (Australia)Hockey Goddesses (Australia) Melos 85 (Japan)Melos 85 (Japan)
Ladies BowlLadies Bowl SCC Gold (Singapore)SCC Gold (Singapore) Super Dux (Australia)Super Dux (Australia)
Men's Player of the TournamentMen's Player of the Tournament Shoga Matoba, Seven Stars (Japan)Shoga Matoba, Seven Stars (Japan)
Ladies' Player of the TournamentLadies' Player of the Tournament Chathurika Wijesooriya, Seethadevi (Sri Lanka)Chathurika Wijesooriya, Seethadevi (Sri Lanka)
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20112011 Men's CupMen's Cup Singapore Recreation Club (Singapore)Singapore Recreation Club (Singapore) Yokoe HC (Japan)Yokoe HC (Japan)

Men's PlateMen's Plate KCC (Hong Kong)KCC (Hong Kong) YMCC Hockey Club (Australia)YMCC Hockey Club (Australia)
Men's BowlMen's Bowl Riverside Lions (Australia)Riverside Lions (Australia) VIOBA (Malaysia)VIOBA (Malaysia)
Ladies CupLadies Cup KL Hockey Club (Malaysia)KL Hockey Club (Malaysia) Hong Kong Island Queens (Hong Kong)Hong Kong Island Queens (Hong Kong)
Ladies PlateLadies Plate SCC Slammers (Singapore)SCC Slammers (Singapore) Hockey Goddesses (Australia)Hockey Goddesses (Australia)
Ladies BowlLadies Bowl SMK Puteri (Malaysia)SMK Puteri (Malaysia) Tornados (Singapore)Tornados (Singapore)
Men's Player of the TournamentMen's Player of the Tournament Keisuke Yoshida, Yokoe HC (Japan)Keisuke Yoshida, Yokoe HC (Japan)
Ladies' Player of the TournamentLadies' Player of the Tournament Nadia Abdul Rahman, KL Hockey Club (Malaysia)Nadia Abdul Rahman, KL Hockey Club (Malaysia)

20102010 Men's CupMen's Cup KL Hockey Club (Malaysia)KL Hockey Club (Malaysia) Clubhouse Casuals (UK)Clubhouse Casuals (UK)
Men's PlateMen's Plate Gymkhana Hockey Club (Sri Lanka)Gymkhana Hockey Club (Sri Lanka) Boatpeople Hamburg (Germany)Boatpeople Hamburg (Germany)
Men's BowlMen's Bowl Tannibellies  Hockey (Singapore)Tannibellies  Hockey (Singapore) Royal Selangor Club (Malaysia)Royal Selangor Club (Malaysia)
Ladies CupLadies Cup KL Hockey Club (Malaysia)KL Hockey Club (Malaysia) Seethadevi (Sri Lanka)Seethadevi (Sri Lanka)
Ladies PlateLadies Plate Singapore Cricket Club (Singapore)Singapore Cricket Club (Singapore) Gulf Camels (UAE)Gulf Camels (UAE)
Ladies BowlLadies Bowl Hong Kong Cricket Club (Hong Kong)Hong Kong Cricket Club (Hong Kong) Sri Lanka Schools (Sri Lanka)Sri Lanka Schools (Sri Lanka)
Schools BoysSchools Boys St. Andrews Secondary School (Singapore)St. Andrews Secondary School (Singapore) Jurong West Secondary School (Singapore)Jurong West Secondary School (Singapore)
Schools GirlsSchools Girls CHIJ St. Theresa's Convent (Singapore)CHIJ St. Theresa's Convent (Singapore) East View Secondary School (Singapore)East View Secondary School (Singapore)
Men's Player of the TournamentMen's Player of the Tournament Abu, KL Hockey Club (Malaysia)Abu, KL Hockey Club (Malaysia)
Ladies' Player of the TournamentLadies' Player of the Tournament Kannagi Arumugam, KL Hockey Club (Malaysia)Kannagi Arumugam, KL Hockey Club (Malaysia)
Boy's Player of the TournamentBoy's Player of the Tournament Gugan Sandran, St. Andrews Secondary School Gugan Sandran, St. Andrews Secondary School 

(Singapore)(Singapore)
Girls' Player of the TournamentGirls' Player of the Tournament Nurfana Hani, CHIJ St. Theresa's Convent (Singapore)Nurfana Hani, CHIJ St. Theresa's Convent (Singapore)

20092009 Men's Cup (Joint Champions)Men's Cup (Joint Champions) Singapore Recreation Club (Singapore) & Royal  Singapore Recreation Club (Singapore) & Royal  
Selangor Club (Malaysia)Selangor Club (Malaysia)

Men's PlateMen's Plate Gymkhana Club (Sri Lanka)Gymkhana Club (Sri Lanka) YMCC Youth Development (Australia)YMCC Youth Development (Australia)

Men's Bowl (Joint Champions)Men's Bowl (Joint Champions) Royal Klang Club (Malaysia) & Boatpeople Hamburg Royal Klang Club (Malaysia) & Boatpeople Hamburg 
(Germany)(Germany)

Ladies Cup (Joint Champions)Ladies Cup (Joint Champions) Royal Selangor Club (Singapore) & Singapore Cricket Royal Selangor Club (Singapore) & Singapore Cricket 
Club (Singapore)Club (Singapore)

Ladies PlateLadies Plate Valley Pandas (Hong Kong)Valley Pandas (Hong Kong) Kowloon Cricket Club (Hong Kong)Kowloon Cricket Club (Hong Kong)
Ladies Bowl (Joint Champions)Ladies Bowl (Joint Champions) PDRM Scorpions (Malaysia) & Kasetsart University PDRM Scorpions (Malaysia) & Kasetsart University 

(Thailand)(Thailand)

20082008 NO TOURNAMENTNO TOURNAMENT

20072007 Men's CupMen's Cup Hotspurs Black (Australia)Hotspurs Black (Australia) Singapore Recreation Club (Singapore)Singapore Recreation Club (Singapore)
Men's PlateMen's Plate Dolphins (Malaysia)Dolphins (Malaysia) Gymkhana Sports Club (India)Gymkhana Sports Club (India)
Men's BowlMen's Bowl Cobra Magic (Australia)Cobra Magic (Australia) YMCC (Australia)YMCC (Australia)
Womens CupWomens Cup Hotspurs HC (Australia)Hotspurs HC (Australia) Royal Selangor Club (Malaysia)Royal Selangor Club (Malaysia)
Womens PlateWomens Plate Kesetsart University (Thailand)Kesetsart University (Thailand) Police SA (Singapore)Police SA (Singapore)
Womens BowlWomens Bowl SCC Frangipanis (Singapore)SCC Frangipanis (Singapore) United World College SEA (Singapore)United World College SEA (Singapore)

20062006 Men's CupMen's Cup Air India (India)Air India (India) Royal Selangor Club (Malaysia)Royal Selangor Club (Malaysia)
Men's PlateMen's Plate Police SA (SingaporePolice SA (Singapore Cobras Fusion (Australia)Cobras Fusion (Australia)
Men's BowlMen's Bowl YMCC (Australia)YMCC (Australia) Unfit Allstars (Australia)Unfit Allstars (Australia)
Womens CupWomens Cup Hotspurs (Australia)Hotspurs (Australia) Royal Selangor Club (Malaysia)Royal Selangor Club (Malaysia)
Womens PlateWomens Plate Cobras Strikers (Australia)Cobras Strikers (Australia) Royal Selangor Club (Malaysia)Royal Selangor Club (Malaysia)
Womens BowlWomens Bowl SLS Black (Sri Lanka)SLS Black (Sri Lanka) Valley RFC (Hong Kong)Valley RFC (Hong Kong)

20052005 NO TOURNAMENTNO TOURNAMENT

20042004 Men's CupMen's Cup Air India (India)Air India (India) Maharajah (India)Maharajah (India)
Men's PlateMen's Plate Royal Thai Air Force (Thailand)Royal Thai Air Force (Thailand) YMCC Hockey Club (Australia)YMCC Hockey Club (Australia)
Men's BowlMen's Bowl Boatpeople (Germany)Boatpeople (Germany) Royal Selangor Club (Malaysia)Royal Selangor Club (Malaysia)
Women's CupWomen's Cup Royal Selangor Club (Malaysia)Royal Selangor Club (Malaysia) Police Scorpions (Malaysia)Police Scorpions (Malaysia)
Women's PlateWomen's Plate Royal Thai Air Force (Thailand)Royal Thai Air Force (Thailand) Westside Wolves (Australia)Westside Wolves (Australia)
Women's BowlWomen's Bowl Kaset Ladies (Thailand)Kaset Ladies (Thailand) Sri Lanka Schools Hockey Association  Sri Lanka Schools Hockey Association  

(Sri Lanka)(Sri Lanka)

20032003 Men's CupMen's Cup Air India (India)Air India (India) Kilat Club KL (Malaysia)Kilat Club KL (Malaysia)
Men's PlateMen's Plate Penang Sports Club (Malaysia)Penang Sports Club (Malaysia) SingapSingapore Police Sports Association  ore Police Sports Association  

(S(Singapore)ingapore)
Men's BowlMen's Bowl Chenab Eagles (Singapore)Chenab Eagles (Singapore) YMCC Hockey Club (Australia)YMCC Hockey Club (Australia)
Women's CupWomen's Cup Police Vipers (Malaysia)Police Vipers (Malaysia) Flying Queens (India)Flying Queens (India)
Women's PlateWomen's Plate Royal Thai Air Force (Thailand)Royal Thai Air Force (Thailand) Singapore Recreation Club (Singapore)Singapore Recreation Club (Singapore)
Women's BowlWomen's Bowl Chav Z - Force (Australia)Chav Z - Force (Australia) SCC Survivors (Singapore)SCC Survivors (Singapore)

20022002 Men's CupMen's Cup Air IndiaAir India Redza Sports ClubRedza Sports Club
Men's PlateMen's Plate EI NinoEI Nino Royal Thai AirforceRoyal Thai Airforce
Men's BowlMen's Bowl GymkhanaGymkhana Sri Lanka JuniorsSri Lanka Juniors
Women's CupWomen's Cup Royal Selangor ClubRoyal Selangor Club Kilat LadiesKilat Ladies
Women's PlateWomen's Plate Royal Thai Air ForceRoyal Thai Air Force Singapore Cricket ClubSingapore Cricket Club
Women's BowlWomen's Bowl YokohamaYokohama Valley RFCValley RFC

20012001 Men's CupMen's Cup Soul MatesSoul Mates Indian AirlinesIndian Airlines
Men's PlateMen's Plate Air IndiaAir India RosellersRosellers
Men's BowlMen's Bowl Club AmanClub Aman Valley RFCValley RFC
Women's CupWomen's Cup Police ScorpionsPolice Scorpions TheresiansTheresians
Women's PlateWomen's Plate Air IndiaAir India Valley RFCValley RFC
Women's BowlWomen's Bowl Westside WolvesWestside Wolves FreemantleFreemantle
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